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720 MEASURE WOW
AND FLUTIER

728 THE PROTECTION
RACKET

739 MOTOR SPEED
CONTROLLER

• Pr'.lgrams and '.'edies at 2, 2.7, 3.3 & SV
• Trje no-adaptor programming up to 48
p1n D1L de;ices
• Free universal 44 pin PLC( adaptor

• Programs v1ide range of 20 and 24 pin
logic devices from the major GAL vendors
• Supports JEDEC files from all popular
compi lers

MONEY-BACK
30 DAY TRIAL
If you do not agree that these truly are th~
most powerful portable programmers you_can
buy, simply return 11our Dataman produ_ct
within 30 days for a full refund ,$/

·""

• Package adaptors a·1ailable for TSOP,
PSOP, QFP, SOIC and PLCC
• Optional EPROM emulator

• Rechargeable battery power for total
porta bi Iity
• All-in-one price includes emulation
leads, AC charger, PC software, spare
library ROM, user-friendly manual
• Supplied fully charged and ready to use

Using computer enhancement techniques,
Donald McLean has managed to look at tv
images recorded on disc seventy years ago.

• 3 year parts and labour guarantee

•

Modulated bipolar electrostimulator

• Windows/DOS software included

• Delay circuit for waveform changing

• Free technical support for life

• Telephone interface
Orders received by 4pmwill normally be despatched same day.

Order today, get it tomorrow!

•

Variable rnillivolt generator

• LM555 sawtooth generator
• Voltage converter with cut-off

Still as unbeatable as ever. Beware of
cheap imitations. Beware of false
promises. Beware of hidden extras.
If you want the best, there's still only one
choice - Dataman.
Order via credit card hotline - phone
today, use tomorrow.
Alternatively, request more detailed
information on these and other marketleading programming solutions.

760 INTERNET INROADS
Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Rd,
Maiden Newton, Dorchester,
Dorset, DT2 DAE, UK
Telephone +44/0 1300 3207 19
Fax +44/0 1300 321012
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr)
Modem V.34N.FCN.32bis
Home page: http://www.dataman.com
FTP: ftp.dataman.com
Email : sa les@dataman.com
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At last - a mega source of
components all available in low
volume quantities and off the shelf.
See page 738.

This new display technology produces crt
brightness and viewing angle without the bulk.
Steve Bush explains how on page 775.

778 SPEAKERS CORNER
As a sound reproduction medium, the
electrostatic transducer has many
advantages and only a few drawbacks.
John Watkinson explains.

780 HOW FAR WILL IT GO?
Roger Simms explains how you can
determine the distance that a license
exempt wireless telemetry link will cover.

Under/over voltage protection

e Thermometer for -40°C to l 50°C

• Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978

• EPROM emulation as standard

745 DAWN OF TELEVISION

•

Next day delivery - always in stock
• Programs 8 and 16 bit EPROMs,
EEPROMs, PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH,
Boot-Block FLASH, PICs, 8751
microcontrollers and more

Andrew Little's modular motor controller
uses back emf rather than a shaft encoder
for rotational sensing.

750 CIRCUIT IDEAS

• Bu ilt-in '/;or!d standard PSU - for goany-:;here programming

Photo: Donald McLean

Unable to find a good, affordable wow and
flutter meter, David Lane set about
designing his own.

Ian Hickman looks at a variety of methods
for increasing reliability by protecting
circuitry from abuse - including the fuse.

• PlGgs straigrt into paral,e: port of PC or
!ap:op

.-

-

Andrew Emmerson surveys the
competing technologies for accessing the
Net - including satellite and mains routes.

783 NEW PRODUCTS
Over forty new product outlines,
presented by Phil Darrington.

788 ANTENNAS
FROM CO-AX
Coaxial cable antennas are easy to make,
can be matched using the cable itself, and
they are compact. By Dominic Di Mario

795 HANDS-ON INTERNET
Cyril has uncovered more Y2000 problems
and he's found dielectric resonator details.

797 PROGRAMMING
768 ROUTE TO PCB CAD
The moment of truth - Rod Cooper sums
up his series of pcb cad reviews. Plus a
review of WinDraft and WinBoard.
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SILICON FLOPPIES
Pei An shows how to to drive his
SmartMedia silicon floppy-disk
programmer using Turbo Pascal 6.

After you have flipped the thumbnail
pictures starting backwards from page
773, read how they were produced
on page 745.
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aim Audio is 25 years old this year. We are one
of Britain's few remaining independent hifi
companies, surviving where many others have
either disappeared or been swallowed up by larger
conglomerates - and I'm often asked how we've
done it.
There are never any simple answers. The number of
places in business where you can make mistakes is
huge, we certainly make mistakes at Nairn. But we
don't make really stupid ones. Importantly, we don't
forget our original starting-point, and even though we
now employ 90 people, we're still a small company,
especially where it counts, which is in the way we think
about our products, and about ourselves.
So where did we start? Hi-fi systems should play
music. Music is a language, a way composer and
musicians communicate emotions to the listener, and if
it's good, if it's played with passion and enthusiasm,
this what reaches us. Or so I thought, back in 1970,
before I started Nairn. I wanted to be thrilled and
excited and have my emotions addressed when I
listened to reproduced music, and this didn't happen. So
I felt very frustrated. It took me about a year and a bit to
learn enough electronics to design the classic amplifiers
that - give or take 25 years of development - we now
still make, as well, of course-, as a whole range of
complementary electronics, cd players and speakers,
and our own CD label.
Because we are independent, we don't suffer from
short-termist pressures, and need only think about
what's best for the company, or simply best. Our
products may have a ten-year lifespan, in some cases
more, so we can afford to do good research and have
time to get things right. We don't follow fashion. My
marketing director has as strong a voice as any other
member of the team, but as far as he is concerned - and
everyone else here too - we are in business to deliver
performance products.
.The basic team at Nairn is a diverse group of people
with very different skills and motivations, but we all
haye the same underlying idea of what the company is
about. So, while each of us does the things they do best
a,nd care about most, there's a high level of mutual trust.
-For me, for all of us, its very important to run the
company in a way that we all feel comfortable with. Of
course a business has to make decent profits to stay
healthy, and this, obviously, we've done. But it doesn't
~ave to make profits to the exclusion of everything else.
What on 1;:arth is work for? It takes up a very large
amount of our waking lives. It should be satisfying.
That means for everyone.
I think it's important to remember that on the whole
people develop rather than change. Our kind of business
is actually pretty complex, with a wide variety of
functions suited to different skills. But it can look like a
game of three-dimensional chess in which all the pieces
decide for themselves what they are: you thought one of
them was a bishop but they have an .absolute view that
they're a knight, or a rook, and behave l.il<e that, and
that's what they do well. It's fascinating. I like to let
people make the most of themselves. 'It works better
than trying to make them over.
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What on ~arth is work for?
It takes up a very large amount
of our wc;iking lives. It should be
satisfying. That means for
everyone ...

I

I think we've had an unusually stable environment,
and that's healthy. It lets people look at what really
interests them - technology, organisation, whatever and follow through. In some ways we've been very
modem, though not necessarily for the same reasons as
other b4sinesses.
We invested in robotic assembly very early, when few
companies our size could have justified it, which we
hardly could. But what we homed in on, and what we
still really like about our robots, is that they don't care
at all whether they work a 60-hour week or stand idle,
whereas people don't get on at all well under either of
these conditions. I'm a bit choosy about modern
management theories, there seem to be a lot of buzzwords that boil down to mnemonics for what many of
us discovered years ago and may still be working at,
since few good ideas are easy.
. I'd agree with everyone else that the toughest thing is
communication: some of it can be improved by better
structures, some of it still works well down at the pub,
some of it straightens out with the kind of red tape that
would have appalled me when we started. But I don't
know of anything to replace continuous optimistic effort
by individual people - which doesn't apply to
busi nesses alone.
Nothjng magic about that, is there?
•

Julian Vereker MBE, Managing Director Nalm Audio
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Warnings over global mobile standard bid

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Electro·nic tagging trial suffers legal glitch

A

magistrates court has raised the
issue of the legal effectiveness
of electronic tagging of offenders
after a prostitute successfully evaded
punishment for breaching her curfew
by claiming her answerphone and
fax machine "overrode" the
electronic tagging monitoring
equipment.
Initially mystified by the incident,
the Home Office has said it was
satisfied that the tagging equipment
was not affected by fax and
answering machines.
Summonses against Sonia Louise
Allen from Bolton issued by
Securicor Custodial Services were
withdrawn on the orders of the
town's magistrates after the 21-year
old pleaded the effects of

interference with the monitoring
equipment.
Securicor and the Home Office
both deny any equipment
compatibility problem, but the
decision by a court in one of the pilot
areas for tagging could be
embarrassing for the scheme which
is being rolled out nationwide.
The Magistrates accepted evidence
that the answerphone and fax
machine "overrode" the tagging
device when they were in use and
that therefore the summonses
alleging breach of the 6 pm to 6 am
curfew could not be proved.
Securicor said in a statement: "In
our experience fax and answering
machines have not interfered with
the satisfactory operation of the

BBC previews digital terrestrial television
he first public broadcasts of digital
terrestrial have been conducted
T
by the BBC at several locations
tv

around the country.
"This is a preview service until the
real thing starts in earnest," said a
BBC spokesman.
Three companies, Hitachi, Philips
and Sony, are involved in the trials.
Hitachi has been showing live
coverage of selected World Cup
games in 16:9 wide- screen format on
its video wall at the Trocadero,

London. Philips' installations are at
Heathrow's Terminals One and Two,
while Sony demonstrated digital
broadcasts at the South of England,
Three Counties and Royal Highland
shows in June.
"The screenings demonstrate widescreen at its best," said Mike Gleave,
BBC technical advisor.
The terrestrial digital tv signal is
being transmitted from Crystal
Palace, which is being fed by a
satellite link.

European households with information & communication
devices and services 1996 - 2001 (millions)
70 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -

60 - - - - - - - - - - - - -~'-'--'--'--'---"'~:....:.:::.:,.,,r:...
50

Subscribers of
cable TV

40

Households
with PC

30

20

----+-- ---l-----+---- -~-=-~
Households
with lnte,net

10
0 _ _ _ __.__ _ __.__ _ _

__..L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1996

1997

1998

1999

~

2000

2001

Source: EITO 98 /JDC Internet Commerce Market Model, 1997
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enior mobile phone executives
have warned about the problems
ahead in creating a global standard out
of the third generation digital mobile
phone proposal.
"To have a single global standard is
going to be very difficult," believes
Heikki Abava, Nokia mobile phones'
v-p 1>f new system technologies.
This is also the view of Thomas
Beijer, chairman of the UMTS Forum
which is working on issues such as
spectrum allocation and its licensing.
However, he stresses that UMTS has
strong support outside Europe, and
even with US mobile phone operators
where it is competing with the

S

electronic monitoring equipment."
It continued: "As a precautionary
measure, we instruct offenders not to
attach such devices to the telephone
line. This is simply to ensure that the
line is free when the unit has to make
its standard calls and in the event of
any violation."
Securicor went on to say that
Allen's absence was verified after it
was been reported by the home
monitoring unit and by a visit from
Securicor officers.
Securicor said that they agreed that
the summons be withdrawn "in the
interests of saving court time," on the
grounds that if the summons was
contested by Allen then it would not
be returned to court until after the
curfew order had concluded.

Cash level for UK
innovation falls further
UK companies are investing less
money in innovation than they
were five years ago, according
to a recent survey carried out by
the CBI. The 1998 Innovation
Trends Survey shows that
manufacturers are spending only
five per cent of their turnover on
inno vation. The drop is part of a
trend showing a steady decline
from seven per.cent in 1994.

Single bid for digital
auction
The licence auction for a
national digital radio service has
attracted just one applicant. The
Digital One consortium is
backed by GWR, NTL and Talk
Radio. Other commercial radio
groups are expected to bid for
regional licences.

Smart Web trial
Barclays Bank has launched a
smartcard trial which allows the
self employed to register their
status with government
departments over the Internet.
The card will allow users to
access registration documents,
electronically sign them and
then return them for processing.
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CDMAOne proposal.
Since ETSI' s decision that the
UMTS radio interface would be based
on W-CDMA and time:
division/CDMA schemes, work has
concentrated on harmonising the two
to achieve simpler - and cheaper UMTS dual mode handsets.
This, according to Nokia's Ahava,
has now been achieved. "In the spring,
we were able to agree on key
parameters such as frame lengths and
chip rates to harmonise the two."
An ITU workshop, planned for
November, will determine if a
common global IMT-2000 standard
can be achieved from the various

submissions. A final decision on the
nature of IMT-2000 will be made next
March.
• The most ambitious trial to date of
third generation mobile phone
technology is being carried out by
Ericsson. Working with Swedish
mobile phone operator Telia, Ericsson
plans to have W-CDMA technology, a
component of Europe's UMTS third
generation proposal, up and running in
Stockholm by the autumn.
The system will be used to test
multimedia content transmissions and
wireless Internet access.
Roy Rubenstein, Electronics Weekly

Internet voice phone calls will dominate

T

he use of the Internet for making
telephone calls will overtake ·
fixed network traffic by 2000,
according to a report by industry
research company Analysys.
As Internet telephone calls
become cheaper and easier.to make,
the service will begin to threaten
the established operators, says the
report.
However, the major European

companies won' t be introducing
their own Internet telephony
technology until they are forced to.
. Price differences will disappear in
the next three to five years but for
the moment international calls are
cheaper on the Internet. Other longterm technological advantages will
ensure. the rise of the Internet call
over fixed networks.
Efficiency gains offered-by the

Carlton buys UK
DVD firm ~imbus

mDII 2S.0GS/s ET

by 2000

use of packet networks, the low cost
of deploying gateways and the
potential for computer telephony
integration are all set to drive the
long term growth of Internet
telephony.
Providers of Internet telephony
already offer their services to
people without pcs by use of a code
that connects the user to a local
Internet service.

12.38M Acqs

N imbus, the cd and' d igital versatile
disc (DVD) manufactu rer., has been
acquired by the US ccim'pany Carl ton
Communications.. 'The $264m·
purchase was mad·e to ensure .that
Carlton's film and video business was
not left behind by the new
technology. The agreed bid w.as
supported by shareholders with 44 per
cent of the c ompany stock. Nimbus
recentl y lau nched the UK' s .first
commerci ally available DVDs.

UK has most home pcs
Britain has more home pcs per head of the
population than the US. This was one of
the findings of market research carried out
by Roper Starch Worldwide. It found that
38 per cent of the UK population has a pc,
compared with 36 per cent in the US and
24 per cent in Germany.
The survey also indicated that UK home
pc users are more likely to use their
computers for work or educational
activities than any other European country.
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~ore· scope for scopes... Tektronix has called the digital phosphor•:scillbscope
(DPO) its most important oscilloscope announcement this year. Thewistrument
combines new display and signal processing capabilities to give what the'
company calls a three-dimensional representation of signal traces. The intention
has been to combine the real-time capability of an analogue oscilloscope with
, the digital storage and signal processing functions of a D50.
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Quality second-user
test & measurement
•
equipment
~------------------~

UPDATE

Summer launch planned for
digital broadcast receivers
he first commercial digitaJ audio
T
broadcasting (DAB) receivers
be launched by five manufacturers

will

this summer.
Blaupunkt, Clarion, Grundig,
Kenwood and Pioneer will unveil car
receivers ·which can be added to
existing systems or used on their own.
The BBC, which has been
transmitting digitaJ programmes for
three years, is co-ordinating the
launch.
Car radio accounts for 25 per cent
of aJl radios sold and is seen as the
ideal market to spearhead the launch
of DAB. Digital radio transmissions

currently reach over 60 per cent of the
UK population.
"We always knew we were
switching on our transmitter as a
pioneering act," said Glyn Jones, the
BBC's DAB project director. "It was
part of a strategy to build confidence
and create the right conditions for
manufacturers."
The BBC is keen to see digital radio
technology moving into other market
segments. "A couple of years ago
digital radio was cutting edge
technology,''.,said Jones. Now DAB
receivers_are .c oming down in price,
he said.

Marconi
Radio Communications Test Sets

Jones ... DAB.receiver prices are

coming dowr.

One-chip mobiles are only three years away
he single-chip mobile phone is
only three years away, according
to US phone chip maker CommQuest.
"We will have samples of the chip
at the end of 2000 and expect
production a year later," said Marilyn
Jordan, spokesman for CommQuest.
A popular industry view is that the
one·chip phone is further· off still. The
penalty of having a two-chip solution
~ a cmos baseband processor and an rf
section made on a high-speed
analogue process - is seen as a small
price to pay compared to the cost of
developing one process that combines

T

both sections.
CommQuest was bought by IBM
earlier this year with the goal of
adding CommQuest's phone chip
expertise to IBM's advanced process
capability.
'There will be two stages to the
development," said Jordan. "First we
will produce the whole rf section,
including the output devices, in
silicon-germanium. This product
should sample next year. The second
phase will be to add the baseband
processor using SOI [silicon-oninsulator] technology."

Blue laser diode is imminent
ommerciaJ sample blue laser
diodes will be available from
July, according to Japanese
semiconductor company Nichia.
The shorter wavelength of blue and
violet laser diodes promises to bring
about optical storage devices with
higher data densities.
"Blue lasers are still under
development, a commercial sample

C

Satellite makes a recovery
motor vehicle was recovered by police within 15

A minutes of being stolen using a satellite tracking
system.

The roadside recovery vehicle was stolen as its driver
worked under the bonnet of another car. Using the GPS
(global.positioning system) satellite vehicle tracking
system fitted to the vehicle, the control room dispatcher
was able to tell the police the vehicle's exact position,
which was recovered intact.
The tracking system fitted operates via Turbo Dispatch,
a mobile job dispatch system, and the RAM Network, a
two-way, real-time data communication system which
operates over dedicated radio frequencies.

SOI chip construction prevents the
noise generated by the digital ·
baseband processing from getting into
the rf section. But both SiGe and SOI
are complex processes. '
Does Jordan believe that
CommQuest's solution can undercut a
two-chip one? "Absolutely," he said,
"the total cost of the phone, which
includes integration and testing; will
be lower."
Jordan was speaking at the launch
of his company's TriBand Chipset, a
two-chip phone GSM chipset which
covers 900MHz, 1.8GHz and 1.9GHz.

New nanosecond ram

would be available early next month,"
said Nichia's Gaku Ueyama.
Blue laser diodes have until now
proved extremely difficult to make.
Lifetimes in experimentaJ devices are
frequently only a few -hours, and often
less than a second.
Nichia has been leading the pack in
their development, spearheaded by
chief researcher Shuji Nakamura.
Last year, while other companies
had achieved diodes with lifetimes of
only a few seconds, Nakamura
astonished competitors by lecturing
using a blue laser pointer.
This spring Nichia announced a
300-hour operation blue laser diode
after Fujitsu claimed to have made a
device lasting five hours.
US firms Cree and Hewlett-Packard
are playing catch-up aJthough neither
has announced device lifetimes of
more than one second. "Our aim is to
be number one in green, blue and
ultra-violet lasers," said Waguih •
Ishak, head of blue laser research at
HP earlier this year.

Fujitsu has developed a novel
memory which significantly
improves the access speed of
dynamic rarn.
CaJled fast cycle RAM, or
FCRAM, first 64Mbit silicon
achieves a 26ns random access
time and an address cycle time of
20ns.
Fujitsu has achieved the
speedier performance by doing
away with the convention of ,
multiplexed addressing.

Investment up
A 4.7 per cent increase in
manufacturing investment in the
last three months helped boost
British business investment
figures in the year.' s first quarter.
Government figures indicate that
overall investment rose by 5.8
per cent in the year's first
quarter compared to the last
quarter of 1997.

Hewlett Packard
8920A R/F Comms Test (various options)
8922 BGH G.S.M. Test

£4995
£POA

Rohde & Schwartz
CMS 54 Radio Comms service monitor
(0.4 tolOO0MHz)
CMTA94 GSM Radio Comms Analyser

£6250
£7500

Schlumberger - Stabilock
4031 Radio comms test (0.4 to 10.00MHz) £4995
4040 'High accuracy' Radio comms test
£2995
Wandel & Goltermann
PFJ-8 Error & jitter test set

(All options fited)
PCM4 PCM Channel measurement set
Marconi
2305 Modulation Meter
2041 Low noise signal generator
(lOKHz - 2.7GHz)
Racal
6111 GSM test sets

£12500
£POA
£1995
£7500

2955
£2250
£2500
2955A
2958 (TACS)
£2750
2960 (TAGS+ Band Ill) £2750
2960A (TAGS)
£2950
£4000
2955B
£4250
with 2960B added

£POA

OSCILLOSCOPES
Beckman 9020 • 20MHz • Dual channel
Gould OS 245A/250/255/300/3000/3351/4000
Gould 4074 • 100MHz • 4 channel D.S.O . with Printer
Hewlett Packard 541 OOD • 1GHz Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54200A • 50MHZ Digitizing
Hewlett Packard 54201 A• 300MHz Digitizing
Hitachi Vl52/V212/V222/V3028
N302FN353FN550BN650F
Hitachi VI I00A • IOOMHZ • 4 channel
lntron 2020 • 20MHz. Dual channel D.S.O. (new)
lwatstu SS 5710/SS 5702 •
Kikusui COS 5100 • 100MHz • Dual channel
Kikusui COS 6100 • 100MHZ • 5 channel • 12 Trace
Lecroy 9450A • 300MHz/400 MS/s O.S.O. 2 channel
Meguro MSO 1270A • 20MHz • D.S.O. (new)
Philips 3055 • 50MHz .Dual channel
Philips PM 3335 • 50MHZ • D.S.O, Dual channel
Philips 3295A • 400MHz • Dual channel
Panasonic VP574 I A• 100MHZ O.S.O. Dual channel
Tektronix 455 • 50MHZ • Dual channel
Tektronix 465 · I00MHZ • Dual channel
Tektronix 464/466 • I00MHZ • (with AN. storage)
Tektronix 4751475A • 200MHz/250MHz.
Tektronix 468 • I00MHZ • O.S.O.
Tektronix 2213/2215 • 60MHz • Dual channel
Tektronix 2220 • 60MHZ • Dual channel D.S.O
Tektronix 2225 • 50MHZ • Dual channel
Tektronix 2235 • I00MHZ • Dual channel
Tektronix 2221 • 60MHz • Dual channel D.S.O
Tektronix 2245A - 100MHZ . 4 channel
Tektmnix 2440 • 300MHz/500 MS/s D.S.O.
Tektronix 2445A • 150MHz • 4 channel
Tektronix 2445 • 150MHZ • 4 channel+ DMM
Tektronix TAS 475 • 100MHZ • 4 channel
Tektronix 7000 Series (I00MHZ to 500MHZ)
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from £125
£1000
£450
from £125
£350
£475
£2250
£450
£450
£1200
£1750
£1750
£275
£350
£350
from £450
£650
£350
£1250
£395
£600
£1250
£900
£3750
£1250
£1200
£995
from £200

Add carriage and VAT to all goods.
Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binley Industrial Estate,
Coventrv CV:l 2SF.

Fax O1203 650 773
SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

£150
from £125
£2400
£2250
£500
£1500

All equipment is used - with 30 d~ys guarantee.
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Ando AC 821 1 • 1.7GHz
Avcom PSA-65A • 2 to 1000MHz
Anritsu MS 628 • 50Hz to 1700MHz
Anritsu MS 6108 10KHz • 2GHz
AdvantesVTAKEDA RIKEN • 4132 • IOOKHz • 1000MHz
Hewlett Packard 8591 A • 9KHz • 1.8GHz
Hewlett Packard 8754A • 2.6GHz • Network Analyser
Hewlett Packard 8505A • 1.3GHz • Network Analyser
Hewlett Packard 8753A • 3GHz • Network Analyser
Hewlett Packard 8756A/8757A Scaler Network Analyser
Meguro • MSA 4901 • 30MHz • Spec.Analyser
Meguro • MSA 4912 • I MHz· IGHZ Spec.Analyser
Wiltron 6409 - 10-2000MHz R/F Analyser

£2500
£995
£2500
£4750
£2500
£4995
£3500
£2500
£7995
from £1000
£995
£1495
£2000

MISCELLANEOUS
IFR 1200s • Radio comms test set
£2995
HP 436A Power meter + lead + sensor
various available
from £995
HP 435A + 4358 Power meters
from £200
HP 8656A Synthesised signal generator
£1500
HP 86568 Synthesised signal generator
£2750
HP 8657A • Signal generator 100KHZ • 1040MHZ
£3250
HP 3335A · Synthesiser/level generator
£3500
HP 37900D • Signalling test set
£5000
HP 5385A • 1 GHZ Frequency counter
£750
HP 3562A Dual channel dynamic signal analyser
£6250
64µHz • 1OOKHz
£1500
Philips PM 5193 Synthesised Function Gen 50MHz
Leader 3216 Signal generator 100KHz • 140MHz • AM/FM/CW with built
£995
in FM stereo modulator (as new) a snip at
£POA
Tektronix 1502/1502C/ 1503C • TOR cable testers
£1000
Tektronix 1721 PAL Vectorscope
£1600
Tektronix 1741A PAL WaveformNector Monitor
£2200
Tektronix 1751 PAL Waveform/Vector Monitor
Tektronix 495P Spec analyser prog. • 1.8GHz
£5000

Tel: 01203 6S0702
OlC!Jll 203 6SO ZZ3
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Design considerations
a)

b)

Input to meter
with sinusoidal
frequency modulation

I\{\
V V

~{\I\{\(\(\{\[\

vvv

vv\/\TV

Rectangular output
from limiting amplifier

c) Narrower trigger pulse

Performance of the wow and
flutter meter
Specification of the wow and flutter meter, based
on the performance of the prototype:

Input:
minimum level
impedance

Measure wow
and flutter
Unable·to find an
affordable wow
and flutter meter,
David lane set
about designing his
own. The resulting
instrument is not
only low cost. It
uses widely
available
components and is
easy to calibrate.

I

n an analogue record/replay system - whether
tape, disc or film - the average speed of the
reproducing equipment must be the same as that
of the recording equipment if the absolute pitch
and duration of the original material is to be preserved.
The average speed may be measured via one or
more of several well known methods. These
include stroboscopic tapes and discs, replaying a
recording of known frequency and measuring the
reproduced frequency, timing a measured length
of tape or film past a fixed reference point, and in
the case of disc simply measuring the time taken
for a given number of revolutions of the platter.
Because it is impossible to make a mechanically perfect drive system, the instantaneous speed
will not be constant. Changes in instantaneous
speed will be perceived as variations in pitch.
Slow changes (<l0Hz) caused for instance by an
eccentric capstan, are termed 'wow' whilst faster

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the wow and
flutter meter. The unipolar-to-bipolar
pulse conversion stage is not shown
here. It lies between the 555 timer and
the low-pass filter.

30mVnns
3001<'2

Measurement modes:
flat
0.5Hz to 300Hz (-3dB)
weighted to IEC 386:1972 recommendation
wow
0.5Hz to 6Hz
(-3dB, 18dB/octave above 6Hz)
flutter
6Hz to 300Hz
(-3dB, 18dB/octave below 6Hz)

Ranges:
1%, 0.316%, 0.1%, 0.0316% fsd

d) Wider pulses triggered by (c) (solid line)
Average value after low
pass filtering
(dotted line)

Fig. 2. Wow and flutter cause the recorded signal at the top to become frequency modulated.
Demodulating allows the wow and flutter content to be separated and quantified.
changes (>lOHz) due perhaps to variations in
back-tension on the supply spool of a tape
recorder, caused by non-uniform friction, are
called 'flutter' .
Instruments to measure wow and flutter are
now either quite expensive or part of even
more expensive complete audio measurement
systems (Audio Precision System One and
Wandel & Goltermann NFA-1) placing them
beyond the reach of most people.
I felt, therefore, that a basic meter - perhaps
with the additional facility of being able to
measure the wow and the flutter separately -

Rectifier:

would appeal to those of you wanting to
assess, or investigate, the performance of your
analogue recording and replay equipment.
Professional, and the best semi-professional,
open-reel tape recorders can have wow and
flutter figures as low as 0.015% (weighted), so
it seemed sensible to aim for a design with a
residual noise level of about one tenth of this
value (0.0015%). The instrument described in
this article indicates just 0.0007% in the
weighted mode, when the internal oscillator is
connected directly to the input.

,--- - - - - - - -- ..-------....---<11--- -. . - - - -- - ~..-- --+15V

Full-wave, quasi-peak indicating based on IEC
386:1972 recommendation

Residual reading:

4

c,

Using intemal oscillator,
flat
0.002%
weighted 0.0007%
wow
0.0007%
flutter
0.002"/o

14
3

470p
lnputo--1------'----"1

IC2
4047

Internal oscillator:
frequency 3150Hz
amplitude 500mV rms approx.

4

R4
2

Using 3150Hz digitally generated signal from
Denon test CD 38039-7147,
flat
0.0015%
weighted 0.0005%
wow
0.0004%
flutter
0.0015%

C3
1n

11

4047

IC3
555

Trigger
pulse

Cs
100n

5 6 7 9 12

~•

R1
100k
Cs
10n
-++._.~- - - - - - <~ - - - --'---- - - - 4 ~ -- - - --0V

--4>--- -• - - - •

Limiting amplffier

20µs trigger pulse

159µs pulse

Unipolar trigger pulse

+15V

C,3

Ca
10n

TP1

22n

A

555

0v
0v

Fixed
duration
pulse

~ 7......-4To weighting
network

Weighted

Wow
Switched gain
amplifier

Low-pass
filter

Peak
amplifier

To low pass
filter

3

2

Flat

~

Limiting
amplifier

8
6

8k2

300Hz
Input

Wow and flutter is nothing more than low-rate
frequency modulation of the audio signal. It is
measured by demodulating a 3 l 50Hz tone
from a test tape, film or disc. Alternatively,
where these are not available, a 3150Hz tone
can be recorded then replayed: there's more
on this later.
Demodulator output is then measured
according to the IEC standard1 by either a statistical method or a quasi-peak reading meter.
This instrument uses the latter technique.
The difficulties inherent in implementing
and aligning a tuned-circuit discriminator have
led to the use of a pulse-counting demodulator
here. The input waveform triggers a pulse of
fixed duration and amplitude, so if the input
frequency rises the pulses move closer together and the average - or de - voltage of the
pulse train consequently rises.
Conversely, if the input frequency falls the
pulses become more widely spaced and the
average voltage of the pulse train now falls.
The average voltage is extracted by passing
the pulse train through a suitable low pass filter.
The basic block diagram of the meter is
shown in Fig. 1 and the demodulator waveforms are illustrated by Fig. 2. The nominally
sinusoidal input with sinusoidal frequency
modulation, Fig. 2a), is turned into a rectangular output Fig. 2b) by the high gain limiting
amplifier; the rising edge 'of this waveform

Meter

Fig. 3. Input and
/ow-pass filter
detail. This
section can
accommodate a
wide range of
input voltages
from a few tens
of millivolts to
several volts.

Flutter

300Hz 5th order low pass filter

720
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triggers a narrower, negative-going pulse Fig.
2c); this in turn triggers a positive-going pulse
of fixed duration and amplitude Fig. 2d), solid
line.
In Fig. 2d), the dotted line shows the output
after the low pass filter. It will be apparent
from Fig. 2 that the rectangular waveform
could be used to trigger directly the fixed
duration pulse, but for reasons to be explained
later this has not been done.
Output from the low-pass filter is passed via
a weighting network - or optional 'flat', wow,
and flutter filters - to a switched gain amplifier which provides range selection for the rectifier; this incorporates appropriate attack and
decay time constants to give the quasi-peak
characteristic.
The circuit from input to low-pass filter output is shown in Fig. 3 and since this differs
slightly from the block diagram of Fig. 1 it is
described in some detail.

Input amplifier
A wide range of input levels, from a few tens

of millivolts to several volts may be encountered, and these are usually accommodated by
an age amplifier. The complexity of this is
avoided by allowing a high gain amplifier to
limit on positive peaks of the input; this also
provides the required rectangular waveform.
Op-amp /C 1 is used open loop as the limiting amplifier. Its inputs are held at half the rail
voltage by R2,3 (-) and via R 1 (+), while C2
bypasses rail noise to ground. Resistor R 1 also
sets the input resistance to the IEC recommended value of 300k.Q.
Open-loop gain of /C 1 is approximately
1000 at 3150Hz and since its slew rate is
13V/µs an input of 464mV rms is required for
slew rate limiting at the output. However, a
respectable 13.SV peak rectangular output
with IOµs rise and fall times can be produced
from an input of just 48mV rms.
My prototype works satisfactorily with an
input as low as 30mV rms, where there is a
just perceptible rise in the residual noise reading but no change in the measured demodulator sensitivity. In practice the input will be

C14
1µ

R1s
620k

+15V

R19
560k
C1s
470n

C1s
470n

R4s
100k

higher than 30mV, so there is no point in pursuing a better performance. The IEC standard
specifies a minimum input of l0OmV, which
is presumably rms.
Open-loop gain of IC1 rises at the rate of
6dB/octave with falling frequency. This is
countered by the low value of input coupling
capacitor C 1, which flattens the gain below
lkHz. This would otherwise be 30dB higher at
I00Hz and might cause a problem if a high
level of hum were present on the input signal.

03 1N916

From A
low
pass

rectifie

to 25%. The falling edge of the output from
/C 1 could then be used to trigger /C3 directly,
since the input pulse is now narrower than the
output pulse.
There is, however, a drawback in connecting
the output of /C3 directly to the low-pass filter,
which I discovered when working on an earlier version of the instrument. A step change
in de voltage at the low-pass filter output is
produced whenever the input signal is applied
or removed. This is due to the difference in
the average value of IC3 output in the repetitively triggered and the untriggered states.
This step is passed in distorted form - due to
the differentiation/integration action - either
by the weighting network or by one of the
other filters, Fig. 4, to the switched gain
amplifier. This presents the amplified transient
to the rectifier which charges C27 in Fig. 5 to
a voltage far greater than that required for full
scale deflection of the merer. This voltage
takes a long time to decay, which leads to a
good deal of thumb twiddling while the meter

returns to an on-scale reading.
If the low-pass filter de output could be
made 0V in both the presence and absence of
an input, then the effects of any step changes
in de voltage here, caused by applying or
removing the input or when switching on,
would be greatly reduced. This is achieved by
ac coupling the output of IC3 to the low-pass
filter via amplifier /C4 which converts the
pulses from single to dual polarity. Gain of
IC4 is set at 11 to guarantee a slew rate limited output.
With no input, /C3 is untriggered and so /C4
output is 0V. When an input is applied, the
pulses from JC3 force /C4 output to within a
volt or so of each rail. By making the 'on'
time of /C3 equal to half the period of the
input frequency, a symmetrical waveform having an average value of OV is generated.
The output of IC1 cannot now be used to
trigger / C3 directly, since the trigger and output pulse have the same duration. A narrower
trigger pulse, of arbitrary duration 20µs, is

+SV

R32
33k

+

Rag
27k

I

-15V

Cao
1µ

1c14
78L05

C24
1µ

Demodulator sensitivity
The sensi tivity of a pulse-counting demodulator can be·determined as follows.
For the waveform shown, pulse duration b
is fixed. The time T between successive
pulses depends on the frequency fof the
input, which triggers the pulses. The areas
below and above the average vo ltage VAV,
must be equal.

(vAV -

VJ(T-b) = (vH

I

--~6

---=-2

C2s
330n

(v

df

IC12

-Vi)b V
+ L
T

11
~~---'~

dVAV = (v:

C31
1µ

Rsr
560R

C35
100n

--'IN\1\,--+-...

J--o Output

SO0mV approx.

7555

VAv)b

V,vT = V11 b + VLT - VLb

V,,v = (VH-

47n

8

-

VAvT- VLT- VA vb+ VLb = V11 b- VAvb

+

C32

- 15V

H

-

Vi}bJ + VL
V )b
L

where:
b = duration of pulse
T = period of input

f = 1/T
VL = lower voltage of pulse
VH = upper voltage of pulse
VAv = average voltage

5

R31
91k

~-----=---:-:-:----c----,----c=--

Switched gain amplifier

------'

L_J

C29
100n

C33

C35

son

10n

Limiter

+

R2a
51k

In this design VH is+ 13.SV, VL is -13.SV
and b is 159µs, so the demodulator sensit ivity w ill be 4.29mV/Hz.
b

-15V

Measurement filters
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provided by monostable /C2.
The larger output available from IC4 also
has the benefit of doubling the demodulator
sensitivity. It might be thought that ac coupling would remove the de component, but we

1---<1------ + 15V

7

C23
1µ

Meter drive

VAV

4
R29
13k

510k

Fig. 5. Quasi-peak indicating full-wave rectifier with meter-drive and the circuitry determining attack/decay time constants.

R31
520k

R21
620k

FSO
R50

Attack and decay time constants

Precision full wave rectifier

To

1µ

M,
100µA

- 15V

+15V

Wow

C22

R51
see text

0 4 1N916

0 5 1N916

As shown in the panel, the sensitivity of the
demodulator is directly proportional to the
amplitude of the pulse and to its duration. Any
drift in the pulse duration will affect the meter
calibration. In addition, any pulse jitter below
the low-pass filter cut off will be converted
into noise.
To minimise these potential problems a 555
timer was chosen for IC3. If the pulse duration
is set at I 59µs, half the period of the measurement frequency, a square wave results. In
theory, this square wave would permit the
input to swing between de and 6.3kHz - a
peak deviation of ± I 00% - and still produce a
Linear output from the low-pass filter. This is
clearly overkill.
A useful increase in demodulator output
could be obtained by widening the pulse to
say 80% of the period of the measurement frequency, restricting the peak positive deviation

filter
+15V

6

-15V

PR2
100k

C21
470n

7

Generating pulses

rs

- 15V

TL061

._.._..A.Ml/\~~

+

switched
gain
amplifier

-~~135
R23
560k

>-0

PR4
100k

+15V

+15V

C2s
68µ

B
From

-c

R4a
100k

R 45 200k

+15V

£1~52

Fig. 4. Flat, weighting, wow and flutter filters, followed by
the switched-gain amplifier.
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Fig. 6. 3150Hz reference oscillator. A divided-down crystal reference is often used here, but
this circuit was found to give adequate stability, as you will see from Table 2. The circuitry
conditioning the 555 output turns the rectangular wave into a sinusoidal one.
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are dealing with frequency modulation here;
lC4 output moves between fixed limits, and
the infonnation is carried by the mark/space
ratio. Preset PR I sets the pulse duration and is
adjusted to give a unity mark/space ratio, indicated by 0V at the low-pass filter output at
TP1 with an input of exactly 3150Hz.
An on-scale reading now occurs just a few
seconds after applying the input. Note that JC3
must be a bipolar 555; I tried the cmos version
in the interests of current economy, but with
this device the complete meter showed a gradual rise in the residual noise level, almost doubling after some hours use. This is probably
due to an increase in jitter.
Timing capacitor C5 should be 1%
polystyrene to ensure long-term stability of the
meter calibration.

Low-pass filtering
It seems to be accepted practice to set the
upper frequency limit in the unweighted
(flat) mode to 300Hz. This determines the
requirements of the low-pass filter, which
must adequately suppress the fundamental
3150Hz component, and its harmonics, at
the output of IC4 •
An under-damped two-pole Sallen and
Key filter, lCsa, is followed by an overdamped three-pole Sallen and Key filter,
!Csb• This gives a fifth-order Butterworth
response with a -3dB point at 297Hz, and
an attenuation at 3150Hz of 102dB. For a
± 13.5V square wave and a demodulator sensitivity of 4.3mV/Hz this equates to an

Calibration
The usual calibration procedure is to
apply a known amount of sinusoidal
frequency modulation - say 1 % peak
- at a rate of 4Hz to a 3150Hz carrier.
Th is is then connected to the wow and
flutter meter input, the weighted mode
selected and the meter gain adjusted to
give 1% fsd.
This requires a 3150Hz oscillator
capable of being frequency modulated
at 4Hz, a 4Hz s ine wave source and a
means of accurately measuring the
modulation. If these fac ilities are not
available, then the method described
below, which needs only an audio s ignal generator, digital voltmeter, frequency counter and a calculator can
be used instead.
1. With an input of exactly 3150.0Hz
adjust PR1 for OV at TP 1 . This
adjustment must be made first,
since this sets the pulse duration
which a lso determines the
demodulator sensitiv ity. If there is
insufficient range with PR1, check
that the rails are close to± 15V and
adjust with R60,61 if necessary.
2. The demodulator is so linear that its
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Table 1. Required performance of the weighting network and the
calculated response of the circuit used in Fig.4.
Frequency

(Hz)
0.1
0.2
0.315
0.4
0.63
0.8
1
1.6
2
4
6.3
10
20
40
63
100
200

Response
(dB)

-48.0
-30.6
- 19.7
-15.0
-8.4
- 6.0
-4.2
- 1.8
-0.9
0
-0.9
-2.1
-5.9
-10.4
-14.2
-17.3
-23.0

Tolerance
(dB)

Circuit of Fig. 4
(dB)

+10/- 4
+10/-4
+4/-4
+4/-4
+2/- 2
+2/- 2
+2/-2
+2/- 2
+2/-2
0
+2/-2
+2/-2
+2/-2
+2/-2
+4/-4
+4/-4
+4/-4

-48.08
-30.26
-19.44
-14.66
-8.29
-6.07
-4.41
-1.85
-1 .04
0.00
-0.45
-1.85
-5.77
-11.07
-14.8~
- 18.80
-24.79

The figures in columns 2 and 3 above are taken from
BS 4847:1989, which is directly equivalent to IEC 386:1972, and
a re reproduced with the permission of 8S1. 2

Table 2. The figures
for oscillator stability
given below were
obtained from the
prototype, which had
previously been set to
3 150.0Hz.

Measurements taken
at room temperature.
Time
F

(min)
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
30
45
60
75
180

(Hz)
3149.8
3149.8
3149.8
3149.8
3149.8
3149.8
3149.7
3149.8
3149.8
3149.8
3149.8
3149.~
3149.7
3149.4
"

unweighted reading of 0.00094%, and is
below the noise in the weighted mode.
To ensure an accurate filter response,
capacitors C7• 13 should be 1% polystyrene.
Resistors throughout should be l % metal
film; these are now widely and inexpen-

slope can be measured by using just
two points. Select two input
frequencies F1 and F2 e ither side of
3150Hz, which give voltages V1 and
V2 (just u nder ±2V) at TP1 . The
demodulator sensitivity 0 , is simply,

D = Vi-Vi

F;- F;
For the prototype V1 =+ 1 .940V a t
F1=3600Hz and V2=-l .941V at
F2=2700Hz, giving a sensitivity of
4.312mV/Hz.
3. W ith no input connected, adjust
PR2 for OV at TP 2 w ith 52 on the
0.0316% range and adjust PR4 for
OV at TP 3 with 52 set for the 1%
range.
4. Calculate therms voltage V3 at TP 1
equivalent to 1% peak deviation of
a 3150Hz carrier,
11, _
3

-

Dx3150
JO0x .Ji

This is 96.05mV rms for the
prototype.
5. A 4Hz signal will have the same
amplitude at TP1 and LKA, since the

sively available. The demodulator sensitivity is measured at TP 1 - ,see section on calibration.

Weighting, wow, and flutter
Our sensitivity to frequency modulation of an

weighting network has nominally
un ity gain at this frequency. From
LKA onwards the frequency
response is flat, so a signal higher
than 4 Hz, but of the correct
amplitude, can be connected al LKA
for calibration. This method does
not include the insertion loss of the
weighting network at 4Hz in the
calibration. If 1% resisto rs and 5%
capacitors are used the max imum
error wi 11 be + 1. 9%/-2.0%.

audio tone depends on the modulating frequency. We are less aware of changes in pitch
slower than lHz and faster than 20Hz, than
we are of changes between these two rates.
This makes it necessary to use a weighting filter to ensure that the measured Vl(lue of wow
and flutter correlates closely with its perceived
nuisance.
The circuit of the weighting filter is shown
tn fig. 4. ft is implemented by a two-pole
high-pass filter with a -3dB point at 0.428Hz,
/C6a, followed by a low-pass corner at I 0Hz
resulting from R20, C 11 and a high-pass corner
at l.6Hz due to C 1g and the parallel combination of R23 and R31,32·
Op-amp IC6b isolates the low and high-pass
sections and makes up for the loss of the
weighting network. Resistor R 23 provides a
permanent charging path for C1s, minimising
transients when switch S1 selects the weighted
mode.
The weighting curve has its 0dB point - and
peak- at 4Hz; component values shown will
give a response at the centre of the IEC tolerance over the specified range of 0.1 Hz to
200Hz, Table 1. Capacitors C 15• 1s should be
5% tolerance, as should C14 and C 19-25·
It is useful to be able to measure the wow
and the flutter separately. Most instruments
place the crossover at 6Hz, and this convention bas been adopted here. A three-pole 6Hz
low-pass filter lC7 a, is followed by 0.5Hz
high-pass filter to isolate the wow components. This comprises C22 and parallel combination of R21 and R31,32·
As before, R27 provides a permanent charging path for C22. The flutter components are
extracted by a three-pole 6Hz high-pass filter
around /C7b - an under-damped two-pole filter and a single-pole passive section C25,
R30 31 32·
·
fu the flat position, the upper frequency limit
is set at 300Hz by the preceding low-pass filter, while C 14, R 16,3 I,32 set the lower - 3d8
point at 0.5Hz, by convention. AU the filter
network inputs are permanently connected to
the low-pass filter output to minimise transients when switching between modes.

Switched gain amplifier
6. Open LKA and connect a 50Hz
signal of rms amplitude V3 to LKA
pin 2. The voltmeter should be
capable of read ing the voltage
accurately at th is frequency. With
52 on the 1 % range adjust PR3 for
full scale deflection of the meter.

7. Remove all connections and
remake LKA. The wow and flutter
meter is now calibrated and ready
for use. Cal ibration accuracy will
be tbe sum of errors in measuring 0
and· setting V3 due to the. voltmeter
together with the uncertainty in the
weighting network loss. It is not
expected that these errors will total
more tha n ±5%.
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The measurement function is selected by S1.
Output from the switch goes via LKA, which
is used for calibration, to the switched gain
amplifier /C8 in Fig. 4.
Switch S2 changes the gain in l0dB steps,
giving fsd sensitivities of 1%, 0.316%, 0.1 %
and 0.0316%. The instrument is calibrated on
the 1% range by adjusting PR3. There will be
a change in loading on the divider network as
PR3 is adjusted over its full range, but at worst
this only alters the accuracy of the gain steps
by 1.2%.
To maintain the accuracy of the weighted
response at very low frequencies, /Cg is de
coupled. Potentiometer PR2 adjusts the output
to 0V de, eliminating spurious deflections of
the meter caused by a change in de offset at
/Cg output, when switching ranges.
Diodes D 1 2 limit the output to approximately ±600mV, preventing C21 in Fig. 5
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millivolts here will cause a small but significant deflection of the meter.
There is sufficient adjustment range with
gain preset PR3 to accommodate meters having internal resistances in the range 2kn to
4kn. For meters less than 2kn an external
resistor, R51 will be needed to bring the total
series resistance within the range quoted
above.

from charging to an excessively high voltage especially if S2 is in the highest gain position.

Rectification and read-out
The IEC standard specifies peak measurement
of both the positive and negati ve deviations
from average speed. It also specifies a meter
which, due to its dynamic characteristics
(attack and decay time constants), will
under-read the peak value of short repetitive
bursts of unidirectional frequency modulation.
This method is often referred to as quasipeak measurement. See reference 1 for
details of the required performance.
Figure 5 shows the circuit used here. Opamp IC9 forms the basis of a standard precision full-wave rectifier. Inverted double
amplitude half-cycles of the positive input
appear at the junction of D 4 , R 45 . These are
summed with the input by /C9b and the
result inverted to give a positive full-wave
rectified signal at /C9b output.
The peaks are stored in C27 . Resistor R49
in parallel with R 50 determines the charging
time constant, while R 50 sets the discharge
time constant. Diode D5 is linearised in forward conduction by IC 1o and prevents C21
from discharging through R49.
Although the electrical time constants primarily set the attack and decay times, they
are also influenced by the mechanical properties of the meter movement. It is impossible to specify a single set of values for C27 ,
R 49,50 which will give the IEC recommended
ballistics with all movements, but those suggested here were found to give the best compromise when tried with a number of 2in and
4in panel meters.
Unity-gain buffer /C11 isolates the time
constant network from the meter. The output
of IC 11 is nulled by PR4 since only a few

Oscillator details
The stable 3150Hz test signal required for the
measurement of wow and flutter is normally
derived by either dividing down the output
from a crystal oscillator or by digital synthesis.
The problem of obtaining a suitable crystal for
the former and the complexity of the latter
ruled these two methods out.
When operated from a +5V supply, the
cmos variant of the 555 was found to provide
adequate stability, see Table 2 and Fig. 6 .
Frequency is adjusted by preset PRs.
Capacitor C28 should be 1% polystyrene to
ensure good short term and long term stability of the oscillator frequency.
The nominally square wave output goes via
a three-pole 2kHz low-pass filter /C13 to give
a sinusoidal signal of about 500mV rms and
3% thd. Component tolerances in this filter are
not critical.

Power supply
Output from /C4 switches between the positive
and negative rails and spends most of its time
at either one or the other. Any ripple or noise
on the rails below 300Hz will be dutifully
extracted by low-pass filter /C5, and contributes towards the residual wow and flutter
reading. Just 96µV rms of ripple on the supplies translates into an unweighted reading of
0.001%.
The conventional bridge-rectifier power supD 10

1N916
Fig. 7. Power supply for the wow
and flutter meter incorporates
adjustable three-terminal regulators
since these offer better ripple
rejection than their fixed-voltage
counterparts.
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ply shown in Fig. 7 uses LM317T and
LM337T adjustable regulators. These have
better ripple rejection than their fixed-output
counterparts.
Ripple is further reduced by making the
reservoir capacitors, C37 ,38 , together with the
adjustment terminal decoupling capacitors,
C39 .40 , larger than normal. Diodes D 10 • 13 provide a discharge path for the latter, protecting
the regulators.
Low power TL061/62 op-amps have been
specified where their lower gain-bandwidth
product and lower slew rate are not important.
This reduces dissipation in the regulators which do not require heatsinks - and allows a
miniature l 5V-0-l 5V, 6VA mains transfonner
to be used. With this, the input to the regulators is about 20V, providing sufficient headroom to accommodate a drop in the mains
voltage of 10%.
If necessary, the output voltages can be
adjusted to the specified values of ±15V by
means of the select-on-test resistors R60,6I ·
Since some parts of the circuit, such as the
weighting and wow filters, operate at high
impedance, they will be susceptible to the
external field from the mains transfonner. This
field must be either shielded or kept away
from these areas.

Fresh air is cheaper - and easier to obtain than mu-metal, so as much of the former as
possible is used here by. housing the transformer in a plastic case close to the mains
plug. Alternatively, you could use a suitable
plastic plug-box.
I ran the 15V transformer secondary output
via three-core cable to the case containing the
instrument, which for my prototype was a
standard diecast box. The 0V line is connected to the case at one point only, preferably
near the input.

Making measurements
The following is a guide for those unfamiliar
with wow and flutter measurement.
A test record is essential for measuring the
wow and flutter of a turntable. Such discs
were widely available in the heyday of the LP,
but may be harder to obtain now. Some older
discs may have a 3kHz tone - corresponding
to a previous measurement standard - and the
readings from these will be 4.8% low on
instruments intended for use with a 3 l 50Hz
tone.
In the case of tape recorders, where no suitable test tape is available, a recording of the
signal from the 3150Hz oscillator is made on
the machine under test, and subsequently

replayed on the same machine.
The measurement· of wow and flutter so
obtained is the ve6:tor addition of two (identical) variations. The.result will change as the
phase difference between the two components
alters. This can give. in extreme cases complete cancellation (out of phase) or doubling
(in phase) of the true value. A more accurate
result can be obtained by taking the arithmetic
mean of several separate record/replay measurements.
When a test tape or disc is used, the measurement will be replay only; when recording
and replaying on the same machine the measurement will be of the combined
•
record/replay system.

THE IEC 320
CONNECTION

References
1. IEC 386: 1972 'Method of measurement
of speed fluctuations in sound recording
and reproducing equipment'.
International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), including
Amendment No I published March 1988.
2. BS 4847:1989 obtainable from BSI
Customer Services, 389 Chiswick High
Road, London W4 4AL.
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Background
Like fire and water, electricity is a good servant but a
bad master. When too much of it gets in the wrong place
at the wrong time, substantial damage can occur.
In some eventualities, such as a direct lightning strike
of large proportions, some damage must be expected, as
is not uncommon in the case of overhead power lines in
the far southwest of England. But in many cases, damage
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Potential
short circuit

Fig. fa). An rf signal generator typically has a source resistance (internal resistance) of son.
b) An ideal constant voltage generator has an internal resistance of zero.
c) Consequently, if its output is short circuited, a very large fault current will flow, unless fuse protection is provided.

The fuse may well be fitted within an enclosed fuseholder, and this in turn inside a piece of equipment with
an appreciable internal temperature rise.

example, the terminal voltage rises to equal the internal
emf of the generator. Traditionally, some makes of signal
generator were in fact calibrated in terms of open circuit
emf as well as dBm.
The designer of a signal generator accepts - for very
good reasons - that 50% of the power will normally be
'wasted' in dissipation within the signal generator.
A designer involved with multi-megawatt turbo alternators for power stations takes a very different view.
Power stations are designed for an efficiency of as near
100% as possible. Even so, the designer still has a job
getting rid of the heat from the inevitable odd percent or
two of internal dissipation at full load.
The ideal power generator is a pure voltage source,
whose output voltage is constant however much current
is drawn, Fig. 1 b). This implies that the internal resistance Rim is zero. So if a short circuit occurs in the connections, Fig. 1c), this implies that an infinite current
will flow.
In practice, the short circuit must involve a conductor,
which will have a finite resistance, however small. But
the resultant dissipation in the conductor may melt the
insulation, raise the wire to red heat and start a fire. By
definition, the internal dissipation in an ideal constantvoltage generator is zero however large the current

a 6 use inclucling tKe
fuse.

ircuits of all sorts need protection from the damaging ~ffects of excessive voltage or current. The
potential damage may be due to an accident - a
short circuit say - or to chance or deliberate electrical
abuse.
Inputs of measuring instruments need special consideration, in the interests of reliability. A variety of protection components and techniques are available.

,
c)

b)

can be largely or completely avoided by proper design,
particularly in the case of electronic instruments.

Protection against power sources
Some sources, such as the output of a signal generator,
Fig. 1a), are inherently protected against the effects of a
short circuit. Designed to produce a signal power of say
OdBm or !mW (225mV) into a matched son load, an
equal power is dissipated internally in the son source,
making a total of 2mW.
In the case of the output being short circuited, the generator output current doubles. So the total dissipation is
now 4mW, all internal to the source anq four times the
designed power which would have been delivered to a
matched load.
Should the output become open circuited, or nearly so,
as with a dummy load representing a short aerial for
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Enter the fuse
So someone - Edison, I think - had the bright idea of
deliberately making a short length of the conductor of
much thinner wire than the rest, so it could burn out in a
controlled manner and clear the short circuit.
By 1900, fuse wire made of low melting point tin alloy
was already in widespread use. Given such precautions,
it seems surprising that today, wires with damaged insulation, rubbing against the fuel tank of a 737, can cause
holes by spark erosion, allowing fuel to escape.
Fuse technology has long since reached a high degree
of maturity, with current developments being in the area
of new applications. Examples are wire-ended and surface-mount fuses for use on pcbs. But the very familiarity of the common or garden fuse means that many
designers are not aware of the finer points of its application.
A fuse should be chosen for any given application such
that the normal running current is not more than 75% of
its nominal rating. When operating in a normal room
ambient temperature, the fuse should then last indefinitely, with no nuisance tripping.
Note that the nominal rating is for operation at an
ambient of 25°C, Fig. 2. At 100°C, the rating may have
decreased by up to 10% for many fuse types, and by over
30% for some slow blow types. Note also that the relevant ambient temperature is the temperature in which the
fuse actually operates - not room ambient.
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Blow time
The other main characteristic to be considered is the flt
rating of the fuse. This represents the current pulse needed to open the fuse 'immediately' , in the event of a gross
overload, such as a short circuit. Immediately, here,
means in less than half a cycle of the mains, typically
8ms or less.
When a short occurs, the current through the fuse
increases rapidly to a peak. This phase represents the
melting time, at the end of which the circuit opens.
Thereafter, the current falls again, during some small but
finite time. This phase is the arcing time, at the end of
which, the current has fallen to zero.
The fuse will open 'immediately' if the 'prospective
fault current' - the maximum current which might have
flowed had the fuse not blown - is greatly in excess of
the peak current at the end of the melting time.

Fig. 2. The rating
of fast acting fuses
(8), slow blow
fuses (A) and PTC
thermistors (C)
varies with
ambient
temperature.
Reproduced
courtesy of
Littelfuse.

Peak times are worst
A fuse in the primary circuit of a transformer may experience a peak current of several or many times the normal
operating current.
The worst case is when equipment switch-on coincides
with a zero of the mains supply voltage. For then, the
voltage-time product (E.t) volt-seconds of a complete
half cycle will cause the magnetising current to increase
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starting from zero, rather than from its opposite peak.
At the end of the first half cycle, the peak required flux
will thus be twice the normal maximum, and·the core
will consequently be well into saturation. The current to
produce this flux will therefore be many times the normal
peak of the magnetising current. It is uneconomical to
design a transformer which normally operates at half the
saturation flux level or less.
But simply fitting a fuse with a higher current rating
is not a good idea. It may fail to open if there is a
short circuit on a secondary winding of the . transformer.
It is usual therefore, to fit a slow-blow fuse. This is
a T or TT (time) style fuse, where the element is
designed with a larger than usual thermal inertia. It
will thus survive the in-rush current of a transformer.
where a faster acting F or FF (fast) type fuse would
open.
Note that where a transformer supplies rectified and
smoothed de outputs, the in-rush current is due not
only to the core saturation just mentioned, but also to
the charging current of the electrolytic smoothing
capacitors.
Further details of fuses and their characteristics can
be found in references I and 2, as applicable to Europe
and the Americas respectively.
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To fuse or not to fuse ... •
An alternative approach to protection is provided by
thermistors. These come in two distinct flavours - those
with a negative temperature coefficient and their
younger counterparts, those with a positive temperature
coefficient.
Negative temperature coefficient, or ntc, types have
long been used, not to provide protection against short
circuits, but to extend the life of compact high wattage
projector lamps, amongst many other uses . .
-An incandescent lamp is most likely to fail at the
moment of switch-on. There is a large initial in-rush
current, as the filament is initially cold, and its resistance only a tenth or less of the hot value. A severe
thermal shock is therefore experienced by the filament.
Negative temperature coefficient thermistors are
available with a suitable rating for connection in series
with the lamp, and these greatly reduce the current at
switch-on. As the thermistor warms up, its resistance
drops, allowing the current to increase further until, at
the normal thermistor running temperature, the lamp
receives very nearly the full mains voltage.

cu«ent

~

!

Trip Polol

Temperalure (°C)

Light output is· reduced by only a few percent, but
lamp life is greatly extended.
Positive temperature coefficient, or ptc, thermistors
can also be fitted .in series with a load, and can in suitable circumstances replace a conventional fuse. They
have come into prominence because of the convenience
of a means of protection which, unlike a fuse, is selfresetting.

Fuses and Gates...
The design work for personal computers and related
equipment has been influenced by the Microsoft and
Intel Design Guide, which states that "Using a fuse that
must be replaced each time an overload condition
occurs is unacceptable." And the Plug and Play SCSI
(Small Computer Systems Interface) specification states
that, " ...must·provide a self-resetting device to.limit the
maximum amount of current sourced".
A ptc thermistor can in fact provide protection
against over-current, over-voltage and over-temperature, all in one fell swoop. This is by virtue of the dissipation in the device, in conjunction with its resistance versus temperature characteristic.
Figure 3 shows the general shape of the resistance
versus temperature curve of a typical ptc device. Note
that this is the 'static-' characteristic, i.e. assuming
there i.s zero dissipation in the device. Also note the
dramatic increase in resistance above the 'trip temperature'. The vertical axis in Fig. 3, representing
resistance is logarithmic, not linear.
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Fig. 4. Aptc
thermistor can
provide
protection against
overcurrent (left),
overvoltage
(middle) and
overtemperature
(right).
Reproduced
courtesy of
Philips.
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Fig. 3. Above a
certain
temperature, the
resistance of a
positive
temperature
coefficient
thermistor rises
dramatically.
Reproduced
courtesy of
Littelfuse.
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A ptc thermistor under overload
Under overload conditions, the load line becomes steeper, reflecting the lower impedance of the load, shown as
RL2 in Fig. 4a). The thermistor switches to its high resistance state and the operating point then settles at E.
Now, the current through the load is small, and most of
the supply voltage is dropped across the ptc thermistor,
the dissipation in the latter keeping it above the trip temperature. Even if the fault disappears and the load line
returns to RLl, the circuit will settle at point D. It will
only return to point C if the supply voltage is removed,
and the thermistor allowed to cool before switching on
again.
Figure 4b) shows what happens when the load is correct, but an overvoltage occurs, e.g. a 11SV appliance is

Fig. 6. A SOµA
meter can be
protected by a
SOmA fuse, with
the aid of some
diodes.
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Depending on the particular manufacturer, the trip
temperature, or Curie point, is typically about 85°C.
Clearly those devices are only suitable for applications
where the maximum ambient temperature is less than
this. On the other hand, conventional wire fuses can be
used up to 125°C, suitably derated.
However, some manufacturers list devices with Curie
points up to 125°C or higher. One company - which has
been manufacturing ptc devices, under the trade name
Posistor, since 1961 - offers a range of devices with
Curie points from 30 to 320°C. The rate of change of
resistance with temperature of these devices can be as
much as 60% per °C.
When connected in series with a load to be protected,
operation depends upon the interaction between the load
line, determined by the supply voltage and the impedance
of the load, and the device's current versus voltage characteristic. This is illustrated in Fig. 4a).
The circuit is designed so that in normal operation, the
load line lies at C, below the peak point B of the thermistor's current versus voltage characteristic (ABD).
Under this condition, the thermistor's resistance is low,
so that most of the voltage V will appear across the load
RLl. Point D would also be a stable point, since although
the current is lower than at C, the voltage across the
device is much higher.
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Fig. 5. Whereas a
constant voltage
generator supplies
many loads in parallel
(a), a constant current
generator supplies
many loads in series,
protection being by
overvoltage fuses
which 'blow' to a short
circuit, (b).
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connected to 230V mains. Again, most of the voltage is
dropped across the thermistor, in its high resistance state.
Figure 4c) shows what happens in the over-temperature
condition, for example where an electric motor is stalled.
The ptc thermistor would typically be buried in the field
winding of the machine. In each case, the 'fuse' will
'reset' itself, provided the supply is disconnected and the
fault cleared, allowing the ptc thermistor to cool.

Through the looking glass
So used are we to living in the CV world, that the word
fuse conjures up the idea of a melting wire causing an
open circuit.
Figure Sa) shows tl;l.e usual arrangement. You can have
as many loads as yob. iike - all with the same design supply voltage - connected in parallel _across the source, provided the-total current is within the source's maximum
rating. Each load is protected by its own fuse, so that if it
fails short circuit, the service to the other loads is unaffected. And if it fails open circuit, well, they are unaffected anyway.
Things are quite the reverse in the constant current
world, Fig. Sb). Here, you can have as many loads as you
like - all with the same design supply current, but each
with a rated voltage proportional to its power rating. They
can all be connected in series with the source, provided
the total voltage is within the source's rated maximum
voltage capability.
Each load is protected by a normally open 'fuse', with
a suitable voltage rating, in parallel with it. If a load fails,
the circuit is momentarily opened, and a potentially infinite voltage starts to develop across it.
At some voltage, in excess of the load's normal operating volt drop, the 'fuse' closes. So if a load fails open
circuit, the service to the other loads is unaffected, and if
it fails short circuit they are unaffected anyway.
Now constant current systems are in generally rather
short supply, though one fairly common example is a
nickel-cadmium battery charger, designed to charge any
number of cells from one, up to some maximum. But
sometimes a constant-voltage system is used as if it were
a constant-current generator.
One example is a series string of lamps across the 600V
traction supply in a tube train. Another is a Christmas
decoration 40 light set. Inevitably, a bulb will bum out
and a replacement may not be to hand. But to avoid disappointing the children, many sets have bulbs with builtin over-voltage fuses. So when a bulb goes open circuit,
the normally open fuse rapidly develops into a short circuit, keeping the other 39 bulbs alight.
In a true constant-current system, the 240V supply voltage would then automatically readjust itself to 234V, but
being in reality a CV system, it doesn't - so the remain-
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position can be changed man easy way. measured, the transient recorder Is the
The time axis is controlled usmg a solutton The time between two samples
scalable scroll bar 'Mth this scroll bar the can be set from O O1 sec to 500 sec, so It
measured signal (10 to 32K samples) Is easy to measure events that last Up to
can be zoomed live m and out
almost 200 days.

TiePie introduces the HANDYSCOPE 2
A powerful 12 bit virtual measuring instrument for the PC
The HANDYSCOPE 2, connected to the
parallel printer port of the PC and
controlled by very user fnendly software
under Windows or DOS, gives everybody the ppss1btlity to measure within a
few minutes The philosophy of the
HANDYSCOPE 21s
"PLUG IN AND MEASURE"
Because of the good hardWare specs
(two channels. 12 bit. 'l100 kHz sampling
on both channels simultaneously, 32
KWord memory, O 1 to 80 volt full scale,
0 2% absolute accuracy, software
controlled AC/DC switch) and the very
com pl ete software (osc1lloscope,
voltmeter, transient recorder and
spectrum analyzer) the HANDYSCOPE
2 rs the best PC cor'itrolled measunng
instrument m its category
The four integrated virtual instruments
give lots of poss1blhties for performing
good measuremer'its and making clear
documentation · The software for the
HANDYSCOPE 2 ts suitable for
IMndows 3 1 and 'Mndows 95. There 1s
also software available for DOS 3 1 and
higher
A key pornt of the 'Mndows software Is
the qukk and easy control of the
instruments. This 1sdone by using,
- the speed button bar Gives direct
access to most selttngs
- the mouse Place the cursor on an
ObJect and press the right mouse button
for the corresponding settlngs menu

The pre and post tngger moment rs
displayed graphically ~-' :l can be
adJusted by means of the mouse For
tngge11ng a graphical WYSIWYG trigger
symbol Is available This symbol
mdIcates the trigger mode, slope and
level These can be adJusted with the
mouse

spreadsheet program All Instrument
setttngs are stored m a SET file. By
reading a SET file, the 1nstument Is
configured completely and measunng
can start at once Each data file Is
accompani ed by a settings file The data
file contains the measure\'.l values (ASCII
or binary) and the settings file contains
the settings of the m~trument The
settings file rs in ASCII and can be read
easily by other programs ·
OtherliePie measuring instruments are·
HS508 (50MHz-8b1t), TP112 (1MHz12bit), TP208 (20MHz-Bbit) and TP508
(50MHz-8bit)

The extensive possibilities of the cursors
in the oscilloscope, the transient

recorder and the spectrum analyzer can
be used to analyze the measured signal
Besides the standard measurements,
also True RMS , Peak- Peak, Mean, Max
and Mm values of the measured signal
are available. ·

To document the measured signal three
features is provided for For common
documentation three Imes of text are
available These Imes are pnnted on
every pnnt out They can be used e g. for
the company name and address For
measurement specific documentation
240 characters text can be added to the
measurement Also 'telct balloons" are
available, which can be placed withm the
measurement. These balloons can be
The spectrum analyzer is capable to configured to your own demands.
calculate a 1 8K spectrum • d disposes
of 6 window functwns Because of this For pnntmg both black andwhtte printers
higher harmonics can be measured well and color p11nters are supported
(e g for power line analysis and audio Exporting data can be done m ASCII
analysts)
(SCV) so the data can be read in a

The oscilloscope has an AUTO DISK
function with which unexpected
disturbances can be captured \fv'hen the
instrument is set up for the disturbance,
the AUTO DISK function can be started
Each bme the disturbance occurs, ft Is
measured and the measured data Is
stored on drsk \fv'hen pre samples are
selected, both samples before and afte1
the moment of disturbance are stored
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Convince yourself and download the
demo software from our web page.
http /JwM.v bepte.nl
Vvtren you have questions and / or
remarks, contact us vi a e-mail.
support@tlepie.nl
Total Package
The HANDYSCOPE 2 IS dehvered With
two 1 1/1 10 switchable oscilloscope
probe's, a user manual, V'vH1dows and
DOS software The price of the
HANDYSCOPE2is£299 OOexcl VAT
TIePie engmenng (UK), 28 Stephenson
Road, l nsdustnal Estate, St Ives,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WJ, UK
Tel 014B0-460028, Fax 01480-460340
liePie engrneenng (NL)
Koperslagersstraat 37
8601 VVLSNEEK
The Netherlands
Tel +31515415416
Fax+31515418819
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Other instruments such as multimeters and oscilloscopes need a de response, at least for some measurements. In some conventional analogue multimeters, having a basic movement sensitivity of S0µA - described as
a 20k.U per volt instrument - fuse protection is used, as in
Fig. 6. In the event of a large de voltage being applied on
the S0µA range, the 50mA fuse will open, the diodes
meanwhile shunting excessive current away from the
movement.
The resistance of the meter movement may be several
kilo-ohms, resulting in a minimum volt drop of over a
volt so the number of diodes used will be chosen according)~. Most analogue meter movements will survive an
overload of five to ten times full scale deflection. A higher rating fuse may be used at the input to protect the current shunts, in the event of connection to a voltage
source.
Early model A VO meters incorporated an ingenious
form of mechanical protection. In the event of the needle
swinging way off scale, or trying to swing the wrong
way, stops connected to a trip mechanism open-circuited
the connection to the meter movement. This was restored
by pressing the reset button, which naturally should on no
account be done until the offending input had been
removed.
But most protection schemes for instruments are purely electronic.

Fig. Ba). Given suitably rated diodes, this frequency-counter input-stage provides protection up to 316V de, 612V rms continuous, 1kV rms short
term.
b) Substituting a mosfet constant-current generator for R1 greatly reduces the maximum dissipation...
c) ... which can be reduced further still if the mosfet drain current is shut down beyond some positive-going limit.
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ing bulbs are over-run by 2.5%. Thus a conventional
series fuse is needed, to allow for the possibility of cascaded popping of all the rest when yet another bulb goes,
if the lazy user failed to act when several bulbs had gone
already.

Protecting inputs against voltages
The input of any measuring instrument is at risk of occasional accidental electrical abuse, in the form of the
application of an excessively large voltage, either ac or
de. So protection against both of these eventualities is
essential.
In many cases, protection against de is easy. For example, spectrum analysers have a response which does not

reach down to 0Hz. One of mine goes down only to
lO0kHz, the other to 5Hz, and as is usual for such instruments, the inputs are de blocked by capacitive coupling.
The RF spectrum analyser's lower limit of l00kHz permits a fairly small value of coupling capacitor, even
though its input impedance is son. This thus provides
good protection against 50Hz, as well as de.
The audio-frequency spectrum analyser' s response is
from 50kHz down to SHz, with a de blocked input
impedance of lMQ in parallel with 28pF. Consequently,
even given the internal protection circuits, the maximum
continuous non-damaging input is limited to SOV rms on
the six most sensitive ranges, and l00V rms on the others.
+15V

+15V

Out

+15V
+SV

In~----------5V

-15V

a)

- 15V

b)

c)

- 15V
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Fig. 9. A SLIC usually
has series and shunt
protection
(secondary
protection) for
coping with normal
transients, and in
high lightning risk
areas may also have
gas-gap arresters for
additional protection
(primary protection).
Reproduced courtesy
of Philips.
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Protecting against big voltages
An example of circuitry that need protecting against large
over voltages is the Y input of an oscilloscope. It requires
a response down to 0Hz, and yet may be connected to
large voltages of either polarity or large ac inputs, even
on the most sensitive range.
Fortunately, the input stage is usually a junction fet,
which presents an input impedance wh.ich is virtually an
open circuit. So a large series resistance can be used, limiting the input fault current, even with mains applied on
the most sensitive range, to a few milliamps.
The input capacitance of the fet is built in to a frequency compensated 'L' attenuator section providing a
small degree of attenuation. This typically passes 90% of
the signal, as shown in Fig. 7, reproduced from ref. 3, the
relevant components being R9, 1o and the associated
capacitors.
Diodes limit the signal swing at the fet input to within
the supply rails, preventing damage to the device. But
note, that though the arrangement is effective at de and
low frequencies - such as the mains - damage may still
result if a large signal at h.igh frequencies, such as the
output of a radio transmitter, is applied on the more sensitive ranges of the oscilloscope.
Where the input of an instrument does not require
exceptional linearity, such as the input to a counter,
diodes can conveniently be used as protection elements.
Figure 8a) shows an arrangement I designed into the
general purpose counter input of the digital meter.
This ac/dc voltage/frequency/period/ramp-rate meter
formed the heart of a piece of sixties missile test equipment. The counter/period input was required not only to
survive, but to operate correctly on ac voltages and pulses up to some enormous level.
The A model had used a complicated arrangement of
resistors, zeners and diodes, but - landed with responsi bility for the B model design - I developed the circuit of
Fig. 8a).
Here, D 1,2 are high voltage diodes and R 1 was a l0W
wirewound resistor. Consequently, the input would withstand any positive input up to the breakdown rating of Di,
and a continuous negative de input up to 316V. Thus as

Fig. 7. Due to the
high values o f the
resistances
involved, the input
attenuator of an
oscilloscope is
robust against
overvoltages. The
first stage fet is
similarly
protected.
, (Reproduced from
ref. 3)

r PRIMARY 1
I PROTECTION I
I (OPTIONAL) I

v,

Spark-over voltage

Vgi Glow voltage

v.

Arc voltage
Extinction voltage
Glow mode range
Arc mode range

Vo
G
A

•

I

Fig. 10. Showing a) the voltage across and b) the current through
a gas-filled surge arrester versus time, and c) the V/I
characteristic of the arrester. Reproduced courtesy of Siemens.

Need more
information?

811666. (NTC thermistors, Posistor
ptc thermistors)

This article draws on information
provided b y the fol lowing
manufacturers, who kindly
supplied technical data on the
product ranges listed.

Ph ilips Componen ts, The
Mul lard Building, Dorking
Business Park, Surrey RH 4 1 HJ.
Tel. 01306 5 12000. (PTC
t hermistors, zin c -oxide varistors)

Littelfuse Ltd, 3 Rutherford Road,
Stephenson Industrial Estate,
Washington, T yne and Wear. Tel.
0191 4158100. (Fu ses)

Raychem Corporation, Faraday
Road, Dorcan, Swindon, W ilts.
SN3 SHH. Tel. 01793 528171 .
(Polyfuse ptc resettable switches)

Mura,ta Electronics (UK) Ltd., Oak
House, Ancells Road, Ancells
Business Park, Fleet, Aldershot,
H ants. GUl 3 8UN. Tel. 01252

Siemens, Siemens House, O ldbury,
Bracknell, Berks, RG12 8FZ. Tel.
01344 396000. (Gas-filled surge
arresters and switching spark gaps)
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and 'ring', from the days of manual exchanges with jack
plugs.
STANDBY AREA

PRCffl!cnoN ZONE

! - - -·•·· ····• ·· .... . ·········-·····--·----· __________,,.

.

A

B

I

L:_ ______.___L__
lh A

30011A

1A

10A

100A

CURRENT
Fig. 11. Current through a zinc-oxide varistor is negligible in
the standby area A, but increases rapidly with voltage in the
protection zone 8. Reproduced courtesy of Philips.

there was no dissipation in R I on positive excursions, the
ac sinewave input rating was lkV rms short term, 632V
rms continuous - at the cost of 1OW worth of heat in R 1•
Due to the use of a resistor at R 1, doubling the input volt·
age inevitably doubles the dissipation.
Had high voltage n-channel mosfets been available, the
circuit could have been inverted and redesigned as in Fig.
8b). Now, the current drawn via D 1 on positive inputs is
constant, and the dissipation proportional only to the voltage, not to its square.
An even nattier scheme would be as in Fig. 8c). Here,
above a certain input voltage, the mosfet constant current
generator is shut down, leaving the voltage rating of
diodes D 1 and D2 and the mosfet drain voltage rating as
the only limiting fact~rs.

And even bigger voltages
Voltage transients don't come much larger than those
associated with lightning. And the final overhead subscriber's loop run from a telegraph pole to a building is
clearly vulnerable, given that the line makes a pretty good
antenna.
In the event of a direct lightning strike, some damage
must be expected. But very large voltages can be induced
in the line, simply by the electromagnetic coupling from
a nearby ground strike. This is due to the enormous rate
of change of current di/dt associated with the stroke.
In high lightning risk areas, therefore, a twin gas gap
arrester may be fitted at the subscriber's premises. The
telephone company is equally worried about its central
office apparatus, the front line item being a SLIC - subscriber's line interface card. This will be fitted with series
and shunt elements to protect against incoming transient
voltages, and will where necessary also have gas gaps, as
indicated in Fig. 9 .
For the protection of a balanced line such as a subscriber loop, a twin gap unit with a centre electrode and
two side electrodes would usually be used, rather than the
separate arresters shown in Fig. 9. The centre electrode is
grounded and the two side electrodes connected one to
each conductor of the line - traditionally designated 'tip'
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Striking

When a rising voltage first appears across the gap, no
current flows; the device presents a resistance of some
gigaohms. When the source voltage reaches the sparkover voltage V5 - of 70 to 5000V, depending on type the voltage across the device drops abruptly to something
less than the glow voltage Vg. The resulting glow current
results in a voltage drop across the internal impedance of
the source.
As the source voltage rises further, so does the glow
current through the device, and hence also the voltage
across the device, as the glow regime has a finite slope
resistance. Voltage Vg is in the order of 70 to 150V, the
corresponding current being between a few hundred milliamps and an amp or two.
When the voltage across the device reaches Vg, it
abruptly drops further to v., the arc voltage, which is in
the range 10 to 35V. The slope resistance of the device in
arc mode is virtually zero, and the device can thus effectively clamp a very large voltage spike, passing up to
40kA in the process, Fig. 10.
Following the pulse, as the source voltage collapses, the
current through the device falls until it reaches the arc
maintaining limit - typically in the range lOmA to a few
hundred rnilliamps. The arc discharge then ceases, as the
arrester re-enters the glow discharge regime.
As the voltage across the device falls further, at the
extinction voltage Ve, the glow ceases and the device
becomes effectively an open circuit again. In the event of
the hazard being not an isolated lightning-induced pulse,
but an accidental cross with a power line, other considerations such as follow-on current apply.

Q
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Shunt clamp options
A variety of devices may be employed for the shunt voltage clamp elements in Fig. 9. High surge rating zener
diodes are available for this application, having a faster
response than the ptc thermistors with their thermal time
constant, which form the series secondary protection.
Another possibility for the shunt voltage clamp is the
zinc-oxide varistor. Like the zener diode, it has a very
fast response - Jess than 20ns. These devices are available with a wide range of operating voltages, viz 14V to
550V rms.
Assuming a device with an appropriate voltage has
been selected for the application, then under normal operating conditions, it will leak less than 300µA, Fig. 11.
But in the protection zone, these low capacitance devices
can tolerate currents of hundreds and indeed thousands of
amps.
The series elements of the secondary protection may be
ptc thermistors as Fig. 9. Due to their low resistance in
the untripped state, these add little attenuation to line signals. However, their resistance is not entirely negligible,
so they are available in matched pairs, so as to maintain
the line balance. This avoids the conversion of any longitudinal (common mode) pick-up to transverse (normal
•
mode) signals.
References
I.International Electrotechnical Commission IEC publication
127.
2.UUCSA/ANCE (Mexico) 248-14
3.Figure 10.10 from 'Oscilloscopes', Ian Hickman, Newnes,
4th Edition, 1995, ISBN O 7506 2282 2:
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Using back emf rather than a shaft encoder for feedback, Andrew Little's motor
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and powe r consumption. The circuit shown is a discrete component prototype
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his circuit uses the windings of the motor as a generator to sample the emf produced with the motor free run+
r
ning. It assumes that control of. the motor is by pulse
+
width modulation, or pwm.
One of the best speed control methods is to attach an opti+
+·
cal encoder to the motor shaft and let a digital system cal!---+---+-··
--+P
:;_;o:.:;
w.:.
er:+O
=..:n.:..,(..:.:
du=+1i ..~1e ),
Power On
culate and correct the motor speed. Another method is to
attach a generator to the shaft and measure the emf produced.
Free ,Run E..l\f-F
t--.
Free ;~Run E., .F
.
1
There may be times though when it is inconvenient or
+
I
'
impossible to do either. The motor experimented with here
was a three-winding brushed type incorporated into a microminiature and lightweight ,gervo with a stated torque of
9.2kg/cm. In this case it was impractical to attach an optical
encoder to the motor due to the small case size.
ft ,,,..
+
In the pwm method used by this circuit, Fig. 1 (over page),
· Jt Switch Off I
power to the motor is disconnected at the end of the duty
i
I
i
+
cycle and it is during this part of the cycle that the emf proi
I
'
+
duced at the motor terminals can be sampled. The output of
!aw Sp~ed Diff! rential f mp t:
the free-running motor comprises rectified sine waves super,-..._ , IDµtpjlt .
I
;
+
1
imposed, each winding producing one sine wave per revo1
·,
r
+
1 ms i div
.
I
+
( hand/ketchn01!toscale )J
,
+
lution rectified by the commutator, Fig. 2.
0.5
div
..... j .,
....
I
'
L
·t ·
To get an accurate measurement of speed the raw output
must be frltered. Firstly the power-on part of the cycle must
be removed. I used a Sallen & Key filter for this, but switehes .are .also· incorporated (see Circuit Ideas July 1998 page
562, 'Variable comer frequency Sallen & Key low-pass filters). These effecti¥ely tum the filter amplifier into a sample- and greater accuracy at low speeds. As a trade-off, response
fig. 2.
and-hold configuration that samples only during the motor- time will be lower, but as the motor is running more slowly
Representation of
off part of the cycle; Fig. 3 (over page).
the slow response is acceptable.
the output from
During development, I encountered a problem in that at the
the motor
Benefits of a second pwm circuit
point where the motor is switched off, the inductance probetween the
A refinement is to use a second pwm amplifier running at duces an inverse spike, Fig. 2. I allowed for this in the motor
power-on input
high frequency to control the filter. As the bumps in the input 'H' bridge and contained the spike using capacitors and
pulses from the
are directly proportional to motor speed it would be nice to reverse protection diodes.
pwmdriver.
be able to control the filter comer frequency to match.
However this part of the input needs to be removed as it
· The effect of the second pwm amplifier is to vary the effec- causes · large errors, particularly at low speeds. The time
tive resistance of the resistors thus modifying the comer fre- length of the corrupted input is roughly proportional to the
quency of the filter. The result is that there will be less delay current through the motor at switch off.
in response at high motor speeds with little loss of accuracy
Circuitry to measure· this and add a proportional delay

I
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before starting to sample is now incorporated. It is labelled in
Fig. 3 as 'Active delay timer'.
The active circuitry is not strictly necessary and could be
replaced by a fixed delay of longer duration. But it shortens
the delay at higher speeds, where current is low, but where
the sampling time is short due to the longer motor duty
cycle. The more sampling that can be done per cycle the
faster the response capability, Fig. 4.

Circuit details ·
Being built from discrete components, the circuit shown is
large. All aspects of the system are easy to inspect and modify and most components should be familiar - and cheap.
In a practical version, suitable one-chip pwm amplifiers
could be used, or the whole circuit could be modelled in a
microcontroller such as the PIC 16C77. This would make the
design very compact. Once the analogue system is optimised
it is easier to define mathematical limits, etc.
I have constrained the design to a single SV supply. In the
following, to avoid confusion, bear in mind that there are
two pulse-width modulation amplifiers - one in the motor
drive ana one in the filter.

Motor pwm circuit
This circuit segment takes the plus or minus signed differential input control voltage, determines the required direction
and turns this into the the pulses used to drive the H bridge.
It incorporates an adjustable dead band, which is the voltage
either side of zero where the motor produces no output.
Io a positional servo this dead band is the 'off bucket' that
you are aiming for when you arrive at the required position.
This is achieved by moving the local analogue ground up or
down on the saw tooth waveform, Fig. l.
The other essential is that pulses applied to the motor have
some minimum length required to bump the motor into
movement. This is adjusted by varying the hysteresis of the
output comparator. A diode is incorporated in the comparator positive feedback which removes the need to adjust this
control when the dead band is adjusted.
As the control input is.signed, i.e. either.+ or-, rectification is achieved by switching the polarity of the positive/negative amplifier according to the polarity of the input.
The 4016 analogue switch is borrowed from the filter cir-
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cuit. Offsets are ignored in the current circuit, though a spare
amp is available in the 324 pack to deal with them.

used from the previous circuit. In this case the oscillator produces an exponential triangle wave. Values shown give a
frequency of about lOOkHz.
The offsetting amplifier splits the roughly filtered speed
input into two versions with equal positive and negative offsets whose span can be varied by means of the current
source reference current, adjustable via VR2. The open-collector outputs of the 339 give a Nor output. Output enable is
controlled by the active delay timer.
In this circuit the reference current is adjusted so that there
is always some pwm output, even with no motor speed. This
is because with no current into the filter, it tends to float,
although the effect is.small with cmos amplifiers.
In practice, adjustments should be made to give the maximum duty cycle possible consistent with the required output ripple at low speed. Bear in mind that as the pulse width
is reduced, the comer frequency and response time of the filter increases towards infinity. A disadvantage of this set-up
is that during idling both comparators switch, effectively
doubling the frequency. A useful feature of this filter is that
the switching frequency otherwise remains constant, making it easier to isolate this source of noise.
Gain of the input amplifier, VR 1 on AMP1, also modifies
the response. In a positional servo, a large gain would give
a rough output at high speed but with a fast response.
Accuracy would increase as speed is reduced and the
required position is approached. In a constant speed servo on
the other hand, it may be appropriate to reduce the gain to
get the most accurate output.

Active delay timer
Ideally, the delay before enabling the filter pwm at the end
of each motor cycle should end just after the raw input has
reached the steady free-running state, Fig. 2.
Increasing current causes the delay to lengthen proportionally. At the end of the motor-on cycle, the current peak
detector amplifier feedback is switched out to prevent discharging the capacitor. Detected motor current is held in the
peak-hold capacitor, the ramp generator starts and the comparator output is high until the delay has elapsed.
The bistable device then flips, enabling the filter pwm
until the start of the next motor on cycle when the filter
again becomes a sample-and-hold amplifier.
Values shown give a delay of around 200µs per detected
amp. At long motor duty cycles, the active delay circuit
allows more sampling to be done per cycle thus improving
the response time and accuracy of the system. Theoretically
for best correlation between accuracy and response the
motor pwm duty cycle should be $;50%.

Performance
In practice, the circuit performs well with good accuracy
and linearity at high and low speeds. Performance will probably not match an optical encoder, but the scheme could provide an economical alternative as code in a microcontroller.
Although originally intended as a test bed for a microcontroller based system, the circuit suggests an entirely analogue
solution, doing the PID calculations with op-amplifiers. •

Determining direction
Output from the input sense comparator is used to set the
direction of the motor H bridge. Logic dictates that the
inverting buffer mosfet drives the switch. Hysteresis on the
comparator is added to prevent oscillation in the dead band.
The rectified input is then compared with the linear sawtooth produced by the sawtooth oscillator and the comparator output is diode Anded with the direction input to enable
the H bridge.
The 220Q or so resistor in the discharge path prevents discharging the capacitor too far before the comparator has time
to catch it. The frequency of the original is about 350Hz with
values shown.
A further comparator sets the maximum duty cycle. The
circuit provides a 100% duty cycle - i.e. always on. But for
the motor speed filter to work correctly the duty cycle needs
to be less than 100%.
Operation of the H bridge in Fig. l is self explanatory. The
only precaution necessary is to use some means to prevent
both sides being enabled simultaneously.
With suitable component values the motor supply voltage
can be raised as high as you like. The advantage of pwm is
that the drive transistors are either off or saturated so that
with say an amp of current, dissipation will be, say, 2400mW for each transistor switched on, which is quite small.
When the enable signal is low, both sides are switched off.
Reverse protection diodes and capacitors contain the
switch off spikes.

Filtering -circuitry
The filter comprises the switched Sallen & Key filter, the filter pwm amplifier .and the current sense active delay section.
Values. shown give a maximum theoretical corner frequency of around 250Hz. The real maximum frequency will
be lower than this due to the on resistance of the switches.
Even with the 4.D16, on-resistance matching is pretty good.
The amplifiers used for sample-and-hold should be cmos
types with a very high input impedance. My prototype used
a LPC6621N. but o¢er c-mos types may be more suitable.
In the pwm amplifier, .for variety, a different approach is
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Recorded live...
In television's short history, the
development of video recording technology has lagged behind broadcast
television by decades. In 1956, Ampex
in the USA demonstrated and marketed the world's first practical broadcast
video recorder. 1 It was one of the great
technological achievements of the television age and transformed broadcast
television services, rapidly becoming
essential to programme production.
Before videotape, 'tele-recording' * Donald f Mcleon BSc {Hons) CEng FIEE

Fig. 1. Resembling
contemporary audio
discs, these are the
different types of discs
that contain the
world's earliest-known
recordings of
television.

....
,
•
•

filming a television display - was the
only method of capturing the fleeting
images. Broadcast companies used the
technique widely and for many years
after the introduction of videotape. The
quality, however, was always poorer
than the original material largely
because it had the extra distortion
incurred by being displayed and
filmed.

•

•

The first recordings?
The earliest direct video recordings
appear to come from Ampex' s video
recorder between 1951-56, or the
'v
Fig. 2. A single spiral JO-line Nipkow
lens disc set up for the Baird
standard. The area for imaging or
display is shown in green. For a 1.5m
diameter disc, this area is only about
6cm horizontal by 14cm vertical.
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hirty years before videotape
recording, between 1927 and
1928, John Logie Baird experimented with recording his television
signal onto discs. Five years later,
enthusiasts made a few off-air disc
recordings of the BBC's 30-line tv
broadcasts. The discs have remained as
curiosities since then, defying attempts
to retrieve recognisable pictures.
For many years I have been seeking
out and restoring these discs using software signal and image processing. The
images recovered from the discs give a
remarkable insight into those pioneering days of tv. As a bonus, analysing
the recorded signal and its distortions
unfolds a wealth of new information
on the mechanical tv era.
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possible. What is
more, this is the
first time it has
been seen since it
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Recorded Jive...
In television's short history, the
development of video recording technology has lagged behind broadcast
television by decades. In 1956, Ampex
in the USA demonstrated and marketed the world• s first practical broadcast
video recorder. 1 It was one of the great
technological achievements of the television age and transformed broadcast
television services, rapidly becoming
essential to programme production.
Before videotape, 'tele-recording' *Donald f Mclean BSc (Hon>) CEng FIEE

Fig. 1. Resembling
contemporary audio
discs, these are the
different types of discs
that contain the
world's earliest-known
recordings af
television.

filming a television display - was the
only method of capturing the fleeting
images. Broadcast companies used the
technique widely and for many years
after the introduction of videotape. The
quality, however, was always poorer
than the original material largely
because it had the extra distortion
incurred by being displayed and
filmed.

..

•••••
•
•

.

The first recordings?
The earliest direct video recordings
appear to come from Ampex's video
recorder between 1951-56, or the

Fig. 2. A single spiral 30-/ine Nipkow
lens disc set up for the Baird
standard . The area for imaging or
display is show n in green, For a 1.5m
diameter disc, this area is only about
6cm horizontal by 14cm vertical.
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BBC's VERA and RCA's 19532
experimental linear video recorders.
In the UK, the earliest tele-recordings come from just after the Second
World War. In the USA, the earliest
recording appears to be of 48-line
mechanical television made in 1930
by GE of Schenectady, New York.
Of the BBC's historic pre-war 405line service that started in 1936,
there is no recorded material other
than newsreel and film inserts used

Fig. 3. The Baird
standard called for a
vertical letter-box
format designed for
viewing people from
head-and shoulders
to long-shot. The
subjects that came
across best were
those that showed
plenty of movement.
The characteristic
curved picture
comes from using a
Nipkow disc.

to support Jive television.
Recently, I restored several direct
video recordings, Fig. 1, that pre-date
that period. They span the pioneering
days from soon after the world's first
demonstration of television by John
Logie Baird in 1926 to the BBC 30line Television Service that ended in
1935. They are now recognised as
being the earliest video recordings in
the world.
How could such recordings have
Fig. 4. John
Logie Baird in
1927 at the
Leeds
demonstration
to the BA. He is
posing with a
wax cylinder
video
record/playback
system - the .
precursor to
'Phonovision'.
The drive shaft
probably
connected the
Nipkow camera
disc with the
cylinder drive.
No cylinder
recordings have
survived.

been made decades before Ampex's
achievement? To answer this, we need
to review television's roots.

The dawn of television

Fig. 5. This frame-sequential colour
15-line dithered image from normal
audio cassette tape was generated by
the author to simulate what Baird
may have seen in his studio in 1928.

Fig. 6. The
author's
modelling of
Baird's
Phonovision
recording studio
of 1927/28 shows
the drive-shaft
from the scanning
disc connected
through a 3:1
worm gear to the
record platter.
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Fig. 7. Baird's patent for the
'Phonovisor'. A Nipkow disc
under the record platter
provides what must be the
cheapest and simplest video
replay device ever designed.
The Phonovisor required the
specially prepared
Phonovision discs to be
recorded synchronously with
the camera disc. Looking into
the viewport, the picture
would be seen perfectly
stable, independent of
playback speed.

Spurred on by the discovery of the light
sensitivity of selenium in 1873, the
transmission and reception of still pictures over cable was demonstrated in
the late l 91h century without the advantage of electrorucs. Fleming's thermionic diode valve in 1904 and de Forest's
triode valve and amplifier of 1912
kicked off the electroruc revolution that
was essential for television. By the
early twenties, news,picture 'facsimiles', some even using digital coding,~
spanned thousands of miles.
In contrast to these slow, yet high
quality transrrussions,
television
required several pictures per second to
give the perception of motion. The
advantages offered by electron tubes
for television camera and display were
recognised ( 19084 , 191 I 5) well before
their practicality. The practical electron
tube display first appeared in the twenties and the camera - a major technological challenge in itself - in the thirties.
Several mostly independent pioneers
around the world, including Baird in
the UK and Jenkins in the USA,
focused on the achievement of a practical television system by adapting what
already existed to their purpose. They
used the only method of scanning the
scene available - mechanical scanning.
Of the many methods developed for
scanning, the Nipkow disc6 became the
most popular. It supported the development of several of the fi rst practical
television systems for almost half a
century after its patent.
The Nipkow disc was normally one
spiral of holes or apertures spread
equally around the outer part of a flat
disc, Fig. 2. The path each aperture
swept out, through the angle between
apertures, corresponded to a line in the
image. The radial distance of each successive aperture changed i n equal steps
so that, in one revolution, all the apertures swept out the area of one tv
frame.
By masking off the area and placing a
photocell behind it, we have a television camera. By placing a variable light'
source - usually a neon - behind a
similar disc, we have a television display. With synchronisation of camera
with display, we have the vision channel for television.

The first demonstration
of television
First with a demonstration of scanning
and display .of moving pictures in
reflected light was John Logie Baird on
26th January 1926. Baird's transmitted
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Fig. 8. The experiin.ental 'Phonovisor' replay.device used a large diameter Nipkow
disc underneath the record platter. A fight source at the right shines up through
the disc via a mirror. ·This arrangement could also have been used for recording.

standard of 1929-1935 was 30 lines per
frame refreshing 1.2.5 times per second
Fig. 3.
Line scanning was vertical, from bottom to top with frame scanning from
right to left. Baird chose an aspect ratio
of 3:7 - a vertical letterbox, optimised
for televising individuals from close-up
portrait to long-shots.
The mechanical nature of his
Nipkow-disc-based system, and the
sensitivity and bandwidth of photocell-amplifiers, constrained his television picture to mere tens of lines
rather than the hundreds of lines of
the electronic systems emerging in the
thirties.
However, this low definition turned
out to offer a distinct advantage. The
highest vision frequency was so low
that it was in the audio spectrum. Both
this narrow bandwidth and the ease of
creating different scanning arrangements were the main reasons why
Baird was able to achieve so many
'firsts' - years before they were repeated in electronic television.

September 1998 ELECTRON ICS WORLD

Inventions
Spurred on financially and technically by his early demonstrations, from
1926 to 1928 Baird patented and
developed a series of innovations that
covered almost every engineering
aspect of television, Fig. 4.
. He demonstrated colour television,
Fig. 5, stereoscopic television, (near)
infrared, and long-distance transmission.
In early 1928, he demonstrated reception of pictures across the Atlantic in
East Coast USA from transmissions in
Surrey, England.
In the months leading up to that event,
he not only transmitted Jive images, but
also used his latest experiment,
videodisc recordings.? These and other
demonstrations served to establish Baird
in the public's eye and to raise general
awareness of a television revolution.
Today, little evidence remains of
these early achievements. This makes it
difficult to be factual. about Baird's contribution to television - especially in his
most publicised creative era of the late
l920s.
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Various interpretations of his works
have both over- and under-stated
Baird's importance. However, the significance of one of his achievements
from that period has only recently been
recognised. This is his recording of
television - the first in the world.

Phonovision and the
'Phonovisor'

Fig. 9. On the left is an attempt from the seventies at replaying
a Phonovision disc (1 0th January 1928) without using a
computer. On the right is the same disc and subject enhanced
by custom software signal and image processing.

Fig. 10. Baird's temp
secretary, Mabel
Pounsford, captured on
disc on 28 March 1928.
Her identity was
discovered after the
restored pictures were
broadcast in 1993 on
Channel 4 and recognised
b y a relative.
Fig. 11. The
earliest-known
video recording of
broadcast
television from the
BBC, 21 April
1933. The main
feature, captured
on disc, was the
Paramount Astoria
Girls with their
high-kicking
routine.

In 1926, Baird applied for a patent on
an idea for recording vision and sound
signals. 8 He called this process
'Phonovision •.
What made Phonovision unique was
its mechanical coupling of the camera
mechanism to the record platter, Fig. 6.
The same linkage on playback would
have ensured a rock-steady picture
from the disc. In one simple concept,
Baird eliminated the effect of speed
variation during recording and playback.
A subsequent patent9 described the
'Phonovisor' , Fig. 7 . This was to be a
simple machine used for both playing
back and displaying pictures from the
Phonovision discs. The Phonovisor
would have looked like a conventional
gramophone. However, mounted coaxialJy with the disc platter was a horizontal Nipkow disc with the apertures
on the rim outside the disc platter.
Although highly innovative in its
simplicity and inherently cheap, neither
Phonovision discs nor the Phonovisor
ever appeared commercially. Unlike
Baird's other experiments, the reproduction of pictures from the
Phonovision discs - though undoubtedly attempted in the laboratory, Fig. 8
- was never publicly demonstrated.
From his own comments, it would
seem that Baird was never sufficiently
satisfied with the picture quality to
give such a demonstration.
Baird moved on to other ideas and
abandoned Phonovision. He passed a
few of the discs to museums 10 and to
his friends and employees. Over subsequent years, many people attempted
reproduction of images from the
Phonovision discs. 11 Their efforts
yielded only crude distorted images,

Fig. 9.
What Baird could not have realised
is that more than sixty years later the
faults during recording could be corrected in a personal computer, 12, 13
restoring the latent image on his discs
to a recognisable form. Those images
give a remarkable insight into those
pioneering days of television, Fig. 10.
But the images are only part of the
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discoveries made. Studying the details
of the video signal tells us the camera
type and even how well it was built. In
addition, analysing the faults on the
recordings gives a unique and in-depth
understanding of the difficulties Baird
encountered. 14 From previously being
mere curiosities, the discs have today
become one of Baird's most historical
legacies.

The 30-line broadcasts
In September 1929, after much lobbying, the Baird Television Development
Company started a series of experimental transmissions through the BBC
transmitters.
For nearly three years, for no fewer
than five times a week, the Baird
Company produced its own programmes from its laboratories in Long
Acre. In August 1932, the BBC took
over full control and started the BBC
Television Service with regular programming from studio 'BB' in the
basement of Broadcasting House.
It now seems that a few of the enthusiasts watching the television programmes on their Baird 'Televisors'
were moved to use their domestic
audio recorders to record the vision
signal for subsequent playback.
Although the quality of the result
would have seriously disappointed
them, they very fortunately kept the
discs safe rather than destroying them.

Off-air recordings
News of my discoveries from the
Phonovision discs triggered some
tremendous finds. A single privately
recorded aluminium disc found in
1996, with just the cryptic words
' Television 1933" written in ink on the
label, was the first.
The material on the disc overturns
established views on the 30-line BBC
programmes. After restoration and
analysis, this disc contains the earliest
known recording of a television broadcast - in fact, a television special Fig.
11. It was broadcast in April 1933, just
eight months after the start of the BBC
30-tine Television Service.
The camera technique, lighting technique and production features are all
unusual and unique. The rapid pace of
the performance is stunning and provides us today with a true measure of
~ritain' s heritage of television programme making.
In early 1998, another discovery was
made. A set of unmarked privately
recorded aluminium discs has turned
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Fig. 12. Far left
Believed to be
from a BBC
broadcast in
1934-35, this is
Betty Bolton. Her
performance is
stunning and
easily makes her
the 'Madonna' of
thirties videos.

out to contain the highest quality original 30-line vision recordings known to
exist.
From the video characteristics, they
were extracts from BBC transmissions
from the latter part of the 30-Iine service. By that time, the BBC had moved
out of Broadcasting House into a new
studio in 16 Portland Place.
One of the singers on the discs is
Betty Bolton, Fig. 12. Betty is a wellknown contralto, who performed over a
dozen times in front of the 30-line cameras. Her visual performance on disc is
exceptional - even on a sixty-year old
corroded aluminium disc she still managed to charm her re-discoverer.
In J935, the first video disc was sold
in the UK. A 78 . rev/min test disc
intended for 'lining up' displays, it contains only static lantern slides of cartoon
figures, Fig. 13. Although a collector's
item
today,
this,
the
'Major
Radiovision • disc, contains little of
interest for the historian. It is certainly
not, as has been claimed, ' Phonovision'.
The parallel developments of television in other countries suggest that there
should be similar discs around the world.
To date, I have only found discs of
British television. It may be simply that,
like the British discs before this restoration work, recordings made in other
countries were written off as unplayable.

In summary
The discovery and restoration of the
discs falls somewhere between being a
computer-age detective story and a
practical example of technological
archaeology.
Applying the latest technological
advances of the eighties and nineties has
given us a unique view of the latest
technological developments of the
twenties. and thirties. What makes this
so fascinating is that the material comes
from such a dynamic and important
period in Britain's technological history.
After 1500 programmes, the BBC 30line service closed on 11 September
1935. In November J 936, the BBC reopened its television service with highdefinitioh television. The massive technology' leap that television had made
left recording technology far behind. It
would be nearly twenty years before
direct video recording could catch up.
I plan to produce two follow-up articles covering in more detail the discoveries from Baird's Phonovision and
the restoration techniques used, the later
BBC tansmissioas and how they appear
in context with today's television.

Fig. 13. In early
7935, a test disc
of still images was
sold for 'lining up'
30-line displays. A
few months later,
the 30-/ine service
was terminated,
rendering
thousands of
receivers, and this
test disc, obsolete.

See more...
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Over £600 for a circuit· idea?
New awards scheme for circuit ideas
• Every circuit idea published in Electronics World receives £35.
• The pick of the month circuit idea receives a Pico Technology ADC42 - worth over £90 - in
addition to £35.
• Once every six months, Pico Technology and Electronics World will select the best ci_rcuit idea
published during the period and award the winner a Pico Technology ADC200-50 - worth £586.

How to submit
your-ideas
The best ideas are the
ones that save readers
· time or money, or that
solve a problem in a
better or more elegant
way than existing circuits.
We will also consider the
odd solution looking for a
problem - if it has a
degree of ingenuity.
Your submission will be
judged on its originality.
This means that the idea
should certainly not have
been rublished before.
Usefu modifications to
existing circuits will be
considered though provided that they are
original.
Don't forget to say why
you think your idea is
worthy. We can accept
anything from clear hand
writing and hand-drawn
circuits on the back of an
envelope. Type written text
is better. But it helps us if
the idea is on disk in a
popular pc or Mac
format. Include an ascii
file and hard-cof)y
drawing as a safety net
and please label the disk
with as much information
as you can.
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Under/overvoltage
protection

E

quip.ment taking its power from an external supply is
sometimes exposed to the risk of being connected to a
higher or lower voltage than is wanted. The diagram shows
a circuit that will prevent damage while drawing little
current from the supply in an overvoltage state.
Maxim's MAX6310 is a multiple-input, programmable
reset ic, arranged to monitor the input for voltages less than
6V de at pin 3 and voltages over 15V de at pin 4 , dividers
R 1 2 and R34 programming the ic inputs. Current-limiting
di~de D 1 s~pplies a nominal 5.75mA to the zener diode D2
to provide a 4.7V supply to the ic, this rail also being
monitored by pin 5.
When the input from the power supply is within the 615V window, /Reset is high, Tr 1 is on, taking 2mA, Tr2 is
on and the power supply is connected to the equipment.
Inputs outside the 6-15V window tum Tr2 off, protecting
both Tr2 from undervoltage and the equipment from
overvoltage. The transistors shown will block up to 30V,
but devices with higher ratings may be used. Diodes D 3,4
protect the ic pins 3 and 4 during an overvoltage condition.
An overvoltage input causes a response within 20µs, C3
being large enough to prevent the output voltage rising
very far in that time.
Terry Millward
Maxim Integrated Products
Reading
(B38)

V
out

R, + J?i - J?iR,gm - V:
RI +J?i
- EB

in

which the transconductance 8m
:19.2/c,, le being the op-amp control
current.
If 1-R,.gm=0, then Rz:1119.2/c and,

since the best current for the sensor
is 100µA, Rz=500Q, making the
output voltage
Yout=( 1+R2fR 1WBE·
For more electronic thermometer
circuitry, see the application note
from Burr-Brown in the April, 1993
issue, page 331.
Kami/ Kraus
Rokycany
Czech Republic

B18

+16V

-16V
(B18)

Tr2
Si4431

If the power supply
voltage is under or over
preset limits, it is
disconnected from the
equipment within 20µs.
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Turn your PC into a high-performance virtual
instrument in return for a circuit idea.
The ADC200-50 is a dual-channel 50MHz digital storage oscilloscope, a

Ds
1N4148

25MHz spectrum analyser and a multimeter. Interfacing to a pc vid its parallel

MAXIM
MAX6310UK46D3

port, ADC200-50 also offers non-volatile storage and hard-copy facilities.
Windows and DOS virtual instrument software is include.d.

I

L _______

ADC42 is a low-cost, high-resolution a-to-cl converter sampling to 12 bits at
20ksample/s. This single-channel converter benefits from all the

GND

--------

2

GN,~D.__.._........_._

_.._ _ _ _ _ __

instrumentation features of the ADC200-50.

_ _--4,____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.,____ _ _ __
(B38)
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Wide-range
thermometer
using a diode•
connected MTS
102 as the sensor,
its current
controlled by the
op-amp.

--......-0Vou1

DJD4
BAT85

Seo c

,_
::

n MTS 102 current-controlled
temperature sensor, controlled
by a transconductance amplifier, will
indicate temperature to within 2°C.
Output voltage and base-emitter
voltage are related by,

?Ul

Settings 'ticw W111dow

X 5 ms/div

IS]:

IO

82Hz

.".illiw_
. . U. .
0
·10

fdit Scttlngs Yie• Window

dB

u~iv

ru1JU1J.

file

us•~

AC Volts
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0

-
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--i
-l- 14 infra-red

Ca
10n

:

diodes

_j'l

CONNECT WITH THE lJ!NS
NO. -1 READ FOIR :eLECTHOiNICS
'

Tr3
2SA671

\
D,
Ra

BF,
100k
c::::J
Electrodes

R,1

R,a

1k

50k

'l
LED,
+9 to+12V

R,2
1k

~

Rg
Ce
100n

LED2
R,4

Tr2
C1
2N4125 100n

50k

~

•
Ca

-0

'l

100k

bSs

-9 to -1 2V
Tr4

2 N 5 1 9 1 ' - - - - - - - - - -- -----+-----'

10n

R, o

Tr6

50k

2SA671

Electronics Weekly HyperACTIVE is more than just a magazine on the Web. Check out the
site and,youJI see why thousands~f electronics pr,ofessionals around the world regularly
log on to www.electronicsweekly.oo.uk/
;
•

News

For
HyperACTIVE's D~ily News Service brings you the latest new~inthe industry
-as it breaks. For
Hyp~rACTIVE has the largest and most varied collection of jobs
avaitabl,e in the electronics market. Now we brlng you the improved Jobs and
Careers service with a whole range of new and exciting features.

Jobs

,, All this plus! the latest technology, mari?et information, toolkit's, a searchable
archive , and loads more.. ..
~1
•

Don't miss out.
P.oint youri lirowser,~
af.fitt~ :Yiwww.eltlcfrionicswee~ly~:co(uki
~r egister, now (it's free)
SPONSORED BY

Tuktronix TOSHIBA
/
I

i: XILINX~
The Programmable Log1cCompa

ADVERTISER.ltf~~AJION:
0181 652 3639 OR E-MAIL: richardnapier@rbi.co.u
•

0
Modulated, bipolar
electrostimulator
his is an improved and extended version of the
stimulator published in the February 1998 issue,
providing bipolar trains of pulses with variable amplitude
and frequency .
Oscillators Tr1,3 and Tr2,4 only operate when the active
electrode at d touches a biologically active point on the
body, effectively grounding D 1 and C5 , since these points
exhibit less resistance than is shown elsewhere. The
oscillators switch on in tum as the lf oscillator formed by
IC1 alternately turns on Tr5,6 , so that the output at the
active electrode is alternate positive and negative pulses at
frequencies determined by the settings of R3 ,6 and the
switching of C3,4,7,8·
The level of resistance at the electrode required to
switch on the oscillators is set by R7 10; R 15 determines the
switching frequency of the IC 1 osciliator and S4 switches
the oscillators on continuously, if required. The common
resistor Re limits current during an accidental short on the
electrodes.
To indicate operation, D 1,2 and the piezoelectric
transducer BF1 are provided. The four infrared diodes
across each led afford the possibility of combined
electrostimulation and infrared therapy.

T

a
0 ~-l----l~--1-- ---'--- - ~ --

·J• •
C

'I•

•

t

•

t

•

d

Vasiliy D Borodai
Zaporozhje
Ukraine
(B44)
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Improvements shown by this electrostimulator over an
earlier design include bipolar pulses of variable
amplitude and frequency.

LF pulse train
(B44b)
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The Low Cost Controller -~iThat's Easy to Use
-."F'/

;1.;;:;;44

~,

Delay circuit for frequency and duty-cycle changing

The K-307 Module provides the features
required for most emb edded applications
A~~/ogue
• 4 Channels in 1 Channel out
D1g1tal
• 36 Digital in or out & Timers
~rial
• RS-232 or RS-485 plus l2C
Display
• LCD both text and graphics
Keyboard
• Upto 8 x 8 matrix keyboard
Memory
• > 2Mbytes available on board
Low Power
• Many modes to choose from

of the monostable output pulse; the circuit only works if 't0 ~T/2, in
whith case there are two possibilities.
If 'ta~'ts, the circuit delays the input pulse by ta, as shown by the
Electronic Workbench analysis in Fig. 2, still keeping the same duty
cycle. For -r6 of T/4 and a 50% duty cycle, Fig. 3 shows that the
frequency at A is twice that of the input.
If, however, 1.0 ~,. the duty cycle changes to 't0 / T as in Fig. 4,
the duty cycle of the output being independent of the input. With
't0 =T/2, the output would have a 50% duty cycle, as in Fig. 5.
EAhmad
Damascus-Harasta
Syria
(B50)

riginally designed to delay a 50% duty-cycle waveform
without changing any of its timing, the circuit shown in Fig. 1
will also change the duty cycle or the frequency of an input,
depending on its pulse width.
The duty cycle of the input to the circuit is -r.,IT and 'ta the width

0

Fig. 1.

-r--___ _

Development
The PC Starter Pack provides the quickest method
to get your application up & running
Operating System • R eal Time Multi Tasking
Langua~es
• ' C ' , Modula-2 and Assembler
Expansion
• Easy to expand to a wide range
of peripheral cards

e.g. CD4013

e.g. CD4098
Monostabl

D

Q
Q

input

.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.---=.o.utput

(B50a)

Input

input

output

output

A

A

B

B

Other Features
Real Time Calendar Clock, Battery Back Up,
Watch Dog, Power Fail Detect, STE 1/0 Bus,
8051 interface, 68000 and PC Interface

Cambridge Microprocessor
Systems Limited

1J~
',;

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Units 17 -18 Zone 'D'
Cht;lmsford Road Ind Est
Great Dunmow E ssex CM6 1XG
E -mail cms@dial.pipex:com

Phone 01 371 875 644

input

input

output

output

A

A

B

B

( IRCLE NO I/(, ON REPLY ( ARO

CHELMER
VALVE
COMPANY

Iii 100~ TrtMptf!!,t C@bl@ ft@~Hffl@nt I
ltJ No IP'§ill 3@flWlf9 DtiYtfl JttqYimd I
It.I lYJtlHl!y on,, 10m§ 11§\lm Llt@m;y r
Iii tmmllfl ling!@ l,t@§ @f e@m1tlt1t@ fil@i I
Ill Dull f'3tD • tUMilfflW!i lnt@~n, I

Ifyou need Valves/Tubes or RF Power
Transistors e. t c. ... then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
33 years specialist experience in meeting o ur
customers requirement$.

Tt,,=T/2.

I I I I

I I I

I I
Fig. 5.

Fig. 4.

Telephone interface
nstead of the special transformer and
· line-current vdr normally used in a
telephone interface, this circuit performs
· that function using an op-amp and two
optocouplers.

I

+5V

As input A turns Tr 1 on, the op-amp
output rises and turns on the coupler
OP 1• This, in turn, switches on OP2
when line current through Tr2 has risen
sufficiently to develop the photodiode
voltage across the 75.Q resistor. This
closes the feedback loop around the opamp and the line current is maintained
at a constant level.
Since the circuit is bidirectional,

J-o output

------ 1

100n
inputo--f

outgoing signal is input to the op-amp
and received signal picked up at its
output.
For protection against interference
pulses on the line, the 250V vdr and
80V zener are included.
Jean-Marc Brassart
Saint-Laurent-du-Var
France
(B52)

----

1A
400V

80V
1W
100R
100n

Tuned to tbe needs(~{ tbe Prqfessional User
Chelmer Valve Company. 130 New London Road ,
Chelm s ford . E s sex CM2 ORG, England

~44-0 1 245-355296/265865
Fax:44-01245-490064
CIRCLE N0.117 ON REPLY (AR{)
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V250
LA10
2N1893
with small
heatsink

New from Radio -Tech the RTcom Radio Modems offer
industry a competitive alternative to cables. Fully customised
versions are available to suit customer needs at little or
no additional costs.

a
,.

~

+ 12V
Phone

Qf

Radio - Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane
Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex C,r..116 6NB.
Sales +44 (0) 1992 57 6.107 (4-lines) Fax +44 (0) 1,992 56 1994
e-mail sales@radtec.demon.co.uk
http:f/www.radio-tech.co.uk'

One
1M

75R

Avoiding the use of a transformer, this
bidirectional telephone interface is
optically isolated and protected.

CIRCLE NO. I ill ON REPLY CARO
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Fig. 1. Delay
circuit, top
left, may be
used,
depending on
settings, to
delay without
change, or to
change
frequency or
duty cycle. In
Fig. 2, Tt,,,;;-r., in
Fig. 3, -r6 =T/4,
in Fig. 4, -r6 2'.T5
and in Fig. 5,
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HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF READING THERE'S ALWAYS SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT!
CAff YOU BELIEVE II - 4 TRACE TEKTRONIX 7704A
FOR ONLY £350

~

LOOK!

•·:..·.·..
.~

BRAND NEW OSCILLOSCOPES!
NEVER USED!/

liDiiiii

MAIICIJlll019~"""'"MSicalGMICIIJt,. Jl)l:lfirr-•..· -

_mN

_ Uni

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT - A 1 GHZ GENERATOR
FOR ONlY £450

probes: OMM lead~ Manual.

I.

kt.UO.MlfMSitGtn50l9tl ]02~ - JaditO'Pla,
r n11msscsnS)'ltAMM$rtNI C.. lQO!.r-S2GM111~---- -··-····--'125

m•

UAll(U PSCs:20 $Jlll.ltl.lfMSlp,I CM lf10v.,!l10Mtf1Pott.blt

PHILIPS PM3217 • Dual Trac, 50 MHZ Delay,
THIS REALLY IS AVERY GOOO OSCILLOSCOPE including
2 Probe$, Pouch & fronl ecw., ONLY £400

_

,-u,s~i,3"°"911.11a*Sraf*Gu0.l'ltfft-50M/ti

..- USN

,.u,sPMS"Zf'1iccia1U11»1itS,.rnGenO.lllltl-~-

.....,l:IIX!I

--r.

.. ..
;.

~:

HC3502
Oual Trace 20MHZ 5mV,20Vllliv; 0.2 µ Secs -0,5
Un•used £200

f

m

j •= ~

&OODWlll GfC 00100 fR(QUENCY

COONTERRar,ge IHz,l20MH1 8

- ,

o,g,, Oisplay 1SmV RMS S..silMfy

Rs
33k

Un-used£7S

~il~"B·'.~~i~

~ L~~1~ £JO

ANALOGUE MUlllMU£R Model HC260TR >mJC Voll,; 0C
Cl.mrlt lOAmp.s; l 7 Rarces; Conllnuity Btiuer; Tr3tlSltlOJ Tester
•
Un-Used £15
SIEAEO AVOIO BALIN££ TO UmLAllCED CONYEIUOR
~ F« C., Rod~ Semci"I!
U"""" £10

Farnell PSG1000 10 KHl•I GHz
AfNfM$)1,""""1lSignallie,eratJrUn-used £1500
Used £'995
SOLARTRON7045
4~ dii,t Beach Mi.lltimete, with
luds £IO

SOUIITRON 7151 OMM 61 o'!it l[[E £450
~ SOUJIIRON 7150 DMM 6~ d•il l[EE £300

SecA)w, X·Y; XS magnifier;--'TV SyllC elc

RMS

STEWART of READING

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS. RG6 IPL ~
Telephone: (0118) 9268041. Fax: (0118) 9351696 ~
Caller, Welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday lother limes by arrangement)

Farnell AMM2000
Sophlsticatoo""'°"'atiCM~~liooMele!IOl!Z•l• Gltz
~ool<s!lmi:l'toaboYePSG1000) u,,,.,,e,H12SO

Wayne KerT AMM 2SS
Aulomalle Modulatia, - - 1,5 Mllz·2 GiL 3JI Olgl
U,,....... £500
IM,IMY LOAD 'N' 1YI'£ 50 cm, 75...,

l»......t£30

tt •
ii-

---=1

,I

•

c+

T05

POWER SUPPLIES

BASIC Stamps•

Scenix

•
•
•
•

• Fastest 8-bit micro , . ,

CPW!Oil.t,~ - - -- "

THtlll:UIY Pl.32tl(l,)0Yol11.,0•2 Mips Gf18 D=tiUil,_....- .1151
ltl'-IRllYPUIII0-30Yolls;0-1AlllpsDi1:i,- - ~ll8
IW1' M.ORE P'OW[Jt sttPPUES AY'AII.A8L(

R31
56OR

PPM5

S0MIPS
• Flash Eprom

PPM S
Set l
!Ok

I
Robotics

R33
22k

ewin 3.1
software

a
b
c
d

0· 1OmV
0· 1OOmV
O • 1OOOmV
O • 5OOOmV

Consumption 3mA

Mother Board MB1

Fully

meets

roviding up to 5V in four ranges,
the smallest being 0- lOmV, this
battery-powered generator has very
low output impedance and will source
up to 1OOmA in any range. It is stable,
variable and may be modulated. Drift
is less than ± 1Oµ V on all ranges.
Two ics, the LM334 programmable

P

20

8S5428· 9

current s_ource used to provide current
to the LM336 2.5V reference, are
responsible for the generator's
stability and relative independence of
the battery voltage.
The reference voltage is buffered in
JC 1d, the output from Tr 1 being 3V to
/C1b, which provides the zero

Span

* PPM10 In-Vision PPM and Chart Recorder*

* Advanced

Servo Controller
• Control up
to 8 servos
e RS232

IR Decoder
'

•
•
•
•

Uses any remote
7 digital outputs
Toggle/momenlary
Re-Programmable

Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz * Stabilizer
frequency shift units for howl reduction * 10 Outlet
Distribution Amplifier * Stereo Variable Emphasis
Limiter * PPM9, PPM5 hybrid and PPM8 IEC/DIN
- 50/+6dB drives and movements * Broadcast Stereo
Coders* Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz *

CIRCLE NO, 1211 ON RfPLY CARD

mV adjust

mV

O· 5mV

generator

input

D
mA

meter

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh GU6 7BG
Telephone: 01483 275997 Fax: 01483 276477

Milford Instruments 01977 683665 www.milinst.demon.co.uk
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Sw1 posn.

8

Variable millivolt generator

3-Axis Machine
• Stamp 2 based
e Drills PC8s
• 3-Axis movement
• Stepper drive
• 4 thou resolution

b

11

4

• Humanoid

Vr,
5k
1OT
c

e·s •3Sv

;'

• 18/28 pins
e PIC16CSx
pin replacemenl

RS232 Serial interface
2x16 to 4x40
Simple 3-pin connection
Integral Keypad option
Large Numerics option
Driver chips available for OEM use

VO<JI

Tr3
2N29O5A

d

.,.

·- ~- - ~

Serial LCDs

+

R35
33k

20 PIN DUAL IN LINE

r·

•
•
•
•
•
•

R36
51R
R34
51R

R3a
33k

+Vet

e

R,6
22k

FAllll'Elllfl4-10,30\lolts;O•l-pst..-lce
lllfl
TlfllllL8MIUIKlld TSXltlfl PrkislOII PSJJ 18¥; 20Amps.._ ,.,,U75
TIIUltllHIUilltlo\lt'TSP322? frolr1m1111blt 32V: 'l Amps J.fot

or

CONTROL & MiJford
ROBOTICS Instruments

R10
22k

Heatsink

FAR.Nm AP1 DMD G-100 Votls: 0-30 Amps AlltOQn( ..1-R-..tlOO!J
fAIINELLll£MS0--6tlVdls:!).tsj111p,
«oo
fAANEll rsvmt1c2 10 Y~s s Anlps/lS 'Mis 10 Amps._..-1200
f,UUICULl?-IOCO-IZ\ldb;O-IOMIVS
£115
HIINHl lllD-20-JOVolts, 0-2 Amps f111Ct......._ _ _,.tl6CI

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied.
This is a VERY SMAtL SAMPLE STOCK. SA£ or Telephone for lists. Please eheck availability before ordering.
CARRIAGE all unils tl6, VAT lo be added lo Total of Goods and Carriage.

from

22~:I:

R29
1k5

FARNElllfl
S.no'SqOscilf~~SIQHz. I MHz

__J
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Re-Programmable
8ASIC language
RS232 Serial ports
8 or 16 VO lines
e SPI/DTMF
• Fast developmenl

14

IC3
LM336

I0µV3/XN;nt2R•

,JUO

CLASSIC AYO METER ADIGITAL AYO OAl 16 3½ OIGIJ

IIJ ~P}'.l.'...

2

Un-.ised £500

freQuency IOtfz.JMHz
Used £100
Un-used £125

_, ..,. Ulll

M.IP'SMUZ~rllfltGMO.lH!-11illi.!~d11C-

'l
LED

Cl<ANNEl ;i:; MILUVOIJMCTER

..mw

....

l

R,
82OR

&OODWIU GVT<27 DUAL

mot

,_

ax UM3
.,.
AA batteries !

:r

POWER SUPPLY Mod~ HSP3010
0,30Volls; IJ.10 Amps CUrrent
Llm1tmg. 2 Melen.
Used £160
Un,used £200

-

- ··· _ t,t~

llP. e&SMS,. s.tNICtl0.1-m-i>
llP. "2~~Fvctilllf.tn21MQ:_ ...... _ __,,,,_
Pllll.ll'SMl3C~flfttliltll0.0Jlllr•10tlti
-

~,.}

Ustd £400

....-l

_ ~ r ~ ~ ;:-

Sw2

3KHll3.15KHz RMS'AVERAGU
!'!AK, V/t,jhled F,11..,, O,~t•l Displo,
of rpm, 4 d!i1l freq CotJoltt
(0.01KHz,9,999KHl/
OIOIKHz,55KHzl

°'

l

+r

'ti

o.60%, 32 Preset Memc><y, Digital DOjllay F1,quency & 0~,ut
v...i £450
"
v......, mo
!INWOOO FL180A wow,numR
MCTER 0,003%,10%; freq

external 7 5·9VOOle. ,c AdaplOf (Nol SUW!ied). RS232
Comes In Slack Carrying Pouch comp6ete with 2 scope

I

IWCIMll&lllffltlH1NUIS-,.OGeii l<lltv-20:tlL....

,.lml,,.

Haooheld LCO display 2 (llanner 50MSIS•...,lo Ranye. • ~1
DMWCapacitaoceJFrequency COooter. Battery Operatiofl

0,22µ

. ' .,Ti,

IOOKHz,IOOMH~ FM 0-IOOKHz, ClulP"I •IOdS.99dB AM

OMS 3850A Digit.ii Stcrage/DMM

IMACOM ZOIJP111wdl.CPICIHIVF"1Si1MIGfflJCMz-lOZ"Mill--.

t1:r:

'.1.

+12V
(848b)

PAIIISONIC VP8177A fMIAM SIGNAL GCNERAIOR

--

'

2, 200 MHZ: 2, 75 MHZ S•ttp Delay Graplucs etc,
OTHER CO\IBINATIONS AVAILABLE
TEKTRONIX 2215 • DUAL TRACE 60 MHZ

•'I"":"' i •

LIMITED STOCK!!

•

liatdly Used £150

NEW AND HARDLY USED

reference and 8V to give the various
ranges by means of potential dividers,
whose outputs are then buffered in
IC1c after selection by Sw 1• The
output of JC4 is slightly negative of
zero, being driven by a potential
derived from the battery zero and the
zero reference to give a negative
swing to the output of about 6mV.
Potentiometer Vr1is a ten-tum type,
the output going to the Class AB
amplifier to provide the output, Tr2
being protected by Tr6 •
Modulation input is attenuated by
22dB for my particular application,
but may be varied by R36,37, bearing
in mind that R 36 must equal R34 • I
recommend the use of 1% resistors
tliro~ghout
DHeywood

Buckley
Zero

(848a)

Flintshire
(B48)
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The Old Bakery, New Barns Road,
Ely Cambs. CB4 7PW
Tel: +44 (0)1353 666709 Fax: +44 (0) 1353 666710

Rs
51k

+

•

•

•

Most popular s,part cards are
plastic, the size of a credit
card, with an embedded
microprocessor containing an
operating
system
and
erasable non"'10/atile memory.
Physical protection against
unauthorized tampering with
the card Is provided through
the
fol/owing scheme:
The microprocessor and
memory are created as

a

~=======::=================---.J
NEW CHIPDRIVE -micro
Fully Compatible with TOOLBOX for application
development. Featuring the same functionality as
Chip Drive Extern but in a small neat low cost
package, similar in size to a smart card.

£65 +£5P&P

+VAT

~

there
are chip.
no data
paths
that
single
This
Insures
· can be monitored or probed. This chip is
connected to a thin circuit board and
encapsulated with an epoxy. The "module"
is then glued within a ·well
milled Into the plastic card. This
prohibits physical access to the
microprocessor and provides a more
durable medium than magnetic stripe
cards.

. .~ ·

~~--,;?9_·

~

~~ f

.•
.•
.
.•
•

0
Q
L

B
0
X
Driver and application software is available for the
CHIPDRIVE family of terminals including the command
set DLL for Windows 3.11/95NT, easy to use 16 and
32 Bit Dlls with just one fUJ1Ction call to the
"CardSeiver", a powerful Background task which
relieves the application programmer from device and
card administration. Featuring automatic protocol and
card type detection. Allowing several applications to
access one terminal dependent on the type of card
inserted.
·
£29.95 + £5 P&P t VAT

SMARTCARDS Available from Stock:
GemP/us, Atmel, Xi9or, Siemens, SGS Crownhil/ and,mcre . ..
SLE4442, 4432, 4418, 4428, 4404. AT88SCxxx, AT24c01-16.
GPM103, GFM1 K, 2K, 4K, GPM416 Phone Cards, Loyalty Cards
, • ' THE SMARTEST SOLUTION
Crownhi/1 can offer a broad range of smart cards from just £1.00 and Smart Carri
sockets for just £1,45 each. PIC Microc!Jip baseq Smart Cards now available at just
£3.50 ~ach •• ', DEVELOP YOUR OWN SMART CARD! Crownhi/1 can supply over 150
different types of IC from more than 12 silicon suppliers, which can all be
incorporated into smart card format. Some cards are available from stock, most are
manufactured to the customers' specification
CIRCLE N0.122 ON REPLY CARO
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Positive feedback
linearises the output
ramp o f a 555 to
provide a linear
oscilloscope trace.

220k

C3
C2
1OOn
1OOn
Linearity-adjust
.___ __._ _ __ ___._ _ __ _f---1~~•.:.:v_::c
e_,,
fe"'e"'db::::ac:::ck:L......_,.__ __ _..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,__ _ _--<> OV common

Sync pulse out to scope

LM555 sawtooth generator
even with negative feedback, the
output was still non-linear. Positive
feedback around the first 741 in the
diagram, however, provided a linear
ramp.
Adjustments on the second 741 are
for the start point and trace width, the

ceding a rapid and cheap method
of generating a sawtooth for a
panoramic receiver, I tried shaping
the output of a 555, which produces
the exponential waveform, but was
unsuccessful and tried a 741 to
provide gain and some isolation but,

N
Irom£9;.oo

switching node on the drain of the
switching transistor.
At start-up, the microprocessor reset
ic /C3 puts out a low voltage on its
pin 3 to prevent C4 charging. When
its Vee pin rises above 4.65V, the reset
pin goes high and allows C4 to charge
through the right-hand diode in
response to the switching node going
low. When the node again goes high,
the existing charge on C4 adds to the
output voltage to produce 9.5V, this
level being maintained by the gatesource capacitance. The high-side
load switch now turns on and
connects the load.
Pulse-frequency modulation is used

attery-powered, this boost
converter supplies up to 500mA at
a regulated SY and, after start-up or
brown-out, disconnects the load until
its output is again regulated.
Pin 2 of the converter, /C 1, conveys
both power and feedback to the
device - it derives power from its
own output. It will start on inputs as
low as 1.8V, except in the presence of
heavy loads, when gate drive to the
switching mosfet is at battery voltage
and start-up may not happen. To
avoid this state of affairs, output and
load are only connected after Vout has
risen enough to turn the mosfet on
fully.
N-channel mosfets in /C2 act as
switching transistor (left) and highside load switch. Gate drive for the
load switch comes from a charge
pump consisting of C4 and the dual
diode D 2, which is driven by the

B
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original 555 output pin giving a pulse
to trigger an oscilloscope.

Brian Olliver
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Voltage converter disconnects load until output regulated

alphanumeric LCD displays wi1h
LED backlight
simultaneous RS-232 and I2C
communications
RS-232: 4 baud rates up to 19.2 KB
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2-wire interface, up to 400 KBaud
fast! ... write a 20 char x 2 line
message in as Ii Ille as I msec
LCD I ::i2 1· I 6 char x 2 lines £35,00
sol'lware controlled backlight
LCD202 I 20 char x 2 lines £45,00
with timc0ut setting up to 180 min. LCD204 I 20 char x 4 lines £55,00
lint: wrap, nu10 screen scroll, bar
LCD402 I 40 char x 2 lines £65,00
graphs, large digi ts . .. use with PC or any µ-processor with ~S-232 po11
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Serial LCD Modules
Easy to use LCD displays from Matrix Orbital
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Motorola 68HC8 I 2A4 CPU
16 MHz orys1al, 8 MHz CPU clock
I KB RAM, 4 KB EEPROM (in CPU)
2x RS-232 (MAX3232), BDM interface
TwinPEEKs target monitor for download '
and debugging via RS-232 interface
tools: loader, terminal, cross assembler .
docu: hardware ma nual, tutorial, data books
(software and documentation on a CD-ROM)

£9[!.95 + P&P+ VAT
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68HCIZ Welconie Kit
Get familiar with a powerful new CPU

micro, sample cards
and Toolbox

control of a "built in" progrom called
an operating system. A serial interface
- which make It impossible to access
the memory directly - is employed to
communicate with the card. An ISO
/International Standards
Organisation) protocol is used to
exchange commands and data with
the card.Finally, Holograms, signature
stripes, photos, .etc can be applied to
card for additional security. And the
card can be custom printed wnh your
artwork. Crownhi/I can supply OPEN
ARCHITECTURE cards, that will allow
you the end user to create your own
operating system, to control access to
the ££prom memory of up to 64Kbits
/8Kbytes) in size. Crownhi/1 have off
the shelf operating systems for Control
access, £/ectronic purse and Portable
Document applications. Others can be
written to your specification.

Intel 386EX CPU (enhanced 386SX)
software selectable clock frequency
4 MHz to 25 MHz, lSmA to 280mA
1 M B SRAM (bauery buffered)
1 MB FLASH memory, expandable
with optional 2 to 16 MB FLASH disk
BIOS with flexible setup options
Datal ight ROM-DOS optional
2x RS-232 (TTL), 3x timer, Ix RTC
starter kit with eval uation board, aleadapter and cable available
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51k

J86EX•Card .
Embedded (DOS-) PC for control applications

. Chipdrive
Developer Kit

http://www.towitoko.co.uk
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The microprocessor operates under

progmmmes over 3000 ICs, including
EPROM, EEPROM, Flash and Serial
PROM, BPROM, PAL, GAL. PEEL,
EPLD, EPL, FPGA, CPLD,
MPU/MCU/DSP, CIC....
various adapters available, including
Gang/Production Modules
suppons 3V and SV devices from
8 pins up to over 300 pins
uses fast approved algorithms
high speed RS-232 host interface
comfortable Win 3,lx/Win95 software
free software and device list updates
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Trace-start-point

Windows based Universal Programmer

•
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CHIPDRIVE EXTERN
Intelligent programmer for Smart Cards using the International Standard
T=O or T=1protocols also Memory and Secure Memory using l'C, 2-wire
& 3-wire interfaces
Supplied with software to read and write to most popular secureo111art cards, inc GSM, PAY
PHONE and ACCESS CONTROL cards.
T=0orT=1 @3.579MHz
RS232@9600-11500bps
+VAT
Internal Supply/Ni-MH
P&P £7.50
Size: 100x70x80 mm Weight 660 Gram
Supplied with CardServer API for easy
development of SmartCard Applications
using Visual Basic, Delphi or C++
Supplied with Sample Memory cards &
Secure Smart cards
CE compliant

3.5' floppy bay version of the CHIPDAIVE.
Applications are available to provide SmartCard controlled
access of data on Hard drives or "PC-LOCK", to control access
to the whole PC Fully Compatible TOOLBOX for systems
development.
•
£85.00 £5 P&P + VAT
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500mA converter
does not connect the
load until regulation
is achieved following
start or recovery from
fault condition.
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2V to 5.2V

C2

in this converter, which means that a
minimum of 5µA of load is needed to
ensure occasional operation of
converter and charge pump.
Normally, reverse leakage in the
schottky diode D1 will provide the
5µA but, if a low-leakage diode is
used or you simply want to make sure
of the minimum load, reduce R 3 to
lMQ.
Efficiency is more than 80% at
250mA from 2.0V or 500mA from
2.7V. If power-up delay is too long,
replace the MAX.809L with a
MAX821, which allows the selection
of delays from l ms, 40ms or 200ms.
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Fig. 1. First ever integrated digital voice and data
communications device was the Communicator 9000 from
Nokia, a combined electronic organiser and telephone.

Fig. 2. Much better use of a telephone cable's bandwidth
capability can be made by using xDSL digital transfer.
There's a variety of DSL, or digital subscriber line,
techniques, each with its own forte. The term xDSL covers
them all. This diagram comes from Tut Systems - a
company which claims to be unique in delivering plug-andplay Internet access solutions for domestic and commercial
applications.

Commercial High-Rise
Networking_

Central Office
DSLAM
Campus
Networking

INTERNET INROADS
Dial-up phone lines may meet the needs of casual web surfers but their
inadequacies are forcing more demanding users along other, less
congested routes. Andrew Emmerson surveys the competing technologies
for accessing the Net.

S

tuck with snari-ups on the information superhighway?
Fed up with the WorldWide Wait? Then perhaps it's
time to unhook your analogue modem from the phone
line and try a different approach.
There's no shortage of alternative routes, although users
hoping for more connectivity in return for less money may be
disappointed.
You may nonetheless welcome this traveller's guide to
dozen or so technologies vaunted as access routes to the
Internet, setting out the various mechanisms along with their
pros, cons and some assessment of their commercial
prospects.
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The survey takes an international outlook and is concerned
more with technologies than with individual service
providers, so detailed tariff comparisons and implementation
schedules are not on the menu.

PSTN dial-up
The most widespread and longest established access means is
inevitably simple dial-up, using a standard analogue telephone line and modem. Cheap and cheerful, the system is
also pretty robust, allowing users to achieve data rates of
40kbit/s or more with the latest generation of modems.
Techniques also exist to double these rates by using two
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telephone lines simultaneously. With current technology it
appears unlikely that this method is capable of further
improvement - but that's what people said after 28kbit/s
modems were introduced.
Many of the shortcomings of dial-up access in fact have
their origin elsewhere, such as the frustrating negotiation and
verification processes that make establishing a link to your
ISP take up to 30 seconds. Frequently, moreover, the real
hold-ups are further back up the chain deep within the
Internet, meaning that the telephone connection is not to
blame for slow downloads.
Analogue dial-up, although inefficient and old-fashioned,
still has a lot going for it and will not die out overnight. It is
simple and could well become even cheaper in real terms, as
competition grows among telephone companies and service
providers. For low-volume users it will remain the most costeffective solution for some•time to come.

ISDN
A key weakness of analogue Internet access is the reliance
on analogue connections for what is a link between two digital devices - namely the subscriber's pc and the host computer. The inherent analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue conversion processes are inefficient.
All this is eliminated in the Integrated Services Digital
Network, or ISDN, which provides users with guaranteed
64kbit/s digital circuits. The entry-level offering (ISDN2 or
Basic Rate) provides two 64kbit/s channels, which can be
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aggregated if desired to create a 128kbit/s data path. Heavier
users can order Primary Rate ISDN, which delivers thirty
64kbit/s channels.
As well as the guaranteed 64kbit/s connectivity, ISDN also
has minimal call set-up time, providing virtually instant connection. If pc users are in future to treat the Internet as an
extension of their hard disk, as Microsoft would like us to
do, rapid connections - and telephone charges which do not
penalise frequent short calls - are essential.
Mass-markets for ISDN exist in some countries, although
the need to recoup the cost of providing it has resulted in
fairly substantial charges. While large organisations have no
difficulty in cost-justifying these charges, the cost of entry
has effectively barred the wider army of hobbyists, homebased workers and small businesses from exploiting the
·
undoubted benefits ofISDN.
Up to now the cost of retrofitting ISDN capability to most
telephone exchanges has been substantial and where regulatory regimes forbid cross-subsidisation - such as in Britain
- none of the operators have found it possible to offer ISDN
economically to low-volume users.
This is set to change with developments by Ericsson and
GPT, however, that offer the key to providing affordable
ISDN service. The solution consists of an enhancement for
telephone exchanges along with an easy-to-install adapter
box installed on subscribers' premises.
Upgraded subscriber installations can provide, over a single pair of wires, two ISDN or two analogue connections or
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a combination of one analogue and one digital.
The concept is being trialled in Britain by BT under the
name Home Highway and similar offerings can be expected
in due course from other manufacturers and network operators.

Mobile radio
Most facilities that are practical on wired circuits can be provided over the airwaves as well. Internet access over digital

2. ,5.DdSW · 80cm Oislt
1For1heCKIU-raruplene

contact HugJM$ or.wem
T•tkont ft a lif9ttditb
may be 19qu1ffd

fig. 3 With DirecPC, since Internet data is transmitted via
satellite, downloading speed has a theoretical rate of
400kbit/s. Uploading still relies on a 14. 4kbit/s modem
connected to your telephone.
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cellular radio is a straightforward application.
The limiting factors are the practical data rates in a mobile
situation and also the usability of the mobile data terminal.
The standard data speed over GSM digital cellular radio is
9.6kbit/s, although users can improve on this if data compression is used.
The latest units from Motorola incorporate the company's
Digital Data Fast data compression technology. With this
speeds of up to 36kbit/s are promised with data that is
amenable to compression.
On the next generation of cellular radio - called UMTS,
which stands for Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System, data rates of up to 2Mbit/s will be achievable, opening up the prospect of full multimedia computing on the
move.
UMTS is due for introduction in the year 2002. By that
time sophisticated terminals will be available; current offerings display some constraints. The first ever integrated digital voice and data communications device was the
Communicator 9000 from Nokia, a combined electronic
organiser and telephone, Fig. 1. Improved versions of this
have been joined by a separate cellphone-cum-PDA (personal digital assistant) package from Ericsson. Both of these
have small displays and keyboards, adequate for e-mail but
unsuitable for general web swfing.
A larger but less restricting alternative is the range of plugin radio cards for normal laptop computers; Ericsson,
Motorola and Nokia make these adapters.
Currently mobile Internet access is a slow, expensive and
not always convenient exercise. The arrival of UMTS will
not only shorten the time needed for connection. The greater
integration of fixed and mobile telephony that will accompany it will probably mean that rates will fall as well.

xDSL
It has long been known that copper cables are capable of
supporting a far broader frequency spectrum than the
4kHz that a single telephone conversation occupies.
In recent times considerable thought bas been given to
'partitioning' this bandwidth to make better use of it. In
this way the normal telephone wires connecting subscribers to the exchange could be made to support some
entirely separate broadband signal without disturbing normal phone conversations; the broadband signals might be
video-on-demand, cable television programmes or they
might equally be used for Internet access.
This partitioning is best done digitally, using one of a
variety of digital subscriber line (DSL) techniques. There
are a number of these - Asymmetric DSL (ADSL), High
data rate DSL (HDSL) and Single-line DSL (SDSL) - and
each offers particular advantages. Generically they are all
classed together as xDSL, the small x substituting the particular initial concerned, Fig. 2.
All these techniques use sophisticated modulation
schemes to pack as much data as possible onto copper
wires. Compared with ISDN, xDSL offers far higher
speeds - from 2Mbit/s up to 32Mbit/s for downstream
traffic and from 32kbit/s to over 1Mbit/s for upstream traffic.
Commercial applications for this bandwidth have yet to
appear. Although they will enable telephone companies to
extract valuable new revenue streams from the line plant
already buried in the ground, substantial new investment
and time will be needed to roll out the new services delivered by xDSL.
High-speed Internet connection is only one of a raft of
customer offerings to be harnessed to xDSL technology.
Other services proposed include video-on-demand, payper-view programmes, home banking and home shopping,
·au without disruption to speech calls.
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Satellite
The high data rates of xDSL belong in the future. For some
early adopters and 'power users', this delay is costing them
money.
An-ingenious solution being exploited here and now by
Hughes Olivetti Telecom (HOT) retains the dial-up telephone
connection for upstream data requests but delivers data to
customers at a far higher rate by satellite link. At the same
time it 'spoofs' the Internet service provider into thinking
nothing abnormal is going on.
DirecPC is the marketing name given to this service, which
the proprietors term Turbo-Internet Satellite Access, Fig. 3.
Data is delivered at 400kbit/s - more than three times faster
than ISDN and fourteen times faster than 28.8kbit/s modems.
Signals are received on a straightforward 21-inch diameter
elliptical dish, which is connected by coaxial cable to a card
installed inside the user's pc.
Launched in September 1996, the service is currently marketed in Europe, north Asia, the USA, Canada and Mexico.
It is available from retailers selling direct over the Internet
and from local dealers.
Internet access is asymmetrical, the outgoing channel or
upstream channel operating at 14.4kbit/s and the incoming or
downstream channel at 400kbit/s. This last figure is the optimal value, since bandwidth is not dedicated to any single
user but shared by all In addition, several services - including video and other subscription services - are multiplexed
onto a single 6-l 2Mbit/s satellite carrier.
Data is DES-encrypted and Windows based software supplied with the package manages the data stream at the pc or
local-area network server. Users still require a Hayes-compatible modem and a telephone line for sending upstream
data; it is only downstream data that is delivered via satellite.
It is a matter of conjecture whether customer take-up has
met the company's original expectations but what it indisputable is that recent actions to limit the amount of data
downloaded by individuals have upset many users. In fact a
Usenet newsgroup on the Internet (alt.satellite.direcpc) is
swamped with rants from embittered users; some have
already abandoned the system while other claim they will
ditch the system as soon as cable modems or affordable
ISDN are available.
A few are even threatening to file a class action suit against
the company, claiming that they never achieve the purported
400kbit/s download speed, which is entirely possible since
the company claims that other customers are abusing the service by, "using it for purposes it was not designed for".
In any case, DirecPC's monopoly may not last long, since
two rival operations have been announced, Internet Satellite
Systems and CyberStar, both claiming to offer broadly similar service to the continental United States. Time will tell if
these proposals bear fruit.

The Internet in the Sky
Another, radically different satellite-and-Internet combination is Teledesic. This is a partnership of Motorola, Boeing
and Matra Marconi that intends to create the world's first
advanced telecommunications network to provide highspeed data connections to businesses, institutions and individuals everywhere on Earth - regardless of location, Fig. 4.
Teledesic and its service provider partners will create the
world' s first network to provide affordable," world-wide
high-bandwidth access to telecommunications services, such
as linking enterprise computing networks, broadband
Internet access, videoconferencing and other digital data
needs.
Service is expected to begin in 2003 and will provide twoway, broadband network connections through service partners in countries world-wide. Federal Communications
Commission licensing to build, launch and operate the net-
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work has been received and all significant regulatory hurdles
overcome.
The Teledesic network is described as a high-capacity
broadband network that combines the global coverage and
low latency of a low-Earth-orbit (LEO) constellation of
satellites, the flexibility and robustness of the Internet, and
"fibre-like" quality of service.
Essentially an "Internet-in-the-Sky" operating in Ka band,
the Teledesic network aims to bring affordable access to
interactive broadband communication to all areas of the
Earth, including those areas that could not be served economically by any other means.
User terminals will communicate directly with the satellite
network and with a wide range of data rates being supported.
The terminals can also interface with a wide range of standard network protocols, including IP, ISDN, ATM and others. Although optimised for service to fixed-site terminals,
the Teledesic network can serve transportable and mobile terminals, such as those for maritime and aviation applications.
Most users will have two-way connections that provide up
to 64Mbit/s on the downlink and up to 2Mbit/s on the uplink.
Broadband terminals will offer 64Mbit/s of two-way capacity, which represents access speeds up to 2000 times faster
than conventional 28.8kbit/s analogue modems.

Mains-borne
So far all the communication bearers described for Internet
access ·are ones already being exploited for mainstream
telecommunications. The power line or mains-borne connection breaks that mould by using electricity mains as the
conductor for widespread, third-party communications.
Of course it must be said that the notion of exploiting the
electricity mains for data signalling is not a new one. But
hitherto its main application bas been confined to triggering
devices for switching street lamps on and off.
The arguments in favour of the idea are obvious; the infrastructure exists already and reaches all premises likely to
require Internet connection. The various power· supply networks are interconnected and cover the country on a national basis.
Against the idea are (possibly minor) safety considerations,
a possibility of unwanted radiation from poorly screened
cables and potential interference from arc blasts, spikes,
surges and other transients.
Commercial exploitation of the technique is a British
first and began in Marcb of this year as a .joint venture
between telecomms manufacturer Nortel (Northern
Telecom) and electric power generator United Utilities
pie. The outcome is a company called NOR. WEB
DPL, which will market the d igital power line
technology world-wide.
The actual communications p latform can be configured to
provide varying.bandwidth services according to customers'
needs. It is possible to condition an electricity distribution
network such that it can carry, simultaneously, two or more
electrical signals extending from ultra low frequencies around
50/60Hz up to ultra high frequencies (e.g. 5001600MHz)
without any mutual impairment.
For home-based domestic customers, the electricity distribution cables form the basic access network offering digital
telecommunications data rates in multiples of 32kbit/s. The
characteristics of a typical network are said to be extremely
stable and tolerant to noise. Between 6 and 10MHz of usable
spectrum can be offered to customers remote from the substation and over 20MHz to those located nearer.
A technical trial in Manchester has focused on simple telephony service (POTS) but it can also deliver Internet and
computer access.
Considerable attention is now focussed on the results of
practical installations and the joint venture company's com-
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merdal progress. Early press reports of unacceptable levels
of radio frequency radiation in Manchester from street lamps
using the same power supply as triallists were promptly refuted by the company and by the Radiocommunications
Agency. Nevertheless, careful watch must be maintained
over of this aspect.
According to the company, Digital PowerLine operates at
very low power and at particular frequencies. It is specifically
designed to avoid sensitive areas of the frequency spectrum.

Cable modems

Fig. 4. Expected to begin in 2003, Teledesic will be
the world's first network to provide affordable,
world-wide high-bandwidth access to
telecommunications services. It will comprise 288
satellites divided into 12 planes, each with 24
satellites.

On the face of it, the cable modem concept offers an attractive prospect of always-available high-speed Internet service
to those connected to cable television networks who subscribe also to the cable modem service. Speeds of up to
20Mbit/s are promised in return for a flat monthly charge
around double that of most dial-up Internet service providers.
The cost to operators of the additional head-end equipment
is substantial but it should not be too difficult to recoup if
large numbers sign up for the service. Because the bandwidth
is shared between what may be a large number of customers,
the true data transfer rate they see may be significantly less
than the 20Mbit/s maximum.
The pros of cable modem Internet service delivery are
speed and economy, although 'serious' users may find these
offset by some cons. For a start, not everybody's pc is located conveniently next to a cable tv outlet, meaning that additional wiring (and delay) will be involved. More serious is a
significant security problem; a report on the Internet
(www.LOphT.com/-sciri/cable) claims there are serious security loopholes associated with cable modems.
The technology proposed by ComTel is typical of the
genre; it uses two-way rf cable moderns to provide unfiltered,
un-firewalled Internet access. The 20Mbit/s data rate claimed
is the theoretical maximum; user reports on the Internet
describe typical rates of 300-600kbits/s.
Another description of cable modem speaks of data speeds
of 27 or 36Mbit/s from supplier to home, with between
320Kbit/s and 10Mbit/s in the other direction, noting that the
channel may be shared with up to 600 users, with consequential slow service. Most providers restrict use to residential customers and the use of in-house servers and programs that pay 'binge' visits to websites for subsequent
reading off-line are taboo.
The widest deployment of cable modems is in the USA;
the rest of the world lags behind by comparison. Although
Telewest pie started trials in Britain as long ago as October
1996, little of substance has been heard of cable modems
since then.
Instead we are treated to vacuous statements. ComTel for
instance asserts that its forthcoming @Home Network service
will attract new users because "the content offers a richer,
more exciting Internet experience." This statement successfully combines both marketing drivel and a classic non
sequitur.
Some observers now declare cable modems to have missed
their window of opportunity; it remains to be seen if they
have a role to play in mass-market Internet access.

Television
For causal users who would welcome occasional access to the
Internet at low cost, without tying up the telephone line
and without needing to own a computer, delivery over television channels could be an attrac.tive option. Implicit in
this solution is an adapter box equipped with a keyboard or
an adapted television receiver.
In contrast to delivering video over the Internet, television can also deliver Internet material in a number of ways.
Internet protocol (IP) data can be transmitted during the
vertical blanking interval on analogue television or else
included in the data stream of digital television; several
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Websites to visit
Cable modems
Digital Powerline (Nor.Web)
DirecPC
Unofficial D irecPC page
Teledesic
xDSL technologies and links
WWW Encyclopedia
P&P Internet xDSL

www.cablemodem.com
www.nortel.com/powerl ine/
www.direcpc.com
www.wojo.com/d irecpc/news.html
www.teledesic.com
www.xdsl.com
www.webopedia.com
www.tutsys.com

broadcasters are looking at this approach.
With cable television the prospect looks even brighter; an
elaborate Internet offering can be carried on a single rf carrier frequency as a normal cable tv channel, with any level
of message security and encryption desired.
Data rates are an aggregated l 0Mbit/s in the downlink
direction with a 6.4kbit/s return path for users' keystrokes.
Some hardware manufacturers see plenty of mileage in
this approach, one being Britain' s largest telecomms manufacturer, GPT Ltd. This company's ICTV (interactive
cable television) package offers a low-cost method of using
existing home tv sets for surfing the Internet, sending and
receiving e-mail, playing interactive games and indulging
in a bit of teleshopping.
For undemanding users this approach has merit, although
small text will be hard to read on the average coarse-pitch
television screen. While ICTV and its ilk may well win
devotees, it is more likely to be for teleshopping and playing games rather than serious web surfing.

Way to go
None of the schemes described represents absolute perfection and an objective observer might care to synthesise the best elements from each scheme. That
observer would also recognise t he futility of routeing
Internet traffic t hrough telephone switches optimised
for short holding times, not for lengthy data downloads.
Unnecessary investment would be minimised by
exploiting existing telephone lines linking homes and
offices to exchanges, where Internet calls would be filtered off 'outside' the exchange and d iverted to new,
separate Internet servers. In certain circles this is
known as the 'datadial' concept and although many
details remain to be resolved, it would relieve the
growing data burden borne by the telephone network.
Meanwhile technologies come and go. This is
inevitable. In five years from now some of the technologies described here will surely have been abandoned. Doubts are already being expressed over the
technical feasibility of some of these schemes, while
others will turn out too expensive or miss their window
of opportunity.
This is compounded by the perversity of the Internet
connection market. Statistics compiled by Durlacher
Research Ltd indicate that while 91 per cent of UK residential respondents are aware of the Internet, of the
homes with Internet-capable pcs as many as 35 per
cent are not in fact accessing the Internet. This might
indicate that although t here is a large potential market
for Internet service, many potential users see phoneline access as too expensive and too slow.
At the same time, over-promotion of forthcoming
digital access methods has created unrealistic expectations along with a vociferous minority of users who
demand advanced facilities but are not prepared to pay
the going rate for same. For marketeers intent on making profits this is a depressing prospect!
•
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NNO&BISS8Genen1a - - - - - - -~

Marconi TF2015 + TF2017
10MHz - 520MHz Signal Generator
With Synchronizer

_.,,,,,,., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.....oo

Fr~tneyCot.tttlf
!ndlrectFWPMGenerata _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane,
Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ, UK
Phone: (00 44) 01952 605451 Fax: (00 44) 01952 677978
e-mail: telfordelectronics@telford2.demon.co.uk
Carriage: £10+VAT @17.5% to be added to all UK orders
Overseas orders welcome - Please call

£1,850.00

CXrtct FM Multii:lexGeMraiOJ_ _ _ _ _ ___..

-00

£250.00

~

PUstptlOMIOtl)liOe

MICROWAVE

NEW STOCK

TJ11'1$(11.-:tef Ctr,lrOI ™L TR-2.0-1/1 _,._.,_..n50,oo
Di111ta11A1crowM 12GHztx.10:~ - - - --'1,200.0CI
HP H 752A
Oirectialal ~ 1(18
N50.00
HPX382A
vatiatfe.At?erUtor0-50d88.2·12.46Hz ......£120.00
HP116910
Ot.&11 01r8ttl0Ral C-<M.Cl1et - - - - - >600.00

Contiienta1 Mic

Power &JPOia;:
HP62648
DC .,.,v.--er &4Jply 0·20V0·20A _,_,_,,____£250.00
PriwerltnSystflmsi'O¥.'tl&.ippt/O•JOY0-60A _,,._.. .,_.,_...... £:300.0()

s.,"""',-.""l"Y""'DC8300980-<00'ol0·10A- .• ...£450.00
Poweraie Power Suppl~ lYPe: LA85100•'YJ'I 0-10A •.- ....._ ,_ ,_£175.00

OIJIII Dlret"tlonal eoc..- -----'70000
NseModulalor2-1aGJ1z _ _ __.72~00
SellSOfMo<ll• - - - - ---'60000

Farnlll31lf1003fJY 100A.____ _ __ _ ___.uoo.oo

HPl 1692O
HP1rt20A
HP1l7'l2A

MISCELLANEOUS

HP33305A

ProoramfnablBArtenuator18GHz0-110d8 - ..£17~00

fiP33320A
lf>J33208
ff"3332'2A
HP3350

AttffluatorllaEl - - - - -'250.00
Attenua'IOr21dll-- - - --'250.00
Attinltator110d8 _ _ _ _ •.-,.£250..00
VHF Acleoo.tltlr 120d8 OC· 1GHI: - .._._,,___ ,.£300.00

HP5328
~'2A

~ ~ e r- - - - -~ -00
18GHzfhen)wavtffeQLJMCyCouMel' ...~...£1.200.00
FfeQuenc, Mecer 3.7-12.t®_......_.._.._.._.noo.oo
2GHl-SISTM1Stl1- - - - --""".00
Ve-clOfl/d!Meter_ _ _ _ _x,50.00

Powerlrla Powar Suppt, Type: LA8532 5V-5A,. ...15"--0,~
•15V-O.S,,,0-30\l·2A ....._.
- - -- 0 0

HP33304A

~oleJS!ol1Qeo.cil-500MHL. .....£2.000.00
TflklrontliAS455 801.1tl:OualO'wwwl
£600.00

•

BlackStal'

5Hz-100Plliz mQUffltYCoontef...- ..~..- -,_,_ _£ 5.00

Kci1hley

TRMSMIAlimetet _

_ _ ___, 150.00

F1uM
5220A
Transc:ond-Jetn:e
~
··---·--·- ··£3,000.00
.... &"i'oo'2636
__
__
__
_,,.000.
00

Dual""""""'-____

""-"' & ..... 5935
i LX. W,twM E.,_pmeol

~ A t t e n u a ~ 18GHZ0-11d8 ,_.£17S.00

tfl536A

£650.00

HPs4111A
tftt05A

LOTS9108 Ti!nipl!fa1JJ111 Cmtroler
,o,66424 Pl'0lo Ollcle~iflet
LDX37421aser0icdl!:Ccntroller

- - - - - -- --'200,.00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,:175,00

11'$41(1!1

ll'&<l<A
ll'8502A

LOX32078-Clneo!Scute

..,...,

Transmmbv'RefllCOIITestSet
500ICHz·1.3GHz _ _ _ _ _.,750,00

Atvitsu MW920AOTOR + htt961AS50nMPlug•ln • MH9S2A 130011M

tft743B

Re11eclcWl•Trwmi:SlionTes-!Setlhl
2·12..tGHz
,
£600.00
S-Parametef rest Sec 0.1•2GHl: H- •- •-•-••M•£560,00
CaitntedYariabktA!t8oolltm 12..4-18GHz _ .£100.00

3MFibre~PreperatiOnKit
Cos:sor Opticlll Cable fault loca~or Type: 0Fl108l
lasefPreosionl)'C)e:082900Sl1'9(1MoGeVsriableAftenuetor

tF8745A

Sctiklmbergll'Tl'jle'!S1n&0 o™. s,nm. s1na23P1u,;-1n:s

Mar(:()(j6030f10 Oirtdional~XBand

NakMTllel!IOlscfflecawtte:Detb:
Types, BX300E. ZX9. 6802)(

~rtod60W3

Marwnl601912

,_

60Mttt Mainfl'al:m

5010

w-mtormOigit!ze, _ _ _ _~

£ 175.00

7,W

200Mllz-"'I'

7A11

lntctr'lal Probe ~lel' 154:MHz

7/412

Dwll'filoeAmoffler 120MH1 -~····-..-···...-.,tl20.00

7A13

04fffttnlialCOft'c)aralOf _ _ _ _f?OO.OO

7A15A

Siogleci.me,_801,!Hz _ ...._ ......... £80.00
Single ChanrlefAtr'¥11111« 75MHz ·- ·- ••W•- ·-··..ES0.00
SifV,8 CllannelAffl)lifier 2251.'Hl ..- ..- ....._,,£110.00
Dual Trace Amgl."ler 751.ttl: ...- ..- •- ..w•-..-.-£75.00
Dua1Tiace~™'1tl. ··- ··- ·- ····...···- ··llS.00
S111!i,teChlmet"'11>11ffet600MHz .--,-·-·£200,.00
Dual ChannelMIQlifier200Wll - -··- ·- .....£125.00
lDgk;T_Ol_l_!le<:lSOl,IH1 .._.ts00.00

7/41SN
7A15A
7A18
7A1BA
7A19
71+26

7M2
7850

£35000

..,,...,.,_ _ _ _ __

o.,.,.,.,..,...,.____~i ,is.oo

7853A
7870

8'181 Time Base tlllMil- - - ~100.00
Time8ase200MHz: _ _ __ _ £?M00

1aao

nme Sas:e 400MHz Delayed ,-..- ·-··-"·..- £125.oo

7001

7002
7D10
1011
7020
7$11

Ofl

~2

s,

-ity-

r.meBned400MHzllelayed ·- ..---··-·-·-·£140.00
1tz
M25 00

Digltaf rime 8ase ~

l.OgiCAoalyW- - - - ---'100.00
PM100Se..........,_.....£100.00
Oigital-hentsOelayUM
£30000
~DelayUn i , ~ - -- - ~ = .00
ProgtammableOlgidle1'- - ---'41l0.00
Sampl,-.iUail- - - - -~TS
- 00
Ojsp1ayF<lrmatter _ _ _ _ __,_,u,,00

DBplayFormatter _ _ _ _ •...•.....£00.00
Samp1i,Q Head 10ClCWtti _ _ _...,_1so.00

7854

£27 5.00
100tfflzMalnhllrne fFaslS1orage) ............_.£400.CN)
400MHl Mail'l1rame (Oigftal Storaoet..._.,_,._,£800.00

7904

500MHz Malnff11'"'1

7603

7633

100Wlt MaiRfflllflVI

t•S0.00

CONTINENTAL MICROWAVE
Down Converter
Type: DC421
Down Converter
Type: DC221
DC117A203

""'"'""°

OlgilaJS.:,-,,e201,1Hl20MSIS
20MHz -··- ·- ...... - - - ----"
'lt0015O.S.O. _ _ _ _ __i:300
Y22220MHz _ _ _ _ _ _,,:z

------'

SOMH,"9!0- - - - - - -"'

1-- - - - ---'
ISRG-40,t(IMHz _

_ _ _ ___.,25.00

o.gia!Memorv- - - - - ~us.oo

1watsvDMS&430
IWSUU SA.$8131) Wavefom\Anefy!ief OC-3.SGHl .......- .........£1,500.00
leaelet
IJl0-522 20MHz _ _ _ __
.£200.00
Philps
PM321750MHz _ _ _ _ _ fl50.00
ptllipS
~

PM334-02Gl-b:Oti;,131, _ _ _ _~,CNXI.OO
PM33053WHz _ _ _ _ _ rxn00

~

PM3325A.60MHz: O.S.O. lOOMS/s ........,_.£1,200.00
PMJ2s2oc-100MHi _ _ _ _..._.so.00

Pnlps
Tdc 2215

PM3352A- - -....- ...... .£1.200.00
60MHz _ _ _ _ _ _ _,£350.00

Tdi: 222:S
Tdi l2l5

SO!lHz. - -- - - - - ~ 7 5 . 0 0
H>IWHz - -- - - ---.l~.00
,i::,cwHz - - - - - - ~•so.co
100MHz _ _ _ _ _ _ ....._ £9:SO.OO

PhJi,11

Td:2236

Tele 1245-A

;:: ~=
Tdi:2336

1cmoiz - - - - --

~•

£500.00

=============~=·""

'200MHz _ _ _ _ _ __ ,

lekSCS02

15'-9tz _ _ _ _ _ _ _,__

2382+2310

""""'"''"
M""" 2955

Mattot1 Tf2370

R&S
R&S

9702 Spl!cirum Aratym 1· IGHz .._......_....£1,300.00

'''"'"

Oatliat!Ot.1000
GNEmlEPRl1
lf'135<lA

PCM~ Rffllteler .........·- ···· ..·····- ··.£5,000.00

~-

-62.A
~763A

Adret 71008
ilidt'ot740A
Cusl'f!lallCE12
FarrdDSG2
FamelPSGIOOO

300Kttl.· 6SOIMz.___ _ _ __.£700.00
O.MOOMHz: _ _ _ _ _ _.£150.00
TwuToneGerienitor,_ _ _ ___.1so.oo
SynlMSite(I0.1MHJ•110KHz ._.,._,_......_....£1&5.00
10KH:·1Gtb _ _ _ _ _...,1.20().00

Finl 4311A
Al.t.e60U)A

HP-t204A
HP654A
HP80051l

12· 18GU- - - - - ---.l>0.00
10til·11MHz:Symhe:sised _ _ __.17S.00
Down~ l)l'86408}- ..,-.....,-.- ....,_f275.00
Pulse Generator 100/ 2A. ...._..._..~·-..,- .._.£1,200,00
SynlflesilttGenera'.or 1Hl.•21MHz ...- .- .._.£1,500.00
Oscllla:« IOHl-lMHz _ _ _ _....:125.00
Tes!Odalor 10MHz _ _ _ _.£2
0.3H,-10MH,. _ _ _ _ _.J'.l00.

HPSDoeA

10H2·200MKr- - - - -----E

HP8015A
HP816SA

1ttz~SOMHz Pulee- - - ---"'50.00

HP21•8
HP3325A

Ptogrammable Signal So.m ..._.._,_.,....- .£1,200.00

0.01-2.4 GHz Sweeotf•_ _ _____.1,soo.00
0. HIOOMH?
£12,500,00
250IOtz•HXXlMHz
,300.00
!5.4-l2.5Qtl
1,950.00
eot<Hz•10C0Mtl.
1,450.00
10KHz·1CiHl
1,250.00

S9>a1 Scute s.s-&5GH?

r.c:onJ60!59". 12·18GHzSlgnalSo!Kc8
Racal 9053
fl'IIO To
Racal908-C+9934A0.O1-104-MH:l
Racal 9087
10KHz-1.3GHz

--

f'IM oo
£2'IO.OO
120.00
£500.00
,300.00

Tek504
TekFG501A

=
:~:-Hz-=.-:::.-:::.=======~.r:1'600!50::
2.Ml-ti' F\l"ICticll .......

WMtet:1080
~ 157

1-tOOOwtzSWNPer

W!\'ttd,; 1$9
Wl\'etet: 171
WMmk 18$

-

WM!dc 2001

Wtvttek907A

€2"-0.00

nmoo

P f o g r a ~ ~ - - --"150.00
WaYefctm Getletac« OU•3Pft •.- ....···-·---·.000.00

S)flltMmer/Functkln
£400,00
$weepor/Ff.1'1Cti«l O·SMHJ: ......_.,_... ,._..- ...£350.00
M400Mltz:_ _ _ _ _ _...£600.00
7-12.4Giil _ _ _ _ __ £900,00

610D+6223B Sweepe.:4 12..tGHl: - - - - -f'S00.00

ftP3708A
Noise & lnterferance Test Set
£11,500.00

~76<A
tf>37708
~7MA
lf)3781A
~782A

lf'<93SA
lf'493<A
HP50058

HP69<2A

_ _ _ _ _ __.soo.00

CE24 FX SeleclWe I.Ml Me'tef ··- ·~·-·---·-...£400

Pn;vsnmadeTrwlentRec«der._

,_.,~.00

GtapllCST111n$1altl" _ _ _ ___,f'IMOO

l.ciol<-- - - - - --.00
- - -..---... ........il,300.00
u•1- ....- ·-·-·- ..£400.00
SelectiYe~ta - - - - ~ £ 8 5 0 . 0 0

o,~-•

tf'"-8Ex!efldar _ _ _ _ _ _f300.00

Data Genen!IJ" - - - - ---"S0.00
- -- - - - -~800.00
o;,11,1
.t3.200.00
£200.00
PattamGenera1or/Em:l"Oetedor ......_ .._....£1,100.00
PatternGenen,or _ _ _ ___.500.00

- -- - - - ---'l00.00
lrwisrtl!S51onTester _ _ _ _....11,100.00

B&K 2033

£300,00
TR41325pectrmiAnatyztr 1-IGHl •- ..- ·.-·£1,900.00
SlflnaifwJlf,.e-r_ _ _ _ _...-,.000,00

FFJ NlaJ'fllJI

HP182T• HP85S7A $pecCf\imAnatyzer .Ot-350MHz ··- ·- ···-·-·..£8(N'J·00
HP1 a2T•HP85588 So,edrum Aretrz_et 1oot0fz-1.5Gitz ·-··- --·t l,350.00

Features of the X7000 are:

FARNELL MP30-BO l KW 30V 80A AUTO
RANGING POWER SUPPLY. PRICE: £500.00
PYE CHARGERS TYPE: BC21C NEW & BOXEO.
PRICE: £25.00

MATCH BOX: MATCH EFFICIENCY METER MODEL:
MBBOO. MADE BY HELPER INSTRUMEN~S, PRICE:
£150.00. FREQUENCY RANGE: 775-1025MHz
SVIR (VSWRJ INDICATION RANGE: 1.0:1 TO 5.0:T

-·----""'
.....
Biro

'"""'

""'

,...

6'9'

I-FM ~

ln•Serw::e TrntniSslon lmpairmlnt

- - - - - -=

Sl!J)atureTesier _ _ _ _ _£950,00
SlptureMat,-ze,
_ __
__
____.
_....,.00
_
_
r,MQO

HP

11P

5104 Orfflg Synl\eslffl9()•120MHZ ......- ....l125.00
Type:TE307Elecaic& Magnatic Aelds«isor- £150.00
Coa:oalAtter..iator lOG8 50 ~

- ··-·-·--t300.00

82AD Modulatlon MetN'----- - - '£2flO.OO
E350 s,.,111,..1\;ta.,s..o,iy -·-... ....._ .••£120.00
RBIOJCVJS EJeatonic l0ld l1M' 30A 35V. ... .£300.00

- - - -- - - . . . S :150.00
1265ADC~Stc,ply0·400Y0-5A ..._,..£475.00

1308AAl.do Odator + Power Amplif.er _£1,500.00

16JJA1nct1merrtat tioance 8rkf9e _ ,..£375.oo
GR11O1" 12·18 GHzMierowaveSipl

-

- - - - - -->.150.00

GU132M 2,8GHz: Mietowavo Slgr'llf
_ . , . ._ _ _ _ ____x1$0.00

Rf/2305 ReceiVer~ - - --1200.00
1111Jtrt8/1S~ l•oMlttttl -·-·-•- ..- ...£300.00
11713AAc'.enuatorSYri.1ChOINer _ __,,___ ...t300,00
1741A 100MHz Oseilloscoc,e_••__,__._••.£'JOCI.OO

1742A 100Mttz ~
- ··- -·- ·--·...£27S.OO
181A Main Frame t/ti 184GA..182SA .,_--i:125.00
3400ARMS1Jotl Meter _ _ __ i,20.00
3S70A ~Analyser 50Hl·13tl.Hz _.._ ...£150,00

MarconlOA.2805 PCMRegerierafllf"TeslSd- - - - '£?C'.O,OO

HP

5315Al.hwer$al CCU'lter 100Miz...._.,_,._....£200.00

Mara>nl T'F2019C Noise GenetztcJ" • Many Affl AY311ble ._.£250.00
Mal'Ull'IITF2092C HolseR&effi~ - - - - - ~ 2 5 0 . 0 0

HP
HP

5328A LJmerSlill Cowl• 10CMtr-·--·-·...r120.oo

HP817tlA

tftS54A

l,.oglc-Pattem6ffieralol'_ _ ___.£SQO,OO
T~-,Maat
£600.00
£400.00
DiQita1Sitrdttor _ _ _ _ __.,oo_oo

IW:atWOM2350
Mal't'Onl2S2BA

OlgltalMenay- 1DBIV20ns

--

o;,11,1-e, _ _ _ _ _....;f'/M00

Maran2831

O'aamelAcc:e.ssSwilctl _ __

~

£200.00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _....,20.00
-maoe,:, PaoemGe«<a•W>dSIMS(S,,ocl
MarainiTF2i,b7A P.'f:.M. P«l~Teste, _ _ _ _('?l'0,00
Man::onlTP2830 Mldpie.'I Tester_ _ _ _ _ _£200,00

Raca1'202,20S
SC:hl~
Schlumberger

MK512AVIRJifterMlet8f _ _ _~u,.00
55000. Tele«lrrun.lntatlonsA.wtze( ._.._....£1.500.00
StatetogicAtrt#fZtt - - - --->150.00
noo HO m 8i\ls FllerlTll!lerJGenefa!or _,_..£125.00
7710~Sel34J140M8lf/s .._,._.._...£125.00

S4emeos

021551..MfM.et&rNl'JlSST~

Meg1.YO

P'tloenh:

,.....

s.,....,. P2032

- " '- - - - ---'150.00

&1 Etro<Measur1r<iSet _ _ _ _£900.oo
P.m{jriW'l1n'latN Dale COmm Tests .......- .- ..£150.00

weoot..-.,"""'er - - - ~soo.00

W&G
W&G
W&G
W&G
W&G
W&G
W&G
W&G

MU)Test-Selecw·_ _ _ _ _""JA

W&G

£29)00

SPM1st.e,,,e1Me1er
£80000
PS12 L!WIGenera!or _ _ __
£300.00
SPM12LeYel Meti, _ _ _ _ _n>QA
PCM2·3PCMTestSet

£30000

SBG· 1 SSB l.eYel Generlltl" ·-·-··- ..-··- ..- ..£1!400
OlM3 Dalal.Jl'le TestSel- - -~500.00
SPM1-9LB\191Meltt _ _ _ _~2.500.DO

ROHDE & SCH\VARZ
CMT54
0.1-1000MHz

Communications Test Set
£3,250.00

PLOTTERS/RECORDERS
-..
~ __
__
_
__-~500.00
__...45.00
HPCOlourPro
If> OraFI Fto-DXL 757:'-A
emoo
HP7'75A
Platter RS232
1!i0.00

CIRCLE NO 126 ON RfPL\'CARO

HP
HP
HP

HP
HP
HP
HP

HP
HP
If'
HP

---""""'

Meggtl"Pat2

-"RacaJ"'

RactV
Racat Cana

4333A~Analys« -··-·-·-·-·-·..£30()·00
435"A:MwtMCer _ _ _ _......i:11s.oo

4"358PowetMe1er _ _ _ _ _nso,oo
489A ~ Amplirier 1·2® .....·-··-·...£125.00

The X7000 module can be easily
integrated into new or existing
products and provides a flexible
low cost means for communicat·
ing analogue or digital data over
distances of around 20km line of
sight or 1 to 3km in buildings.
Warwick Industrial Electronics
Ltd, The Manor, Aston Flamville,
Leicestershire, LE10 3AO, tel
01455 233616, fax 01455 233
179. E·mail
warwick@pipemedia.co. uk

=
Telemetry transceiver specifications
Frequency range, standard
Frequency range option
Maximum data rate
Channel selection
Supply voltage
Supply current

Size
Signal connector
Power connector
RF antenna connector
Transmitter
RF output power
Channel separation
Frequency deviation
Receiver
Type
Intermediate frequencies
Sensitivity
Bandwidth

456MHz to 460MHz
420MHz to 470MHz in 1MHz bands
9600bit/s
OIL switches, single step
or serial data communication
8.5V to 13V de
Transmit
<295mA
Receive
<70mA
Standby
<5mA
93mm x 60mm x17mm
26 way on 2mm pitch
2 way on 5mm pitch
MCX type socket

5mWto S00mW
12.5kHz or 25MHz
±3kHz at 25kHz channel separation
±1.5kHz at 12.SkHz
Dual conversion superhet
45MHz and 455kHz
0.3µV for - 10dB SINAD
±7.5kHz

5363AT1me lnteml />IIWrs;__ _flSQ.00

,.,2e,,,..,.--.
IH438
°"""'"'""""".-·-·
. ......-·--.. .

m,.00

llld<og
..1'250.00
84458Allt0matic ~ o r ..-·····-....._ ....f300.00
8S528 FSedlon;__ _ _ _f'i50,00

Use this coupon for your order

ass38 Rfs«:tion0-100Mltz ..- ··- ·-·- ·- ...£200.00
SSS3t.RFSpecN"nAfrll,fSerG-110MHz .._ .,..f200.00

Please send me two X7000 radio modules at £359 fully inclusive.

8556A Lr SpectnnAllalySer ··- ·-··..·- ..-·..£200·00
86601A If= Sectioo 0.1·1 tmatl --- ·- ···--- ··.000·00

11SOA S1o11oe """""'" .....--..··-·-..noo.00
491C "4cfowM Amolililf 2•4GHl ...____,_ ••.£125.00
S413A Phase Gan lrdcata Unit .............._,,..(175.00
$W;1d, ConrolUM - - - ---.l800.00

Name:
Address:

_ _..., _ _ _ _ _...,,500.00

SCl7103Ftequencyc.our. _,,_.._ .._....... ....£160.00

1'2-~----·-...fl00.00
61B8 ~ Source 2·4Gtl. ..-·-··-·..··..··.£150.00

Tf2337AAulDOl51onlon t.leter --··--·-··.tl50.00
~ b i t ~ Tester etw cat.ation ......£420.00
110SEJFT ()..8-2.4GHzSlgnaJ Generator.-..- ...t2$0.00

9104RFPoww-~r - - ~ -f2"0,00
9300RMSVOllMeter - - - -~175.00
9301A RF Millhdlmeter True RMS ..._,.____,,..(180.00
W21 lff Ffequency CourJ« _____,.£275.00
MA1720Drtrel.Wt
£300.00
9081 S·520Wtl S)fAhe:sb:ed &9i"lal Generl!Urt37S.OO
S47ll Frequency OisaiMl0n Unlt,_,_ _...£200.00

ScN~

ro55MICroYoltMt\er_ _ _ __,:150.00

Syst,ooOome<

- -.... -501"'6
3.2•8.SGtfl - - - - - -n50.00
464 Dsci!loso»t
noo.oo

T-

• Type approved to MPT1329
UK License Exempt
• Up tp 32 rf channels set by 6
OIL switches or serial port
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discount -- exclusively to Electronics World readers. The normal list price of a pair of
transceivers is £594.15. Until 31 October 1998, you can buy a pair for £359 - fully inclusive.
This offer is limited to one pair per reader or company.
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Operating the
transceiver

TELFORD ELECTRONICS

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Marconi 2955
Radio Communications Test Set
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Tel no
Cheques payable to

Warwick Industrial Electronics Ltd

Or debit my visa, master, access or switch card

Card type:
Card No:
Expiry date:

Switch issue no

Warwick Industrial
Electronics Ltd, The
Manor, Aston Flamville,
Leicestershire LEl 0 3AQ,
tel 01455 233616,
fox 01455 233179.

Signals to and from
the X7000 data radio
are presented on a
26•way pcb
connector on the
bottom of the module.
The transmitter section
has three data inputs;
one for analogue
data , one for d igital
data and o ne for
d irect modulation.
Two data outputs a re
provided from the
receiver section; these
are digital data out
and analogue data
out.
The transmitter and
receiver can be
switched
independently.
Additional signals are
available such as
relative signal strength
indication, rf carrier
detect, synthesiser
locked and
synthesiser out of
lock.
The radio frequency
can be set in three
different ways. Six Dll
switches on the front
of the module set the
default frequency. This
can be incremented
or decremented by
pulsing the input i n
conjunction with the
clock input. In
addition a serial data
stream can be used to
set the radio
frequency directly.
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Fig. 1. View of
WinDraft
schematic
drawing. Note the
symbol palette on
the right, which
can be turned off
to increase screen
area.
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The moment of truth Rod Cooper sums up his series
of pcb cad reviews. But first, he
presents the final review in this
round, for WinDraft and
Win Board.
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Fig. 2. The
electronic rules
check or ERC is a
relatively
comprehensive .
menu compared
to other
programs. This is
typical of
configuration
menus in this
program.
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11~1•- -he Windraft and Winboard combination is a schematic capture and manual layout package, with an interface to an external autorouter, the Specctra SP2. Its pin
limit is 650 pins and it is supplied on compact disk. In total,
the program occupies about 36Mbyte. The autorouter is protected from piracy with both dongle and password.
This is a complex program with many options and choices and this complexity leads to a steep learning curve. Once
again, there are some differences in terminology, with words
not used in other programs occasionally encountered. For
example, the word 'module' refers to the pcb footprint, with
associated words like 'net-list module' and 'library module'
following on from this.
The term 'isolation' is used where other programs use
'clearance'. Hence track isolation= track clearance, so if you
have already been using another pcb-cad program, a modicum of re-learning will be required.
Documentation for this package is comprehensive. There
are four manuals; the first, entitled 'Getting Started', is a
brief introduction and includes tutorials for schematic drawing and pcb layout.
Two larger books cover schematic drawing in detail, and
interactive pcb layout, and the Specctra interface. Finally,
one written by Cadence (formerly Cooper & Chyan) deals
with just the Specctra autorouter. All the manuals are well
written and cover every aspect thoroughly. Strangely, the
tutorial puts board layout before schematic drawing, i.e. the
cart before the horse.

T

WinDraft P650, WinBoard
650 and Specctra
Maker; lvex (USA)
UK supplier; The PC Solution, tel
01819261161,fax01819261160
Price £800

There is an excellent glossary in the two larger manuals so
clarification of terminology is possible.

Schematic drawing
As Fig. 1 shows, this is in conventional Windows format,
with scroll bars for panning, a menu bar, two top tool bars,
and a parts palette on the right.
At first glance, it might seem that this is not efficient use of
valuable screen drawing area, but you have the option to turn
off some of these functions to increase drawing area. On the
comparative check with the standard 14in monitor, the available drawing area with the options on was 8.3in by 5.3in.
The parts palette is not a temporary parts bin, but a system
like that in CircuitMaker for quick selection of most-used
parts. This is an alternative to picking the parts from a library
list. It can be configured to suit the operator.
Pop-up text, also known as Tool Tips, identifies the various buttons. There is no map showing drawing location, but
selecting 'Zoom.best' will find any lost drawings.
Access to the library of symbols is easy, you just select the
'part' button, or go via the top menu, and the list of library
volumes appears. Although some volumes can be readily
identified, such as connect.clb and transist.clb, the rest of the
codes, like IEEEECL.clb are not intuitive. With IO 000
devices listed in the library, it is well stocked.
On selecting a volume and picking a part number, you get
a clear graphical representation of the part before transfer to
the schematic. The symbol is placed with drag-and-drop, and
duplicates can be placed at this stage with the left mouse button. The drawing area auto-pans during parts placement.

Mouse use
The program makes good use of left and right mouse buttons
- generally the left to start or select, and the right to terminate an action.
Rotation of symbols is done by selecting the symbol with
the left mouse button, holding it down, then pressing left or
right arrow cursor keys on the keyboard. Similarly, the sym-
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bol can be mirrored by pressing the up/down arrow cursor
keys. When you get used to it, this is an efficient system.
Symbol text stays upright so you are relieved of the chore
of un-rotating it, as you have to do with certain other programs. Text can be moved round independently of the symbol so that a neat diagram can be produced. Surprisingly,
connections do not stay attached during rotation, but they do
stay attached during symbol moving.
Drawing connections is carried out by selecting the drawing tool and clicking once on a valid connection with the left
mouse button. A small box appears, confirming that you
have hit a connection. Drawing then starts, and the drawing
screen auto-pans during this operation.
Comers can be inserted with one click. Another small box
appears when you reach the intended terminal. You can then
single left click to make the connection and continue on, or
press right-click to finish. There is a medium-strength snapto system, but th.is can be made stronger by pressing 's' on
the keyboard when making the connection. Overall, this is a
good drawing system, as it is difficult to mis-draw a connection and make a bad net list.

• Saldi. (ip<!Uti.tfile~""'-

A further drawing aid
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There is another aid to drawing called Target Mode. With
this function, you can select two terminals, create a rat-line,
then convert it to an orthogonal connection using a modified
rubber-band technique. During drawing the connection, the
rat-line stays attached to the mouse pointer, thus indicating
the general direction of the far terminal. Obviously you
would not use this method for two points that were close
together, but reserve it for long connections.
As well as any-angle drawing there is the usual orthogonal
option for drawing connections. In addition to drawing with
square comers, there are two refinements, namely a choice of
rounded comers or mitred comers. These can give a distinctive appearance to a schematic. All three methods are
easy to use.
There is no inhibition of errors, lines drawn in space for
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example, and these do not disappear when the 'cleanup'
function is selected. Any such errors have to be removed
manually.
Junction dots can be automatically set, and the drawing can
be auto-annotated. Multi-sheet schematics are supported and
a hierarchy-type system can be chosen if required. The zoom
system is the conventional Windows type, and it auto-pans
during operation.
Operator error in drafting the schematic can be revealed by
using WinDraft' s detailed electrical/electronic rules check, or
ERC.
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tors. These appear as bold white direction lines whenever a
part is selected for movement with the mouse.
Vectors are not shown until selection, which means that
you bave no idea what the vectors are on other components,
vectors that may well influence how you move a selected
component. However, there are two other optional systems
which can help.
First, there is a Density Map. This is a multi-colour overlay
on the rat' s nest showing where the routing may be easiest.
By default, red shows densest routing, white medium, and
black low density, and many shades· in between. Of course in
a complex program like this you can modify this system with
other colours if you wish.
Secondly, a histogram displayed at the side of the rat' s nest
can indicate where routes are densest or lightest. Using both
these tools is an acquired skill.
Rat lines can be converted into tracks using a rubber-banding method. The process is not as 'rubbery' as in some systems - a distinct advantage which those familiar with this
technique wiU appreciate. Drawing a track is very similar to
the Target Mode already described in WinDraft. Tracks stay
attached and rubber-band during component movement. As
an option, tracks can have mitred or curved comers.
A design rule checker can flag errors, referred to as bookmarks, on the artwork or make a report. Once again, the
design-rule check dialogue box gives a generous number of
checking functions.

Fig. 3. The rat's
nest can be
interactively
sorted with the
help of force
vectors, and one of
these is shown as
the thick white
line on the top
right IC in this
view.

Autorouteing with Specctra

Fig. 4. The rat's
nest of Fig. 3
autorouted in
Specctra and
returned to
WinBoard format.
Note the nonmitred corners.
See the text for an
explanation o f this.

As Fig. 2 shows this can be set up to give either a warning,
an error, or to show a valid, i.e. no error, connection for a
variety of conditions. This menu is more elaborate than the
ERC systems found in other, more straightforward programs.
This illustrates a point I made earlier - that this is a complex
program - and it needs considerable input on the part of the
operator to make the most of it. Potential buyers should as.k
themselves if such sophistication would help or hmder their
particular style of working.
Graphics quality of schematics is good.

Drafting a pcb

.

. .

.

As you would expect, operating WinBoard 1s very surular m
style to using WinDraft. As Figs 3 and 4 show, the screen
layout is almost the same. There are no Tool-tips for the
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toolbars, though. Instead, descriptions of the button functions
appear at the bottom of the screen, which is not quite so
handy.
WinBoard could be used as a stand-alone program to make
manually-drawn boards, placing devices by hand and then
drawing in the tracks. This is actually a pleasant program to
use in this mode, but it would be a waste of the the program's capabilities.
For making a pcb via schematic capture in WinDraft,
WinBoard follows a well-structured course. To commence,
the net-List that was generated in WinDraft is selected via the
File menu. Note that it can be made in several net-list formats in addition to I vex' s own, so there is a possibility of
connecting to other programs. The formats available are
FutureNet, Protel, Tango, EDIF, Pads. The next stage is to
specify the setup menus - for example layers, design rules,
autosave time, etc.
Following this, allocation of pcb footprints - or modules,
as Ivex refer to them - can be done automatically or interactively, or more usually a mixture of both, through a
scrolling menu system. This is similar to the schematic symbol system, and you get a graphical view of the pcb outline
and pins against a dot-matrix.
Having picked the modules, the rat's nest can then be generated, and it appears as a grouped collection of spaced components. Note that this is not an autoplacer system, the parts
have simply been placed with a sensible clearance from each
other, rather than as an overlapping heap or on a linear gnd
like other systems.
Although it is a better method for subsequent manipulation
than an overlapping dump or linear grid, there are no strategies involved in placement as there are in TraxMaker or
Proieus. The rat's nest still has to be manually sorted out.

Moving and rotating
Movement and rotation of parts is very similar to that
described in WinDraft, except that rat lines stay attached during rotation. Sorting of the rat's nest is assisted by force vec-
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Specctra SP2 has already been mentioned other reviews. It is
accessed via an Ivex interface which converts WinBoard pcb
files to Specctra format and vice-versa.
The interface is started from the ' autoroute' menu, Fig. 5.

Previous review subjects
PCB Designer: Niche Software Ltd, tel 01432 355414 -

reviewed September 19.96.
PIA:AW Software Ltd, Germany tel +49 89 6915352 -

reviewed September 1996.
Easytrax: Protel International pty, Australia. Available from

PDSL, tel 01892 663298 - reviewed September 1996.
Ranger 2: Seetrax CAE Ltd, tel. 01705 59 1037 - reviewed

October 1996.
Electronics Workbench: Interactive Image Technologies

Ltd Canada, tel. 00141 69 775 550 - reviewed
October 1996.
circuitMaker: Microcode Engineering USA, UK agent
Labvolt, tel 01480 300695 - reviewed November
1996.
Quickroute 3.5 Pro+: Quickroute Systems Ltd, tel 0161
449 7101 - reviewed December 1996.
Propak: Labcenter Electronics, tel 01756 75~440 re~iewed December 1996.
Proteus: Labcenter Electronics, Schematic capture and pcb
design - reviewed January 1997.
EasyPc Pro XM: Number One Systems, tel 01480 461778
- reviewed January 1997.
Challenger: Ultimate Technology, Tel 01594 810100 reviewed June 1998.
Ranger 2: 5eetrax CAE Ltd, Tel 01730 260062 - reviewed
June 1998.
EDWin: Visionics, UK supplier Swift Eurotech, Tel. 01992
570006, fax 570220 - reviewed July 1998.
Traxmaker & Circuitmaker: Microcode, UK supplier
Labvolt, Tel. 01480 300695 - reviewed July 1998.
EasyPC & Multirouter. Number One Systems, Tel; 01480
461778 fax 01480 494042 - reviewed August 1998.
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To reach this stage, the interactively-sorted rat's nest should
be saved as a file in WinBoard, and this file loaded in the
'placed file' box in the interface menu. A file for the completed board must also be placed in the 'routed file' box in
order that the Specctra resu)ts can be transferred to it after
auto-routing has fmished.
You may also have to specify the path for Specctra if it is
not in the C: directory. As you can see from Fig. 5, all this is
very dos-like. An external autorouter is -n ot as easy to use as
a built-in autorouter designed by the same program makers as
the main program. However, an interface like this is still better than using an external autorouter on its own.
Note that there is no single-sided board option in the interface. If you want to do such a board, you have to enter
Specctra.
Having specified the paths, and configured the autorouter
with the menu of Fig. 5, pressing the execute button will
automatically start the autorouter.
Although you can see routes being formed while Specctra
runs, you must go back to WinBoard to see the final result.
This is done via the mterface. Note that boards made using
the interface will not have mitred comers on the tracks, so the
results will have a distinctly square appearance as in"Fig. 4.
To mitre the corners, you must enter Specctra and use the
post-routing function called 'recorner'. This method of mitreing the corners is not user-friendly.
No! having mitred corners is technically unacceptable in
this day and age, so why the interface does not offer this feature is hard to understand.

Fig. 5 . Access to
the Specctra
autorouter is done
via an interface,
shown here with
input and output
files specified in
the appropriate
boxes and the
autorouter path in
directory D:.

Outputs
Hard copy is generated with the Windows printer and plotter
drivers. There is no dedicated plotter driver - a big disadvantage if you prefer a plotter.
Like the other menus in WinBoard, the menus for configuring the output are extensive, and include a mirror function
among the many other options. There are Gerber and NC
drill-file outputs.

In summary
WinDraft is a well-designed program. As already mentioned,
it is full of features and has lengthy options on just about
everything, so the learning curve is steep.
Despite this, most of the basic actions of drafting a
schematic is easy. It has all the features needed for rapid
drafting and few of the drawbacks found in other programs no double-clicks and no tedious un-rotating of text.
It would be useful to have a parts bin option, but there is
the symbol palette to compensate for this. Bear in mind the
pin limit to these programs, which is by far the most restric-
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tive of those programs in this review with a limit.
WinBoard is also a well-made program. Like WinDraft,
once the rather steep learning part is accomplished, drafting
a pcb is fairly easy. Being in almost exactly the same style as
WinDraft helps with the learning curve.
Not having a good plotter driver is snag. All the major
players in this league have realised the necessity of having an
accurate plotter driver, so Ivex should do the same.
The interface to Specctra works well, but the inability to
make single-sided boards and mitre corners using the interface is very limiting. To do these very basic functions it is
necessary to plunge.into Specctra, and learn how it works.
But Specctra is an entirely different program with its own
learning curve to ascend. It is odd that this interface is the
only menu in the product that is not comprehensive, yet in
many ways it is the most important.
Attaching an external autorouter - especially one with the
universally disliked dongle - is very much a compromise
solution, or a stop-gap measure. What is really required is an
autorouter of comparable power made by I vex, in the same
format as WinBoard, and fully integrated into it.
Considering that lvex clearly knows how to make a good
program, it is,surprising that the company hasn't done this.

Round up
'
With respect to the products reviewed here, most program
makers seem to have sorted out a workable approach to
schematic drawing and symbol libraries, with varying
degrees of user-friendliness.
The biggest difference between programs now lies in the
rat's-nest/autorouter area. Designing a good autorouter
appears to give programmers most difficulty, and it is the
autorouter that gives users the most cause for complaint.
Users expect, perhaps unrealistically, that their autorouter
results will be as good as those from a human source, at the
same time being simple to operate.
Specctra is probably the autorouter that is most proficient
at finding routes. I say probably, because both the new
autorouter in Proteus TV, and MultiRouter are now so good at
this aspect that the difference is not worth consideri ng on
many boards. But on its own, the ability to find routes,
although of prime importance, has limited benefits.
Both MultiRouter and Proteus autorouters can autoneck,
which is a big help in autorouteing - especially getting out of
difficult situations, like the bottlenecks which rat's nests present either because they are densely packed or poorly constructed. The versions of Specctra reviewed here do not. On
balance, and considering the relatively high price of other
autorouters, this puts Proteus slightly ahead.
There is no doubt that a capable autoplacer helps reduce
problems for both the autorouter and user simultaneously. On
larger boards, the saving in time and effort is very significant.
Here, the products in this review using Specctra are at a disadvantage. Although Specctra has a good autoplacement system, the programs that use it simply do not promote this feature.
To use Specctra's autoplacement, you would have to learn
two different programs, namely the main program and then
Speccrra. Once again, of the autoplacers reviewed, it is the
one in Proteus which was the most accessible, and thus
effective.
The abiJiry of a pcb layout program to gate-and-pin-swap is
also a big help, although boards must of course have swappable gates and pins present to take advantage of it.
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The programs
Proteus IV from Labcenter stands out as the best all-round
program in this review. While the other programs reviewed
have strengths at various places in the pcb design process,
Proteus JV maintains a constant high level of capability
throughout. Whether it is a well turned out schematic, userfriendly interactive routing, effective and configurable autoplacing~ competent autorouteing, or a combination of
autorouteing and interactive routing, Proteus handles everything very well.
Many programs seem to have a superfluity of features that
are seldom used, if at all. In contrast, by developing its autoplacer feature, force vectors concept and the versatile Tidy
strategy, Labcenter seems to be concentrating on what is
important - i.e. shifting the burden of pcb design from the
user onto the pc. This should strike a chord with many
designers.
The.first-time buyers that this review is aimed at should
note that Proteus IV has an integrated simulator as an optional extra. They should look ahead to the day they will need to
add a simulator. With an integrated simulator there is there is
a minimal amount of program re-learning. And there is no
need to get entangled with Spice net-list transfers and the
attendant difficulties of mis-match and incompatibility with
third-party simulators.
If you favour pen-plotting your artwork, remember that
Prozeus has an excellent plotter driver.

Ranger 2 for Windows from Seetrax at £250 is half the price
of Prozeus JV. Although it has no integrated simulator, and
bas less attractive interactive routeing than Proteus, and no
autoplacer, Ranger 2 has a lot to recommem:I it. It has the
advantage of having no pin limit, it has a good schematic
drawing system, a rip-up-and-retry autorouter that, with judicious handling, gives good results, has its own plotter driver,
and is generally user-friendly. And even with the recent price
increase on the Specctra autorouter, Ranger 2 combined with
the Specctra SP2 is still the least expensive way to acq uire a
Specctra autorouter.
Remember, if you are on a t ight budget, you can have
Ranger 2 with all these features for much less money - if you
don't mind running it under dos.
EDWin NC from Yisionics at £114 is simply a bargain buy.
If you are prepared to put in more operating effort, if you do
not mind a steep learning curve, and you do not want to penplot pcb artwork , then ED Win must be a very attractive purchase. And if you do undemanding double-sided boards, its
autorouter in category C may be acceptable.
Remember that for this price you get not just a full
schematic-capture/autorquter program but an integrated simulator as well. So on a· straight cost-benefit basis, EDWin
scores very well. If you could find a better autorouter to complement it, ED Win would be a powerful system.
CircuitMaker v.5.0 from MicroCode has one the easiest,
simplest, most intuitive and quickest schematic drawing programs around, ideal for a first-time buyer. It's also good
value for money - you get schematic capture and simulation
for about the same price that most companies charge JUSt for
capture. The simulator is of course an integral part of the
package, the best type to have.
The Traxmaker pcb Jayout is also user-frien~ly, and was
one of the earliest programs to offer auto-placement, but the
autorouter is still not very powerful. This is why, at £400 for
the complete schematic capture/autorouter package, I cannot
yet unequivocally recommend it unless, as in the EDWin
case, your aim is to do undemanding double-sided or multilayer boards and expect to help out the autorouter with some
manual work on other types of board. However, the fact that
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NOW AVAILABLE
RANGER2
The Complete, Integrated
Schematic & PCB Layout Package

Windows Ranger 2

for Windows 95™
Demo Software - available from our Web Address
T he complet~,
d Schematic
Integrate t package

& pCB Layou

Ranger 2 Outputs:
Full Windows Outputs
Plus . HP-GL

For Windows 95 & NT
• New Hierarchical Circuit
• Split Devices • Gate & Pin Swap
• New Edit Devices in Circuit
• Copper Fill • Power Planes
• Autorouter • Back Annotation

Gerber
NC Drill
AutoCad DXF

Windows Ranger 2 with Specd:ra SP2
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost
effective PCB Design system available. A powerful, intuitive system at
an outstanding price!

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows Ranger 2.

SPECIAL OFFER Ranger 2 Lite £35
Demo Software -download from

(Prices e xcVAT/P&P)

http://biz.ukonline.co.uk/seetrax

..TEETRRX
.,~!!l!!E,.

.'_ Call 0 1730 260062
Fax 01730 267273

Old Buri1a11 Limeworks, Kiln Lane.
Burilon, Pe1ersfield.-Han1s. GU3 I 5SJ

Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacture
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a Windows version of TraxMaker has appeared is proof that
the makers intend to develop it.
For want of a better autorouter to do it j ustice, I consider
that this package is, in effect, still waiting to take its proper
place in the marketplace. It wilJ be interesting to see what
MicroCode do in the future with TraxMaker's autorouter. If
they give it rip-up-and-retry, autonecking and track-spread, it
would have a very sizeable impact.

Easy-PC for Windows from Number One Systems is a
noticeable improvement in many respects over the previous
Dos version. H owever, the schematic capture section needs
more effort than competing products to do the same amount
of work. The autorouter is very capable. But without force
vectors or autoplacement to assist with the rat's nest, and no
gate-and-pin-swap, a lot of hard work is still needed to
enable this autorouter to produce the good results it is capable of.
The total cost of Easy-PC with MultiRouter is £ 890 - a bit
over the stated budget level and the highest-priced package in
this review. True, it has no pin limits, but considering the
comments above, I think this promising product needs further
development. It has great potential.
Challenger from Ultimate is much like EDWin in many
aspects, being endowed with plenty of features and a similar
schematic and pcb layout style. Similar that is, until you
come to the Challenger GXR autorouter, which is better than
the one in ED Win. Of course, Challenger 1500 is six times
the price of EDWin, does not include a simulator, and has a
pin restriction, so this may influence potential purchasers.
Being a dos/Windows hybrid may also deter some buyers.
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It will be interesting to see Ultimate' s all-Windows version
when it arrives.
WinDraft and WinBoard from Ivex is a well-designed program, with a learning curve about as steep as Challenger.
Although a sound product, it has a high price tag, but it does
not have any overwhelming advantage over other comparable programs to justify the high cost. Moreover, I think most
designers will find the 650 pin limit too severe and the presence of a dongle a hindrance.
I think one reason for the relatively high price is the inclusion of a Specctra autorouter. Cadence which has now
acquired Cooper and Chyan, recently increased the price of
Specctra. Even so, the package as a whole is at a price disadvantage compared to other similar programs reviewed
here. Ranger 2 for example, offers the Specctra autorouter
with DFM for only £600 for the complete system and has a
better interface and no pin limit The pin-restricted I vex package with the same highly desirable DFM function at £200
extra would cost £400 more than this. These figures speak for
themselves.

Final shot
One final piece of advice; the prospective buyer must completely disregard the marketing hype that has become more
strident recently. Advertisements with statements along the
lines of 'The most powerful autorouter the World has ever
seen' and 'Packed with features no other program has' must
be totally and utterly disregarded.
Note that the two or three firms who are leaders in the field
of low and mid-price range pcb-cad have quite modest advertising.
•
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALJT'f COLOUR TVII

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COMPATIBLE '

Toe TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, cor>taining all electronics ready to plug into a hOst of video monttors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The compostte
\'ideo output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
reception of TV channel• not normally receivable on moat televlalon receivers• (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8 fuUy luneable 'off al( UHF colour television
channels. TELEBOX MB covers vinually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by moat cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
for direct connection to most makes of monttor or desktop compuler
video ayatems. For complo!o compatibility - even for monttors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fl
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for compostte video input type monttors
£36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted wtth integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hypert>and tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions stat9 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specif,cation.
'For cable I hypert>and signal reception Telebox MB should be con•
a cable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)

il

~

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

OBSOLETE-SHORT SUPPLY ~.BU.LK ·

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

6,000,000 Items EX ·STOCK

Less than Half Price!

For MAJOR SAVINGS- CALL OR SEE OUR WE8Slllo

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest spedfication
• monitors you will ever see • •
..._ At this price • Don't miss it!! ..._
MJteubl9hl FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA Multlsync colour monitor wtth file
028 OOI pitch tube and resolution of 1024 X 768. A
varialy of rpJts alows ~ 10 a hos! o f ~
O<S hclucfng IBM PC'a n CG,\ EGA, VGA & SVGA

~~~~..,,,~~

·

~TION

laoeplate, told swlcmg and u:,w
MPR
~ l i o n. Fully guaranteed, supplied i1 EXCEL·

m~Baae r.:i.75

Only £119 (E) M~~

VGA c:allfe for IBM PC Included.
&wnaf cSlleefor-typea af compubnCALL

Top qual~y 19' rack cabinets made in UK
Optima Encloaurea Ltd. Units featur
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front d
full height lockat)le h alf louvered back do
and louvered removable side panels. Fu
adjustable lnlernal fixing struts, ready punch
for any configuration of equipment mountlnl
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 anil
socket switched mains distribution strip maj
.
these racks some of the most verutlle
have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefot
require only two side panels 10 stand singly or in multiple bays.
Overall dimensions are: 77¼' H x 32Y.i°'D x 22' W . Order aa:
· OPT Reck t Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (
OPT Rack 2 Rack Less side anels
£245.00

Over 1uuu rt:1lin:>, :>llt'IVt'::> , a .......,:,:,v, n ::S
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

Available from stock!!.

As New - Ex Demo

11• 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Dfeino_nd Pro monitors
Full multlsync etc. Fu/190 dey guerentee. £325.00 (E)

State ol the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with compoalte 1V pp video & NICAM hi fi stereo sound
puts. Micro electronic• all on one small PCB only 73 x
60
mm enable full· software control via a almple 2 wire link
to any IBM type computer. Supplied complete with almple working
program and documentation. Requires +t2V & + 5V DC lo operate.

Just In• Mlcrovllac 20• VGA (800 x 600 rea.).colour monitors.
Qood SH condition• from £299 - CALL for Info
•
PHIUPS HCS35 (same style •~ CM8833) anractively styled 14"
colour monitor with lllllb RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video lnpula via SCART socket and separate phono jaeks."
BRAND NEWMYOO. Only £49.95 coda (B)
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio vlsual uaea.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Aterl BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring I aecurll}' applications with direct connection
to moat colour cameras. High qualtty with many features such as
Massive purchases of standard 514" and 312' drives enables us to front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
present prime product at Industry beating low prices! All units (unless used condition• fully tested - guaranteed
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip- Dimensions; W14" x H12¾' x 1512' 0,
(El
ment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90
day guarantee. Cell for over 2000 unlisted drives for spares or repair. PHIUPS HCS31 Uhra compact .fl' colour video monitor with standard cornpoal!e 15.625 Khz video Input via SCART socket. Ideal
3~• Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
£24.95 B for all monitoring I security applications. High quality, ex~uipment
3~• Mitsubishi MF355C·L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£25.95 B
fully tesled & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In at1Tac3~• Mllaublahl MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£18.95 B tive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H10" x 1312" 0 ,
5¼" Teac F0-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
£18.95 B
240
V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (0)
5¼" Teac F0-55F-03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.9 8
5¼" BRAND NEW Mlt1ublahl MF501 B 360K
£22.9 B
KME 10" 15M10009 high definition colour monitors wtth 0.28' dot
Table top case w~h integral PSU for HH 514' Flopp or HD £29.9 B pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling. 8" Shugart ~ 0 1 8' SS refurt>ished & tested
£210. E Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
8" Shugart 810 8" SS HH Brand New
£195.00 E
source, with AGB analog and composite sync :
8" Shugart 851 8' double sided refurt>lshed & tested
£260. E
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn·
a• Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
£295.00 E
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12" x
8" Mltaublahl M2896-63-02U OS sllmfine NEW
£295.00 E
11•. Good used condrtion.
Only £125 (El
Dual 8" cased drives wtth integral power supply 2 Mb
£499.00 E

Order••

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2 ½" • 14"

Only £99

32U - High Quality .:..An steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures ~(d to the hlgheat possible a
rack features all steal cona1r1.1ctlon with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged tor easy access and all are lockable with
five aecure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through lhe
pa/lei, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the raek
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members 10 take the heaviest ol t 9" rack •
equipment. The two movable venlcal fixing struts !
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted 10 the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin awHched
utility • ockat. Overall ventilation is provided
~
fully louvered baek door and double skinned top sect
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitt'
of Integral tan• to lhe sub plate etc. Other features include: fitt
castors and floe( levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear
cable / connect0< access etc. Supplied in excellent. slightly u 1
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensio
mms162SH X 6350 X 603 W. ( 64" H X 25" 0 x 23¾" W)

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price II

A superb buy at only £245.00

(G)

42U version of the above only £345 • CALL

!!

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

D.M I I ,:;;;n 1 .;1\.,VVr • ,JV / 0 VII
Superbly made UK manufacture. Pll all solid stale colour monitors, A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order brings
complete with compostte video & opllonal sound input. Attractive the most amazing aavlnga on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 A'
teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ud, type S8SI
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shelf & guarar
teed 15 year service IHe. Fully BT & BS6290 approvad. Suppl'
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185(F)
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide. 137 hij;i, 77
M6 boll terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers pnce over

HARD DISK DRIVES

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every type of power
supply you can Imagine.Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Cs/I or see our web site.

'Our Price £35 each <c> or 4 for £99
RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK

each

Save ££££'a br, choosing your next relay from our MaHI
etoctca cover ng types such aa - Mllltary, Octal, Credi
Herm,,1/cally Se11led. Contactors, Tim• Delay, Reed, Mercu
Wattsd, Solid Slate, · Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US
Always over 1000 PC's from stock. YOUR NEEDS. Many ob•olsta types from stock. Save££££'•

LOW COST PC's

1000"s of spares snd accessories.
Cs/I or see our web site for Info.

MITS.

FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors

1kWI0400kW. 400Hz3~ix--••lb::k

IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
IBM 53FS50t Token'Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228·23·5050N
AIM 501 Low distonion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz. IEEE
ALLGON 8360.11805· 1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator
Marconi 2022C 1OKHz- 1GHz RF signal generator
Marconi 2030 opt 03 lOKHz-1.3 GHz signal generalor,New
HPl650B Logic AnalyHr
HP3781 A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160watts
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V O 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
HP A 1, AO 8 pen HPGL hlgl1 speed drum plotters - from
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised Inspection system
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCO colour TV camera
Keithley 590 CV capacltot I voltage analyser
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
Flakers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS• New batteries
ICI R5030UV34 C leantine ultrasonic cleaning system
Mann Tally MT645 High speed lne printer
Intel SBC 486/t33SE Multibus 488 system. 8Mb Ram
Sleman• K4400 64Kb lo 140Mb demux analyser .

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S

INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PCand PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbyta• of memory on
Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) NEW
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 proce
Zeta 3220-05 A04 pen HPGL fast drum plotters
£1150 and above) memory. Full date and driver dlaka supplied. R
Nikon HFX-11 (EphiPhol) exposure conlrol unit
£1450 Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
£59.95
Motoroltl VME llus Boards & Components Lisi. SAE I CALL £POA Hell length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
Trfo0-18 vdc linear. metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
ae.;:,hv~ ~:: ~~f;~~ r!s':i! ~~yd~~ be used to fin
Fujlteu M3041R 600 LPM band printer
£1950
Fulltau M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250 Orderaa: XTRAM UG. 256k. £Jf95 or512k £39.95
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer A
£500
~ SPECIALS
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer
1:3500 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip I 20ns
Only
£8.50
VG Elactronlca' 1035 TELETEXT Oecoding Margin Meter £3750 1MBx9 SIMM3chip80ns£10.50 or 70ns
£11.95
UghtBand 60 outptlt high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £10.50 or 70ns
£11.75
Selfonlc.SD 150H 18 channel digltal Hybrid chart recorder £1995 4 MB 70 na 72 pin SIMM -with perltyOnly £35.00
Taytor Hobson Tallysurf ampldier I recorder
£750 INTEL486-0X33CPU £19.95 INTEL486-0X66CPU £59.00
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector I monilor
£1450 FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK• CALL FOR tt£
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£485
MOTOROLA 25 Mh~ 68040 (XC68040RC25M) CPU'S £59.00
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.SG/b waveform mon~or
£5,650
shipping charges for RAM/ CPU upgrades is code B
ANRITSU MS9001Bt 0.6•1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£990
ANRITSU Fibre ophc chracateristlc test set
£POA
VISION ENGINEERING TS3 Oynascopic microscope
£1850
fl&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£650 NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
£775 and licence - OEM packaged.
WILTRON 66308 12.4120GHz RF sweep generator
£5750
Special Price ONLY £99.00
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 lrace osc11loscope
£1250 Mlcro•olt - Windows for Workqroup• 3. 11 & DOS 6.22. Su ·
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£1955 on 312' disks wtth licence & concise documentation.
£39.
TEK 1502 Ponable TOR Ct,me domain reflectometer)
£600 DOS 5.0 on 3~• disks with concise books cJv/ OBasic .
£14.
PHIUPS PW1731W10 66KV XRAY generator & accessories EPOA Wot'dperf•ct 6 for OOS supplied on 3~• disks with manual £24.
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto. volt. regs
£325
shipping charges for software Is code B
CLAUDE LYONS 100A240/415V 3 phase auto. volt. regs £2900

~~'lJ

£550
£250

£POA
£6500
£1550
£5150
£3750
£POA
£1800
£675
£POA
£8500
£950
£650

£POA
£1100
£POA
£3750
£0500
£POA

£2200
£945
£2950

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

DISTEL on ~her web 11 - Over 16.000.000 Items from stock - www.dlstcrl.co.u
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ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon • Frt 9.00 - 5:30
Dept WW, 32 Blggln Way

Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
~ n MOi"I - Sat 9:00. 5:30
215 Whlteho,.. Lane
South Norwood
On MA Bua Route
It-.Thomlon H. .1h &
Selhum Part< SR Roll Sbltlona

DISTEL©
VieIt our web elta

www.distel.co.uk
e11111II lldmlnOdl1tal.co.uk

ALL "D' ENQUmlES

0181679441
FAX 0181 679 1927

PJ, pr'ces for UK Mai1lend. UK oostcmers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order 8mOllll MiiinLITl order £10. Bena Fide 8COJlrl ord8<S aooepllld f r o m ~
Universities and Loa,) Aulhorties ·• mnnum acx:ooil order £SO. Cheq.,es rN8f £100 are slilject to 10 Y«ll1<rg days dearance. C8niage charges (A)-£3.00. (A1)-£
(B)-£5.50, (C)=£8.50. (0)=£12.00, (E),,£15.00, (F)=£18.00, (G),,CALL ,,.,,,,, approx 6 days f o r ~ . laSISt CALL p.J goods~ 10 OU- Slanclaid Conditions of
and Ll1less Sl81lld guanneecl for 90 days. PJ. guaranl88S on a '911m to base basis. PJ. rg,ts rBS8Mld to change pr'ces I speciflcations ~ prior notice. Orders
.._ stoc1t Disaxns for'odlmo. Tep CASH pri::es l)8i:j b- surpiJs goods. Alltradernall<s, tradenames e t c ~O Oisplay Eledrtri::s 1998. E & 0 E. 0008
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

19" RACK CABINETS

/C's -TRANSISTORS • DIODES

THE AMAZING TELEBOX

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

Steve Bush looks at a new display technology that promises crt
performance without the bulk. He also presents a round up other new
display ideas on the horizon.

P

hotocathode displays, or pcds, are a made using a
new technology from a Californian company called
New Logic. They may well put the cat among the
pigeons in the display industry.
_New ~ogic claims several benefits for pcds, including
high bnghtness and a wide viewing angle, equal to those
of cathode ray tubes, but without the associated bulk.
Photocathode displays rely on the emissive properties of
phosphors when they are struck by electrons. In this
respect it is the same as both crts and field emission
displays. Phosphors bestow the same performance
advantages on all three display types.
These are that:

Thin glass

-4'

High vacuum

In a night-sight

Ampllfled
light

Light is emitted randomly so there are no viewing angle
limitations.
• There are no control mechanisms needed in front of the
phosphors, so no emitted light is wasted - except where
contrast enhancement filters are applied.
• Excellent colour rendition and saturation is available.
•

The difference between cathode-ray tubes, fieldemi_s~ion displays and pcds is in the way the phosphorexciting electrons are generated.
In crts, an electron beam from a single electron source is
swept across the back of a phosphor screen. Where the
beam strikes the screen, a spot of light results. The crt
tube's bulky conical shape comes from the need to bend
the path of the beam to cause it to strike each part of the
display screen sequentially to form a rectangular image starting at the top and moving down as a series of almost
horizontal lines.
The concepts for both feds and pcds result from
answering the question, "Is there a way to put a separated
source of electrons behind each point on the screen and
avoid having to bend a beam?"
The answer is yes. All you need is to get the electron
sources really close to the phosphors and apply a few
kilovolts to ensure the electrons fly into the screen before
they drift away ~ a technique called proximity focussing.
In the case of a fed, the electrons come from a patch of
material which sheds electrons when raised to a high
positive potential. Favoured materials are either coated to
enhance emissive properties or covered with a series of
tiny points to achieve the same effect. Making such
coatings or fabricating micro-tips successfully have both
proved problematic for the fed companies, which include
Motorola and Pixtech.
New Logic has taken a completely different approach to
generating electrons in the pcd. It has based its concept on

---10kV---

~ Photo
Low power

cathode

monochrome

display

image intensifier,
light impinging
on the cathode
causes localised
electron
emission. In this
new technology,
the
photocathode is
activated by a
low power
electroluminesce
nt, or similar,
display. Note the
similarities
between the
photocathode
display and a
conventional
cathode-ray
tube.

establis?ed im~g_e intensifier, or 'night-sight,' technology
where light striking a photocathode is used to produce
electrons.
.Resolution, claims New Logic, is better in photocathode
displays because photoelectrons have little energy initially,
around 0.2eV. As a result, they are less likely to have
significant lateral velocity when compared with fieldemission electrons which are more energetic. This leads the
company to predict 70 line pairs per millimetre is achievable.

Stimulating the cathode
Unlike feds, photocathode displays need some source of
photocathode-stimulating.
New Logic argues that th.is is not a problem. Any form
of low cost, easy-to-drive type will do. It favours an ac
powder electroluminescent display which can be screen
printed inside the pcd to stimulate the photocathode
directly.
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Efficiency of the initial light source is not significant
because it only consumes a small fraction of device power,
the bulk of which is due to maintaining the main
acceleration voltage.
One of the more noticeable difference between the fed
and pcd is that the fed relies on high-voltage emission, all
scanning signals are at voltages between 200 and several
kilovolts, depending on fed type. Although not technically
insurmountable, this can have a strong effect on the cost
and power consumption of the surrounding drive circuitry.
The switched voltages in the pcd are lower and likely to
be under IO0V. They are therefore much easier to deal
with.
In both the fed and the pcd, the field used to guide and

More new technologies ...
The pcd was introduced to the world at SID '98, the showcase event of
the displays industry held recently in Anaheim California.
Organised by the Society for Information Display, the exhibition and
conference was where display companies competed to show off their
technology.
As usual, lcds and crts dominated the papers at the conference, but
there were also some weird and wonderful highlights. For instance, Xerox
introduced Cyricon, an 'electronic' paper material on which images form
when a patterned electric field is applied. Another novelty was a paper
by MicroOptical of Boston which discussed the issues involved in fitting
a head-up display into a pair of glasses and proposed a practical solution.
Among the main-stream papers at the conference was o ne by NEC on
its SO-inch colour ac plasma display. This huge thing has 1356 by 768
pixels with 17 million colours. Both high-definition tv images and XGA
graphics can be displayed and contrast is high at a claimed 350:1 .
The UK was represented by, among others, Philips Research Labs in
Surrey. It was invited to talk about its plastic substrate active matrix lcds.
Plastic is highly desirable as a substrate material, particularly for portable
applications, because it is light and rugged. But thin film transistor (tft)
processing temperatures are too high and damage it. Philips has a low
temperature 180°C 'top-gate' tft made from amorphous silicon and
silicon nitride that could be the solution.
A world record was claimed by Sarnoff, Planar Systems and
AlliedSignal for a jointly developed active matrix electroluminescent
display. It has a total pixel rate of 800Mbit/s - the highest ever for a flat
panel display. Eight channeis at 100MHz feed a 1280 byl 024 array of 12
by 12µm pixels. The key to speed is its crystalline silicon transistors with
a 1.2µm effective channel length.
Motorola, one of the quieter developers of field emission displays (feds),
showed a 5.1-inch full-colour quarter VGA display. It is a Spindt-tip type
and has both NTSC and VGA controllers built in. Other colour QVGA
feds on show were a 5-inch one from Samsung and a 4.4-inch one from
Candescent Technologies of San Jose.
To add a touch of reality to SID this year, 31 different display types
were operated side by side to allow delegates to judge the relative merits
for themselves. Conditions were strictly controlled and the same d isplay
patterns were shown on al l displays simultaneously.

Comparison of various display technologies.
(cd/m2)

Luminance
Life (yrs)
Efficiency (1 m/watt)
Colour
Contrast
View angle (' )
Resolution (Ip/mm)
Speed
Size
Weight
Cost
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CRT

TFTLCD

TFEL

PDP

LVFED PCD

300
>3
5-10

80-200
>3

80
>3
0.5

300
<3
0.2

80
<1
0.5

300
>3
30

excellent good

no blue

good

not yet

CRT

400:1
160
5-10

60:1
80
50

100:1
160
50

400:1
160
2

30:1
160
3

400:1
160
50

video
big
heavy
cheap

barely video
small
light
expensive

video
small
light
expensive

video
video
big
small
light
light
expensive expensive

2-3

video
big+small
light
expensive

accelerate the electrons into the phosphor is in the region
of lOkV. The gap they move across is between 0.25 and
1mm. Maintaining this gap against atmospheric pressure is
a problem.
In small displays the glass is stiff enough not to distort
significantly with only edge support. Larger displays need
spacers to prevent the structure from collapsing and there
are now methods available to fix glass fibres up to 1.2mm
long, but under 20µm (0.02mm) thick, across the gap.
It appears that the pcd is a worthy advisory for the crt.
Both have good optical characteristics and, whereas the crt
is well developed and inexpensive to make, the pcd is thin
and flat. In this it shares the advantages of the fed. New
Logic has put forward some strong arguments for the
potential superiority of the pcd, but it has to be
remembered that the fed is proven, albeit new, technology,
already in production whereas the pcd has yet to leave the
laboratory.
•
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And what of the future?
There are a lot of d isplay technologies. But the
cathode ray tube, for all its bulk, weight and power
consumption, is still cheaper and brighter than its
competitors. As a bonus, it has a wider viewing
angle.
This said, the crt is unlikely to remain at the top of
the heap forever.
There is a growing demand for 'flat' displays that
take up less desk space in the office and less living
space in the home.
Flat monitors using large liqu id crystal displays
can now be seen in offices, particularly in
environments like dealing rooms where multiple crt
displays dissipate too much heat and additional
expense is less of an issue.
Domestic hang-on-the-wall tvs, mostly based on
plasma flat screen technology, are appearing in
Japanese homes where there is more consumer
demand for 'cutting-edge' technology. It cannot be
long before those Europe and the US start wanting
something similar.
Although industry opinions vary, there is a general
consensus among pundits that the uptake of flat
displays will really take off if the price can be
bought down to within 1.5, or perhaps even two
times, the cost of a similar size crt.
Liquid-crystal displays may hit this threshold in
time, but not within the next few years for tv and
monitor-sized devices. First will be graphics
displays where slower - and far cheaper - passive
matrix techniques can be used. Video speeds need
active matrix displays which wi ll remain costly
particularly as size increases forcing yields down.
17-inch diagonal lcds are still pushing existing
production techniques.
Plasma displays are arriving in the tv market.
Although expensive to make, they will first capture
the vert large crt market - 42 inches and above where crts are impracticably heavy to handle.
In the wings are several projection systems which
can be used over the users head, as in a cinema, or
from behind the screen. Here, admittedly bulk
returns as an issue, but not weight.
The Texas Micro-mirror device and emerging
miniature led shutters may still fo rm an effective
opposition to increasingly complex flat display
technologies.
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Antenna Toolkit
by Joe Carr

en

Combined with antenna design software on CD:..rom, Newnes'
new book Antenna Toolkit provides a complete design
solution. Prepared by antenna expert Joe Carr, this package is
written for beginners and advanced users alike.
On the CD-rom is a suite of powerful software running on the
pc. The software calculates the critical lengths and other
parameters of the antennas in the book by having the user
select the antenna type and set the frequency.
The main menu screen is in the form of tabs, one for each
chapter of the book plus other topics.
This 220 page work includes 185 illustrations and 23
photographs.
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CORNER
As a sound reproduction medium, the electrostatic
transducer has many advantages and only a few drawbacks,
finds John Watkinson. Here, he takes a balanced view of the
technology and comes out in favour.

he electrostatic loudspeaker works on the simple
principle that an electric field exerts a force on a
charge. As Fig. 1 shows, the charge is provided by a
high voltage polarising power supply and it is trapped in a
marginally conductive layer on a very thin diaphragm. A
polarising voltage ofup to SkV is common. The source
impedance of the supply is deliberately made very high for
safety reasons.
The electric field is provided by a pair of electrodes
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Fig. 1. In an eledrostatic
loudspeaker, an electric
field exerts a force on a
charge.
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(b)

Fig. 2a). The Quad ELS-63 uses
perforated printed circuit board
electrodes. 2b) shows an
alternative arrangement using
metal rods.

electrostatic field strength and the high voltages then
required cause a risk of breakdown. The Quad speaker
has extensive breakdown sensing and protection
circuits.
When designing a reference grade speaker, it is best to
accept the low frequency limitations of the electrostatic
panel and to use it only as a mid- and treble un it in
conjunction with a moving coil woofer. This allows
much greater sound-pressure.level.
When the Quad was designed, the performance of
moving coil woofers was so poor that it would have
been impossible to provide a quality match between the
panel and the woofer and so it was wisely concluded
that a full range speaker should be built which accepted
the sound-pressure level limitations of the full-range
approach.
With modern active speaker technology it is now
possible to make unported woofers which have
sufficiently low distortion th&t they will not be shamed
by an electrostatic top end. It is also possible to make
active crossovers of sufficient precision to match the
transducers in use.
Hybrid active speakers of this kind are rare not only
because few manufacturers have a skill set which
includes electrostatics, electrodynamics and electronics
but also because they are inevitably expensive.
However if the criterion is simply one of precision, the
active electrostatic hybrid represents the state of the art in
•
sound reproduction.

2b). The round cross section of the rods causes less

which are perforated to let the sound out. The electrodes
are connected to a balanced high voltage audio signal.
Several kilovolts may be used. Enthusiasts may build
direct drive amplifiers using transmitter valves, but
commercially available units employ step-up transformers
so that a fairly conventional amplifier may be used.
The great advantage of the electrostatic speaker is that
the electric field between the electrodes is absolutely
uniform and so the driving force on the diaphragm is
independent of its position. This makes the electrostatic
speaker fundamentally linear, which is not true of any
other transduction system.
In addition, the drive force is applied uniformly over
the diaphragm which in tum drives a uniform air load.
There is thus no reason why the diaphragm should break
up and so the diaphragm can be very thin indeed.
Typically the diaphragm is no heavier than a few
millimetres of air and so the mechanical efficiency of the
electrostatic speaker is very high. There is no heat
dissipation mechanism in the speaker itself.
In comparison with the moving coil transducer, the
electrostatic principle will always display lower distortion
and freedom from thermal compression. Distortion is a
particular problem in stereo systems because
intermodulation between sounds located at different places
in the stereo image may produce phantom sound sources
which are in a third place in the image so they are not
masked.
Figure 2 shows some ways of constructing electrostatic
panels. They are inevitably labour intensive and this
reflects in the price of commercially available units.
However, building an electrostatic panel is well within the
abilities of the home constructor and the materials are not
expensive. Several books are available with designs for the
home builder.
The structure of the Quad ELS-63 panel is shown at 2a).
This uses perforated printed circuit board electrodes. The
copper layer is on the outside of the circuit board so that
the diaphragm can contact the electrode without harm. The
electrodes are supported by a cellular plastic moulding
resembling a fluorescent light diffuser. This moulding also
supports the edge of the diaphragm. The advantage of the
circuit board is that the copper coating can be segmented
to create a phased-array electrode pattern.
As the Quad is a full range speaker, some damping is
provided for the fundamental resonance of the diaphragm
in the form of a light gauze attached to the rear electrode.
This is not needed where the electrostatic speaker is used
as a tweeter.
An alternative construction using metal rods is shown at
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turbulence than holes punched in a plate, but
construction takes longer. One approach is to spot weld
the rods to supports crossing at right angles.
The construction of the e lectrostatic panel basically
creates a large. capacitor. Thus although the transduction
principle is very efficient, the amplifier has to drive
large quadrature currents in and out of the panel
capacitance .and convefltional amplifiers are very
inefficient.when used in this way.
However, a switched-mode amplifier has no difficulty
with capacitive loads because it can return power to the
supply instead of dissipating it as heat. Thus a battery
powered electrostatic transistor radio is perfectly
feasible provided a switching amplifier is used: The
quality obtained would leave more recent flat panel
technology in the dust.
The electrostatic panel is fundamentally a dipole and
radiates from the rear in antiphase with the same quality
as from the front. This has the advantage of making the
frequency response of the reverberation more similar to
that of the di rect sound. This improves realism and is
particularly noticeable when listening in the next room
through an open door - a case where conventional
speakers perform very poorly.
The down side of the dipole is that it becomes very
inefficient at low frequencies. The panel has to be very
large and the electrode spacing has to be large to allow
sufficient diaphragm travel. Wide spacing reduces the
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* Specifications : ( 50 ohm system )
(1) Fo (Center Frequency) Freq. Range: 55MHz ~1600MHz
.(2) Insertion Loss : from 1.5 dB up., Retµm Loss> 12 dB ,
(3)3dB Bandwidth :assorted toSM, l0M,1 SM, 20M,25M,30M,35MHz
(4) Q'ty doesn't be limited ; from 5 pcs up,- 50 kpcs. •
.(5) Sample Delivery: 10 days, Production: 1~10 kpcs 35-45 days.

* Applications :
(1)1~3 Watts,REPEATER for GSM, ETAC ,CDMA,NMT.. ..
(2) VHF.UHF Transceiver & Wireless Mic-Phone, Trucking Radio
(3) UHF Wireless Home Sec;µrity/ Remote Control, .RFID
Details Catalog , pleased see our '1ttp://www.temwell.tom.tw
TEMWELL CORPOR;AT.ION: email : temwelJ@msJ2.hinet.net
FAX ~ 886-2-2551 5250 / 886-2-2565-2287 ·
Distributors :
East Europe
U.Karu
Total Freq. Control Co., tr,ms Tech s.r.o.
Tel:+44 0 1903740000 Tel:+4i O2'6671 305 I
F"ax:+44 0 1903742208 Fax:+.42 0 26671 0689
D,enmark
Bctecb Component
Tel:+45 7010 1410
Fax:+45 6535 1575

Fnnce

ELHYTE
Tel:+33 1 6901 6851
Fax :+33 I 6901 5075
Austria
AKG

Tel:+43 I 8665 44S3
Fax:+43 I 866S 4204
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RF DESIGN

RF DESIGN

How far
will it go?
Roger Simms explains how you can determine the distance that a
licence-exempt wireless telemetry link will cover.

W

ith the advent of deregulated low power data radio
the economics of using traditional wire links for telemetry need
to be examined. Licence-exempt data
radio has low infrastructure costs, low
installation cost and provides good system flexibility.

The uhf band between 410MHz to
480MHz has become internationally
adopted for low power licence exempt
use for digital data, telemetry and
telecomroand systems. It has the
advantage of propagating in direct line
of sight and will penetrate conventional build materials.

120 ~ - - -- - - ~ - -- - - - - ~ 120

Antenna propagation
Joss due to
transmitter and
receiver height. Line
a rule up with the
two antenna heights
on the left and righthand scales then
read o ff loss at the
rule crossing point
on the middle scale.
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Roger Simms
is a director of
Warwick Industrial
Electronics Ltd.
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The rf signal fades quickly at the
edge of its range. This factor allows
multiple use of the same or adjacent
frequencies in close proximity.

International perspective
Although a common uhf band is used,
national authorities have defined different specifications for Licence exempt
radio data transmissions.
They differ in the number of allocated rf channels, their bandwidth, spurious emissions and maximum rf power
that can be transmitted. In the UK, the
MPT1340 specification for operating
on the 418MHz channel, allows one
channel at 0.25mW rf power.
The radio range is limited to a few
tens of metres. But the power consumption is low, as is the unit cost of
the transmitters and receivers. Radios
conforming to this specification are
widely used in portable battery equipment or communicating with moving
machinery.
The UK MPT1329 specification
covers operation at frequencies of
458.500MHz to 458.950MHz. Either
15 channels at 25kHz or 31 channels at
12.5kHz spacing are allowed with a
maximum transmitter power of
500mW.
Radios using this band have data
rates of~p to lOkbit/s with good in
building penetration and can achieve
ranges of l 0 to 20km, depending on
the antenna configuration.
Most continental European countries
adopt the ETSI 300-220 standard covering the 433.10MHz to 434.75MHz
band with a transmitter power of
I0mW. Data radios operating on this
band have a range of up to 2km in free
space and are used for short range data
transfer.
The USA has various data and
telemetry bands on frequencies

1.5
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between 440MHz to 470MHz with rf
powers of between l00mW to 5W and
are specified by FCC regulations CFR47
Pt2.

This chart is for
finding the
required receiver
sensitivity at any
distance from the
transmitter.

Estimating radio range
Range is the most important parameter
when assessing the practical implication
of using a low power, licence exempt,
radio system. It is sometimes difficult to
correlate the transmitter rf power to the
receiver. sensitivity and estimate an
effective range.
The-main factors effecting the performance of a radio system are:
•
•
•
•
•

Transmitter power
Receiver sensitivity
Terrain
Antenna height
Antenna feeder cable loss

UHF signals on the 410MHz to
480MHz band propagate directly
between the transmitter and receiver and
act in a similar way to light. There is
therefore a maximum distance that a uhf
signal can travel due to the curvature of
the earth.
With both the transmitter and receiving antenna at a height of three meters
and assuming there are no geographical
obstacle!l, the ''radio horizon will be
around 16 kilometres. If both antennas
are raised t<>· 100 metres the radiQ horizon would
. extend to around 90 kilome.
tres.
With all licence-exempt radios, the rf
power is strictly limited. The achievable
range cari therefore be much less than
the radio horizon.
the r~dio range can be calculated by
sµbtracting the factors causing the attenuation of the signal from the transmitter
power. These include losses due to the
antenna configuration, losses due to the
terrain over which the signal will pass
and the loss caused by the antenna feeder cable.
The propagation of the signal will
depend on the height at which the
receiver and transmitter antenna is above
the ground. The higher the antenna the
better the propagation.
Figure 1 correlates the height of both
antennas to the expected propagation
loss. The left and right scales ,give the
height of the transmitter and receiver
antenna. By placing a ruler between the
two, a propagation loss can be e~timated
for·any combination of heights.
Losse~ caused by the terrain can be
estimated at arqunc\ 50dB in open country or over· water. This would be considerably more if the a:ansmission path was
to pass through buildings.
By subtrac.ting .all the propagation
losses from the power irradiated from
the transmittet, the required sensitivity at
a near distance can be determined. The

- 501"'.s_ _ __..,3--~S-~6""'1'=-s'=-1_,,,o,_..__.,1"=2....,c':6:----::::2s=---,3:;-!;o:--40~s;:';o~ss:-::::7o~s-o
Range (kilometres)

diagonal lines in Fig. 2 can then be used
to determine the required receiver sensitivity at any given distance from the
transmitter.
For example, if a licence exempt
MPT1329 radio, radiating 500mW
(27dBm) was transmitting at fuJJ power
and both transmitting and receiving
antenna were at 12 meters high, then
from Fig. l the antenna propagation loss
would be 55dB. If five meters of lowloss coaxial cable was used to connect
the antenna to the transmitter and to the
receiver there would be a further loss of
2dB.
Receiver sensitivity is the transmitter
power minus propagation, terrain and
antenna feeder losses. At approximately
1.5 kilometres would be -80dB assuming a 27dBm transmission, 55dB propagation loss, 50dB terrain loss and 2dB
Joss due to the antenna feeder.
Using the diagonal lines in Fig. 2 the
required sensitivity of the receiver starting at -80dB can then be obtained at any
distance from the transmitter. The maximum range using this configuration
would be around 16 kilometres, given
that the sensitivity of the receiver was as
good as-120dBm.

Installation criteria
Where ever possible, it is important to
beam the rf signal by using a directional
Yagi antenna. This reduces interference
from other users that might be on the
same channel. It also prevents the transmitter radiating its signal over more area
than it needs to.
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Yagi antennas have a specified power
gain. Therefore the transmitting power
must be adjusted to conform with both
the licence exempt regulations and the
power to which the transmitter has been
type approved.
If care is not taken to make this
adjustment then both the rf power and
the spurious ernmissions will be amplified . This will cause rf pollution over
the band, rendering nearby channels
inoperable.
Before installing a licence exempt
radio system it is also important to
check that the intended channel is free.
Most receivers have a relative signal
strength indication (rssi). This gives a
voltage output if the rf channel is in use.
Hence a voltmeter can be used to check
that no other signal is being transmitted
on the frequency.
When a free channel has been found
the receiver rssi signal can then be used
to check the signal strength of the distant transmitter signal. This also provides a good method of finding the best
position for the antenna and checking its
alignment.

In summary
Low power, licence-exempt data radio is
a powerful alternative to wire over short
and medium ranges. The cost compares
weJJ with dedicated telephone lines, data
cabling in buildings and communicating
with moving machinery. Added to this
are the low cost of installation and physical flexibility afforded by radio communications.
•
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED • EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS • RING US FOR YOU RREQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers
HP141T+ 85528 IF+ 85538 RF -1 KHZ -110MC/s - f:700.
HP141T+ 85528 IF+ 85548 RF -100KHz-1250M - £900.
HP141T+ 85528 IF+ 8556A RF - 20Hz-300KHz -£700.
HP141T+ 85528 IF • 8555A 10 MC/S-18GHzS - (1200.
HP8443A Tracking Gen Counter 100KHz-110Mels. £200
HP84458 Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz • £250.
HP8444A Tracking Generator• 5-1300Mels - (450.
HP8444A OPT 059 Tracking Gen • 5•1500Mcls. £650.
HP35601A Spectrum Anz Interface . £500.
HP4953A Protocol Anz • £400.
HP8970A Noise Figure Meter• 346B Noise Head - C3k.
HP8755A Scalar Networl< Anz Pl - £250 + MF 180C. Heads
11664 Extra • £150 each.
HP8903A Audio Anz - £1000.
HP8656A 100KHz - 990 Meis, SIG AM-FM . £1000.
HP3709B Constellation ANZ (1.5k.
HP11715A AM-FM Test Source · £500.
FARNELL TVS70MKII PU 0•70V 10 amps· £150.
FARNELL PSG 520 SIG 10 Meis AM-FM - £150.
TEK 475 Oscilloscopes 200Mc/s - £300.
TEK 475A Oscilloscopes 250Mels - £350.
MARCONI 6500 Network Scaler Anz - £500. Heads available
to 40GHz many types in stock.
HP3580A 5Hi-50KHz Spectrum ANZ £750. £1000.
HP3582A .02Hz to 25.6KHz Spectrum ANZ £1.5k.
TEK 7L5 + L3 • Opt 25 Tracking Gen • £900.
TEK 7L12 · 100KHz-1800Mels • £1000.
TEK 7L18 • 1.5-60GHzs • £1000.

Mixers are available for the above ANZs to 60GHz..
HP8673D Signal Generator .05-26.5GHz • E15k.
Systron Donner 1618B Microwave AM FM Synthesizer
50Mels • 18GHz C2k.
ADRET 3310A FX Synthesizer 300Hz · 60Mels - £600.
HP Plotters 747.0A • 7475A. Up to £250.
HP3730A + 3737A Down Convertor Oscillator 3.5 - 6.5GHz.
HP Microwave Amps 491-492-493-494-495 -lGHz -12.4GHzC250 each. ·
HP6034A System Powel Supply 0-60V 0-lOA • (500.
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source+ - 10011½ Amp.
HP3779A Primary Muttiplex Analyser • £200 qty.
HP3779C Pril1)ary Multiplex Analyser . (300 qty.
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B.
HP8901A Modulation Meter AM-FM . £1000.
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe. £200.
MarconnF2305 Modulation Meter . £1000.
Racal/Darfa 2101 Microwave Counter - 10Hz-20GHz . with
book as new C2k.
Racal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller+ 200Mels
Pl Ca(ds.
Racal/ Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter + Head • (450.
IEEE Interface • £500.
TEKA6902A also A69028 Isolator - £300-£400.
TEKFG5010 Programmable Function Genr 20Mels - £600.
TEK2465 300 Mcls Oscilloscope - C2k + Probes- £150.
TEK CT-5 High Current Transformer Probe-£250.
TEK J16 Digital Photometer+ J6523-2 Luminance Probe .
£300.
HP745A+746A AC Calibrator· £600.
Marconi TF2008 -AM-FM signal generator • also sweeper •
10Kels · 510Mels • from £250 • tested to (400 as new with
manual - pfobe kit in wooden carrying box.
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406 - £400.
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A+B + plug-ins from 20Mc/s
to 18GHz also 18-40GHz.
HP Network Analysertype 8407A + 8412A + 8601A -100Kels
• 110Mc/s • £500 - (1000.
HP Amplifier type8447A - 1-400Mels £200 - HP8447A Dual .
(300.
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A - 18GHz £800.
HP 8410-A-B-C Network Analyser 110Mels to 12 GHz or 18
GHz - plus most other units and displays used in this set-up .
841la-8412-8413-8414-8418-8740-8741-8742-8743-8746-8650.
From £1000.
Racal/Dana 9301A·9302 RF millivoltmeter - 1.5·2GHz - qty in
stock £250-£400.
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter Jype 9009-9008 - 8Mc/s.
1.5GHz • £1501£250.
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700. £150.
Marcohi/Saunders Signal Sources type - 605B-6070A-6055A·
6059A-6057A605&- £250·£350. 400Mcls to 18GHz.

Marconi Microwave 6600A 1 sweep osc., mainframe with
6650PI -18-26.S GHz or 6651 Pl. 26.5-40GHz-£750 or Pl only
£600. MF only £250.
T~ktronix Plug-ins 7A 13•7A14-7A 18-7A24-7A26•7A 11-7M117S 11•7D10-7S 12-S 1.s2-S6-S52-PG506-SC504-SG502-SG503SG 504-DC503-0C508.DD501-WR501-DM501A-FG501 ATG501-PG502-DC505A-FG504-7B80 + 85 - 7B92A
Gould J38 test oscillator + manual . ( 150.
Tektronix Mainframes • 7603·7623/\·7613·7704A-784.4-7904•
TM501-TM503-TM506-7904A-7834•7623-7633-7844-7854•
7.104.
Marconi 6155A Signal Source-1 to 2GHz • LED . (400.
Barr & Stroud Variable filter EF3 0.1Hz-100Kels + high pass +
!ow' pass - £150.
Racal/Dana 9300 RMS voltmeter - £250.
HP 8750A storage normalizer• £400 with lead+ S.A. or N, A
Interface. Board fitted.
TEKTRONIX· 7S14-7T11-7S11-7S12-S1-S2-S39,547-S51-S52S53-7M11.
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 • £250.
Systron Donner counter type 60548 • 20Mels • 24GHz - LED
readout• C1k. -

Farnell electronic load type RB1030-35. £350.
RaeallDa na counters-99904-9905-9906-9915-9916-9917-992150Mels-JGHz • £100 • £450 -all fined with FX standards.
HP180TR. HP181T, HP182T mainframes £300 • £500.
Marconi 6700A sweep oscillator• 18GHz Pis available.
Ratal/Dana VLF frequency standard equipment. Tracer
receiver type 900A + difference meter type 527E • rubidium
standard type 9475 • £2750.
HP432A-435A or B-436A-power meters + powerheads to
60GHz - £150-£1750- spare heads.
HP8614A signal gen 800Mels • 2.4GHz, new colour - £400.
HP8616A signal gen 1.SHG, • 4.5GHz, new colour (400.
HP3336A or B syn level generator • £500 • £600,
HP3586A or C selective level meter. £500.
HP8683D SIG microwave 2.3-13GHz-opt 001 - 003 - Clk.
HP86408 SIG AM-FM 512Mels or 1024Mels. Opt 001 or 002
or 003 • £800-(1250.
HP86222B Sweep Pl -01-2.4GHz + ATT £1000-£1250.
HP86290A Sweep Pl-2 - 18GHz · £1000 . £1250.
HP86 Series Pis in stock - splitban from 10Mels. 18.6GH, .
£250 - Clk.
HP8620C Mainframe • £250. IEEE.
HP8615A Programmable signal source - 1MHZ - 50Mels - opt
002-Clk.
HP8601A Sweep generator .1·110Mels £300.
HP8349A Microwave Amp 2 • 20GHz Solid state• £1500.
HP19808 Oscillascope measurement system • £300.
HP345513456A Digital voltmeter . £400.
tiP5370A Universal time interval counter - Clk.
HP5335A Universal counter - 200Mels-£500.
HP5328A Universal counter• 500Mels • £250.
HP6034A Power supply •0·6011-0· 10 amps • £500.
HP3710A 3715A-3716A-3702B-3703B-3705A-3711A-3791837 12A-37938 microwave link analyser.
HP3552A Transmission test set • £350.
HP3763A Error detector • £500.
HP3764A Digital transmission analyser - £600.
HP3770A Amp delay distortion analyser . £400.
HP37708 - £450.
HP3780A Pattern generator detector - £400.
HP3781A Pattern generator • (400.
HP3782A Error detector. £400.
TEKTRO,NIX 577 Curve tracer+ adaptors • £900.
TEKTRONIX 150211503 TOR cable test set - £400.
Raeal 1991-1992-1998 - 1300Mels counters-£400-£900.
Fluke 80K-40 high voltage probe in ease • BN • £50-£75.
EIP545 micorwave 18GHz counter . £1200.
Fluke 510A AC ref standard - 400Hz-£200.
Fluke 355A DC voltage standard - £300.
Wiltron 6100 Sweep Gen + 6124C Pl•4•8GHz-C400.
Wiltron 6100 Sweep Generator +61084D Pl • lMc/s •
1500Mels £500 -10 Meis · 18GHz • £1000.
HP86998 Sweep Pl YIG oscillator .01 - 4GHz - £300. 86908
MF-£250. Both C500.
Dummy Loads & Power an up to 2.5 kilowatts FX up to
18GHz • microwave pans new and ex equipt • relays attenuators - swilches - w.aveguides • Yigs • SMA • A.PC7
plugs - adaptors etc. qty. in stock.
B&K Items in stock • ask for list.
Power Supplies Heavy duty+ bench in stock • Farnell • HP .
Weir · Thurlby • Raeal etc. Ask for list. Large quantity in
stock, all types to 400 amp - 100Kv.
Marconi 2955 Radio Test set - £1800.
Marconi 2955 + 2958 Tacs radio test set - £2000.
Marconi 2955R Radio test set • £2000.
Marconi TF2015 SIG lOMels • 520Mels AM/FM • £100.
Marconi TF2016A SIG 10Kels-120Mels. AM/FM • £100.
Marconi TF2171 Digital syncronizer for 2015/2016 . £50.
Marconi TF2017 SIG .01-1024Mels. AM/FM. High grade - low
noise • LED readout. • £1k.
Marconi TF2018 SIG 80Kels•520Mc/s. AM/FM · £600.
Marconi TF2018A SIG 80Kels 520Mc/s. AM/FM • £800.
Marconi TF2019 SIG 80Kels-1040Mels. AM/FM. £1000.
Marconi TF2019A SIG 80Kels-1040Mels. AM/FM - £1250.
Marconi TF2022E SIG lOKels-1,0lGHzs. AM/FM. £1250.
Marconi TF2022E As above but as new• Cal cert • (1500.
Marconi TF6311 Microwave Sweep S/G 10Mels - 20GHz c/W
TF6501 amplitude Anz. plus heads 10Kels-20GHz. Heads
available to 40GHz • (4000.
Farnell SIG ESG1000 10Hz-1000Mels. AM/FM· £800.
IFR 1200S Communications radio test set • £2500.
TF2370 Spectrum Anz's 30Hz-110Mc/s. Large qty to clear as
received from Gov - all sold as is from pile complete or add
£100 for basic testing and adjustment. Callers preferred 0

Pick your own from over sixty units.

A. Early Model - Grey • Rear horizontal alloy cooling fins. qty
of 5 - £750 lot • singly • £200.
8. Late Model - Grey-Vertical alloy cooling fins - [300.
Marconi TK2373 Extender to 1.25GHz • (300. (400.
HP3325A Synthesized function generator • £1000 - Cl 500.
HP33258 Synthesized function generator - £2500.
HP8405A Vector voltmeter - late colour - £400.
HP8508A Vector voltmeter • £2500.
HP8505A Network Anz 500KHz-1 .3GHz • £1000.
HP8505A + 8502A or 8503A test sets- £1200 • £1500.
HP8505A + 8502A or 8503A + 8501A normalizer . £1750£2000.
HP8557A .01Mels-350Mels - 85588 0.1· 1500Mels - 8559A .0121GHz 180T or 180C-D-T £500. £2000.
TEK492 Spectrum Anz-OPT 2-50Kcls-21 GHz • C2.5k.
TEK492P S.A. opt 1·2·3-50 Keis· 21GHz C4k.
TEK495 S.A. 100Hz • 1.8GHz- C3k.
TEKTRONIX· HP Oscilloscopes -100Mels-46S-4658-17401741 etc- £300 - qty in stock.
Phillips 3217 50Mels oscilloscopes - £150-£250.
Phillips 3296 350Mcl s IR remote oscilloscope • £750.

Hitachi VC6041 Dig storage oscilloscope • 40Mels . £500.
TEK2430A Oig storage oscilloscope 100Mels . £2000.
TEK2440 Dig storage oscilloscope 400Mels • £2200.
TEKTRONIX 2245A Oscilloscope 100Mels • £500.
TEKTRONIX 2445 • DMM · 250Mels • £800.

TEKTRONIX 2445A - 150Mc/s
- 4 CH-£800.
Schaffner NSG 200E Mainframe - NSG203A low volt var
simulator • NSG22A. Interface simulator - NSG226 Data line
simulator• all six items at £1500.
Schaffner NSG200E • NSG203E low volt var simulator.
NSG222A Interface simulator • all three • £1000.
LIGHT AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
Anritsu ML93A & Optical Lead Power Meter.
Anritsu ML938 & Optical Lead Power Meter.
Power Sensors for above MA96A · MA98A . MA913A Battery Pack MZ95A.
Anritsu MW97A Pulse Echo Tester.
Pl available · MH914C 1.3 • MH9158 1.3 - MH913B 0.85 .
MH925A 1.3- MH929A 1.55 • MH925A 1.3GI. MH914C
1.3SM.
Anritsu MW98A Time Domain Reflector.
Pl available - MH914C 1.3 • MH91581.3 • MH9138 0.85 •
MH925A 1.3 • MH929A 1.55 • MH925A 1.3GI • MH914C
1.3SM.
Anritsu MZ100A E/0 Converter.
+ MG912B ILD 1.351 Light Source+ MG928 ILD 0.861
Light Source
Anritsu MZ118A 0/E Converter.
+MH922A 0.8 0/E unit+ MH923 A1.3 0/E unit.
Anritsu ML96B Power Meter & Charger.
Anritsu MN95B Variable An. 1300.
Barr & Stroud LS10 Light Source.
BT Power Unit 850 • 1300 • 1500.
Photo Dyne 1950 XR Continuous All. 1300 • 1500.
Photo Dyne 1800 FA. An.
NKT Electronic OAM30 All Meter IMN3032TXI 1300 out.
Electo Optic Developments F0-500 TX Laser.
Cossor-Ray1heon 108L Optical Cable Fault Locator
0-lOOOM 0-lOkM.
lntelco 220 Single Mode Alt 1532.
TEK P6701 Optical Converter 700 MC/S-850.
TEK Orionies 7000 Type Pl OTDR-103A.
HP81512A Head 150MC/S 950"1700.
HP84801A Fibre Power Sensor 600-1200.
HP8158B ATT OPT 002+0111300-1550.
HP81519A RX DC-400MC/S 550-950.
STC OFTX-3 Laser source.
STCOFRX-3.
STC OFR10 Reflectometer.
STC OFSK15 Machine jointing + eye magnifier.
Anritsu ME453L RX Microwave ANZ.
Anritsu ME453L TX Microwave ANZ.
Anritsu MS420B Network Spectrum ANZ.
Anritsu MH370A Jitter Mod Oscillatoc.
Anrltsu MG642A Pulse Pan Gen.
Complete MS65A Error Detector.
System MS02A Timer & Digital Printer.
Anritsu ML612A Sel Level Meter.
Anritsu MS2802A Spectrum ANZ 100Hz-32GHz,
Anritsu ML244A Sel Level Meter.
Advantest TR98201 Signal Gen.
Advantest TR9402 Digital Spectrum ANZ.
Siemens 02108 Level Meter.
Siemens D2150 Bit Error Meter.
W&G PCM3 Auto Measuring Set.
W&G SPM 14 Sel Level Meter.
W&G SPM15 Sel Level Meter.
W&.G SPM16 Sel Level Meter.
W&G PS19 Level Gen - (lk.
W&.G OA20.OA 1 Data ANZ.
W&G PMG3 Transmission Measuring Set
W&G PSS16 Generator.
W&G PS14 Level Generator.
W&G EPM-1 Plus Head Milliwatt Power Meter - £450.
W&G DLM3 Phase Jitter & Noise - £500
W&G DLM4 Data Line Test Set - £750.
W&G PS10 & PM10 Level Gen.
HP8660C SIG AM/FM · Phase • 01-110MC/s • 1300MC/s 2600 MC/s C1 ·C2k.
HP4274A LCR Meter+ Adaptor.
HP8566A High Performance S.A. • 100Hz • 2.5GHz - 2GHz.
22GHz - 300 GHz with mixers.
HP8754A Network ANZ 4- qOOMC/s + 8502A + cables.
HP8754A Network ANZ H26 • 2600MC/s + 8502A + cables.
HP8116A Pulse function Gen £2200.
HP3588A S.A. 10Hz • 150MC/s opt 001-003.
HP54100A DIG Oscilloscope 1GHz • P.O.R..
HP54200A DIG Oscilloscope 1GHz · P.O.R.
HP54501A DIG Oscilloscope lOOMCls • P.O.R.
R&S CMTA 54 Radio Comms. ANZ · 0.1 - 1000MC/s - C4k.
R&S PSA 5 Process Controller 1006-3008. 02.
TEK TDS360 200 MC/s Oscilloscope. £1750.
TEK OF150 Fibre Optic TOR,
MAR SIG 20220 lOKC/s • 1GHz · White - £1650.
MAR SIG 2022C lOKC/s - 1GHz · £1400.
HP1630-1631-1650 Logic ANZs.
BELLING LEE rayproof screened rooms.
Size: 16ft x 10ft x 8ft, 12ft x 8ft x Sit - all inc lighting plus
fans.
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PASSIVE AND AalVE
COMPONENTS
Arrays
Mosfet arrays. Two low-voltage
mosfet arrays from Rohm, UM5K1N
and UM6K1N, are meant for
interlacing and switching at up to 30V
and 0.1 A. Each device has two
mosfets in one UMT package with a
built-in free-wheeling diode for
protection against static, no external
protection device being necessary. A
silicon n-channel structure provides
Ros(onl down to 50, total power
dissipation is 150mW and
drain/source and gate/source
voltages are 30V and ±20V.
Rohm Electron;cs UK Ltd. Tel., 01908
282666; fax, 01908 282528; web,
www.rohm.co.jp.
Enq no501
960-macrocell, 6ns cpld.
Coo/Runner 960 by Philips is said to
be the first complex programmable
logic device to offer 960 macrocells
and to exhibit propagation delays of
6ns - twice as fast as an fpga. The
960 is a true cpld with a 36-wide logic
input connecting to variableconfiguration registers. The device
consists of 12 Fast modules of 80
macrocells, connected by a global
zero-power interconnect array, each
macrocell being preceded by widecombinatorial logic. Philips' Fast Zero
Power technique is responsible for
the speed and density and also for
the fact that devices use zero power
in stand-by, reducing a normal cpld's
static current of around 250mA to
100µA from 3V. Sottware support is
available.
Philips Semiconductors (Eindhoven).
Tel., 0031402722091; fax, 003140
2724825, web,
www.semiconductors.philips.com.
Enqno502

Connectors and cabling
Small, filtered D connectors.
Cambridge Connectors can supply a
range of miniature D connectors, in
which each pin is decoupled to
ground by 1nF or other capacitances
on request; capacitance does not
have to be the same for each pin.
Connectors come In 9, 15, 25 and 37
ways, the straight or right-angled pins
being gold-plated and the shells tinplated steel.
Cambridge Connectors Lid. Tel.,
01223 860041; fax, 01223 863625
Enqno503
Board-mounted receptacle. WW
Fischer's range of right-angled,
board-mounted connectors now
Includes a 19-way receptacle,
extending capability from 2-7 contacts

In a 9mm diameter shell to 10-19 In a
14mm shell. Pins are already formed
artd kept in alignmenf with a spreader
pad, the pins being of different
lengths to ease assembly. Correct
mating is ensured by a locking
technique involving an external collar
which must be operated before
release. Contacts are rated at 1,SA at
20'C; isolation is 1.2kV rms
contact/body and 900V rms
contact/contact/.
WW Fischer Electrical Connectors
Ltd. Tel., 01705 241122;fax, 0 1705
257596; E-mail,
sales@fischerconnectors.co. uk; web,
www.flscherconnectors.co.uk
Enqno504

Crystals
Small resonators. Murata has a new
range of Ceralock piezoceramic
resonators that are 55% smaller than
others in the range, being only 1mm
high and having a footprint of 3.7 by
3.1mm, integral load capacitors
affecting the height. The CSACV and
CSTCV families are for use at
frequencies from 8MHz to 60MHz,
with initial tolerances of ±0.5%,
temperature stability and ageing
varying with the type. Both are
suitable for reflow soldering and
ultrasonic cleaning.
Murata Electronics (UK) Lid. Tel.,
01252 811666; fax, 01252 811777.
Enq no 505

Data converters
8/10-blt dual-channel a-to-ds.
Analog has introduced the AD9281
(8-bit) and the 9201(10-bit) dualchannel, 20Msample/s, cmos
analogue-to-digital converters. Both
have input buffer amplifiers, a
voltage reference and multiplexed
digital output buffers and are meant
mainly for use in applications where
close matching of two a-to-ds is
needed. All a•to•ds have a
simultaneous sampling s/h amplifier
and, since the inputs are buffered,
no external buffering is needed in
most applications. Both devices
work on a single 2.7V-5.5V supply,
take single-ended or differential
inputs and use 175mW from 3V.
Signal:noise ratio is
49dB(9281)I56dB(9201), at 1MHz,
sfdr -62dB, sinad 49dB/55dB and
thd -60dB/-61dB.
Analog Devices Lid. Tel., 01932
266000; fax, 01932 247401.
Enq no 506
Fast, 10-blt a-to-ds. Signal
Processing Technologies claims its
SPT7870/1 analogue-to-digital
converters 10 be the fastest
available, providing 10-bit
pertormance at 100Msamplels, the
7870 accepting eel and positive eel,
and the 7871 taking high-speed ttl.
Both use a two-stage, sub-ranging

format, incorporating a 3-bit flash
msb conversion stage and an 8-bit
interpolating folder conversion,
digital error-correction logic
combining the outputs of both to
give the 10-bit digital output. The
devices work on :t:5V, with a -1V to
1 V Input range.
Signal Processing Technology. Tel.,
01932 254904; fax, 01932 254903.
Enq no 507
·

Dlgltal signal
processors
Digital de-skewers. From Vitesse
Semiconductor comes a line of
low-cost digital 125MHz de-skew
ics, intended for use in automatic
test gear. VS6280/81/82 devices
will Independently adjust delay in
eight signals over 6ns to a
resolution of 6ps, compensating for
path-length differences in shared•
resource equipment. Rising and
falling signal edges are adjusted to
correct pulse-width distortion and
there is no requirement for external
d-to-as. Further improvement in
timing accuracy may be achieved
by placing the timing generator on
the same board as the de-skewer.
Packaging is 128-pin pqfp.
Broadband Technology 2000Ltd.
Tel., 01494 474800; fax, 01494
443100; e-mail,
100616. 3040@compuserve.com.
Enq no 508

Displays
12.1 In 1ft led. Hitachi's
TX31D27VC1CAB is the snappy title
of a new, high-brightness, colour,
thin-film transistor le display. It is an
svga active-matrix type showing 256
colours with a display area of 246 by
184.5mm, having a cmos interface.
Contrast ratio is 150:1 and
brightness 150cd/m2 • Total power
consumption, including that of the
backlight, is 3.4W from a single 3.3V
supply.
Hitachi Europe Lid. Tel., 01628
585163; fax, 01628 585160.
Enq no 509

Hardware
Versatile range of power sockets.
lnterpower Components can supply
a range of panel-mounted, multifunction power-entry modules. They
come in a variety of styles to fit
short, wide or tall, narrow panel
spaces, and may be fitted with
fuseholders of several types, voltage
selectors for 100-120V or 220-240V,
or switches. There are also circuit
breakers, models with outlets for
accessories and built-in filters to
meet IEC950. Units may be
specified for medical use.
lnterpower Components Ltd. Tel.,
01243 842323; fax, 01243 842066.
Enq no 510

Motors and drivers
Custom stepper/encoders.
Sanyo Denki stepper motors,
available from EAO, are available
wtth motor shafts modified in a
number of ways and with Hewlett·
Packard HEDS optical encoders.
Shafts may have standard flats,
pinions can be cut into them and
they may have customer-specified
pulleys; the encoders will produce
500 or 360 pulses per revolution.
High-current and hl gh-torque
motors are also available,
examples being a 4A/phase size
23,single-stack motor with 1.3Nm
holding torque,
EAO Lid. Tel., 01444 236000; fax,
01444 236641; e-mail
uksales@eao.com; web,
www.eao-group.com
Enqno517

Linear integrated
circuits
10-blt, 170MHz d-to-a. AD9731 by
Analog Devices is a 10-bit,
170Msample/s bipolar digilal-toanalogue converter giving a large
dynamic range, 453mW dissipation
and a lower cost than other bipolar
d-to-as. The design is optimised for
direct digital synthesis waveform
reconstruction, providing 55dB of
spurious-free dynamic range at
40MHz and 50dB wideband harmonic
suppression over a 0-65MHz
analogue output bandwidth; narrowband performance is 79dB sfdr,
centred at 2MHz. Package is a 28-pin
ssop.
Analog Devices Ltd. Tel., 01932
266000; fax, 01932 247401.
Enq no 511

Materials
Front-panel labelling. A two-part,
chemical-free process from Mega
Electronics, Quick-mark, is a durable,
sell-adhesive labelling system for
quick production of front panels,
nameplates and the like. The required
image is created or copied onto a
translucent background and an
imaging film made in uv light; after
exposure, the film is placed on an
adhesive-covered board and the two
peeled apart. Either part can be

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford 8D11 2ER. Tel: (01274) 684007. Fax: 651160
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laminated onto a plastic or metal base
sheet. available in several colours,
the label being self-laminating if the
emulsion side of the film is on the
underside. If not, laminating films are
available.
Mega Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01223
893900; fax, 01223 893894.
Enq no512
Bendy ferrite film. (Since 'flexible'
has been perverted to mean
'versatile', one must now say 'bendy'
to avoid misunderstanding). Siemens'
range of ferrite polymer composite
films now includes C351, which is
meant for high-temperature use and
which may be made self-adhesive or
copper-coated. It is usable at up to
200°C and is available in thicknesses
of 0.2-0.4mm with copper coating of
35-1 OOµm thickness and may be
used for emc applications or coil
shielding, or to form flat coil cores in
sensors and contactless cards.
Siemens pie. Tel., 0990 550500; fax,
01344 396721.
Enq no 513
Conductive heat-shrunk tubing.
Methode's shrinkMate heat-shrink
tubing provides a simple electrical
connection between the external
surfaces of coaxial cables or between
cables and shielded housings. It
consists of MIL Std R-46846
polyolefin tube with an inner coat of
silvered thick-film polymer, which
shrinks to half its original diameter
when heated. The material may also
be used to make connections
between components of other shapes
and sizes or between solderable and
non-solderable stamped metal, plated
metal or surfaces coated with
shielding paint. Diameters available
are 0.25-1in in lengths of 1in-4lt.
Surtech Distribution Ltd. Tel., 01256
840055; fax, 01256 479785
Enq no 514

Microprocessors and
controllers
32-blt rise controllers. NEC's
µPD70300x is a family inside the
V850 series of 32-bit single-chip
microcontrollers and has a 32-bit rise
cpu, a choice of ram/rom sizes, an
interrupt controller, a real-time pulse
unit, data converters and serial
interface. Cycle times are down to
33ns at 33MHz to give 38mips and

the cpu has a 32 by 32-bit g-p
register and a set of 7 4 instructions.
Rom or flash can be up to 256Kbyte
and ram up to 8Kbyte; there are 123
i/o pins, two or four pwm channels, a
built-in 10-bit a-to-d and an 8-bit
d-to-a. Communications is taken care
of by a selection of usarts, csis, 12C
serial ports with dedicated baud-rate
generators and on-board phaselocked loops.
Sunrise Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01908
263999; lax, 01908 263003; web,
www.sunrise.co.uk
Enq no 515
16-blt PICs. Three new
microcontrollers from Microchip, the
16-bit PIC17CXXXfamily, show a
33MHz performance of 8.25mips. All
three have 10-bit a-to-d converters
and two 8.25Mb/s usarts, 16K by 16
one-time-programmable eprom
program memory and up to 902 by
8byte of user ram in 64-pin and 84-pin
packages. There is also a 120ns
single-cycle 8 by 8 hardware multiply.
All devices are code-compatible with
the PIC16XXXand PIC17C4X
families and are supported by v.2.10
of Microchip's MPLAB-C17 C
compiler, the PICmasteruniversal
development system and PICstart
Plus development system that has
programmer, assembler and simulator
software tools.
Arizona Microchip Technology Ltd.
Tel., 0118 9215858; lax, 0118
9215835.
Enq no 516

Optical devices
Optocouplers. Hermetic couplers
from Micropac are military qualified to
Mil-std 1772 and provide High

Air-cored colls. Type SC coils by
Total Frequency Control are aircored types in nine standard
winding formats, including a
surface-mounted style. The coils
are made to customers'
specifications for wire diameter,
coil length and inside diameter
using enamelled copper wire with
tinned connections. Prototypes
and production quantities can be
produced in ten working days.
Total Frequency Control Ltd. Tel.,
01903 745513; fax, 01903
742208; e-mail, eddie @ tfc.co.uk.
Enq no 523

are provided with a pwm holding
waveform after an adjustable interval.
The device exploits this mode in its
other role of proportional controller for
heaters, lamps and positioners.
Supply range is 9-60V de, output drive
2.3A and pwm control input to the
integral 24kHz oscillator is ttl level. It
is contained in a 7-lead T0-220 or
s-m plastic DDPAK.
Burr-Brown International. Tel., 01923
233837; lax, 01923 233979.
Enq no524

surfaces having little effect. Models
are available with infrared leds for
long-range operation, with red leds for
visible aiming, with adjustable
sensitivity and with an off delay timer.
They need a 12-24V supply and
provide n-p-n output, the response
time of which is under 0 .5ms.
Matsushita Automation Controls Ltd.
Tel., 01908 231555; lax, 01908
231599; e-mail, info@macuk.co.uk;
web, www.mac-europe.com.
Enq no 527

Switches and relays
Mlcroswitches. To extend the
application of Its SSG range of
microswitches, Omron now makes
them with custom lever designs to suit
most uses and conditions. The
switches themselves measure 1O by
19.8 by 6.4mm and are made with a
standard pin plunger or with all the
usual lever designs; external lever
mounting allows the tailoring of lever
design. Two types of switch provide
switching of SA at 250V ac and 0.1A
at 30V de or 125V ac.
Omron Electronics Ltd. Tel., 0181 450
4646; fax, 0181 4508087.
Enqno525
isolation voltage, high current
transfer, high-speed switching and the
option of multiple packages. The
range is contained in T0-5, T0-18
and 8-pin and 16-pin dips in a variety
of mounting choices, operating
temperature being -65°C to 125°C.
Faraday screening in the multiple
units avoids common-mode
interference and assists with radiation
performance.
Advanced Power Components Ltd.
Tel., 01634 290588; fax, 01634
290591.
Enq no 518

Passive components
Chip inductors. Tekelec Temex
offers two new families of chip
inductor. The standard series in sizes
0603, 0805, 1206 and 1210 covers
values from 0.047µH to 220µH, selfresonating at 5 -260MHz, while the hf
series In sizes 0603 and 0805 comes
in values of 1.2-100nH to resonate at
upto 6GHz.
Teke/ec Temex. Tel., 01256 883340;
fax, 01256 883350; web, www.tekelectemex.com.
Enq no520
Capacitor arrays. Saving in both
space and the cost of installation,
Murata's 0805 ceramic capacitor
arrays contain up to four components
in values from 10pF to 100nF at rated
voltages of 16-SOV de.
Murata Electronics (UK) Ltd. Tel.,
01252 811666; lax, 01252 811777.
Enq no 521
Linear solenoids. Linear solenoids
from BLP come in a variety of sizes
and types and include ac/dc,
miniature, heavy duty, high force/size
ratio, combined pull and thrust and
low-noise types. A range of latching
types incorporates permanent
magnets, pulse operation making
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Oscillators
T-c crystal oscillators. New from
C-Mac is a family of surfacemounted, temperaturecompensated crystal oscillators,
which use an analogue asic to
provide compensation rather than
the bulkier and more powerhungry oven control; these un~s
run from a 3V battery supply. The
compensation circuitry recognises
and corrects for sixth-order
effects to provide stability of
:1:4.6ppm in 15 years at up to
52MHz, which is inside the
Stratum Ill requirement for
telecommunications, as is the
hold-over performance for
frequencies up to 16.384MHz.
Ageing is down to :1:0.Sppm in the
first year. hermetic sealing In a
metal-capped case excluding
stability-degrading contaminants.
A frequency-control pin is
provided for residual ageing
correction or to allow use of the
oscillator in a voltage-controlled
circuit.
C-MAC Quartz Crystals Ltd. Tel. ,
01279 626626; lax, 01279
454825.
Enq no 51 9

lower power operation possible and
no heating. Designs may be tailored
to customers' specifications.
Aerco Ltd. Tel., 01403 260206; lax,
01403 259760.
Enq no522

Power semiconductors
Solenoid and valve driver. In BurrBrown's DRV101 low-side power
switch, the initial complete switch-on
is followed by a pulse-widthmodulated state, so that solenoids, for
example, that need a surge to pull in
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Transducers and
sensors
Optical sensors. Matsushita's UZD6
sensors are of the fixed-focus
triangulation type and provide a
sensing range of up to 70mm with a
repeatability of 0.05mm, colour
changing in targets or uneven

EQUIPMENT
Power supplies
Step-down power controller. As part
of a two-chip power supply for
notebook computers, National
announces the LM2640 synchronous
step-down controller with dual outputs
adjustable between 2.2V and 6V, a
5V/50mA linear regulator and a 2.5V
reference, the regulator serving as a
backup to stay in operation even
when the controllers and reference
are down. Regulation is obtained by a
current-mode feedback control,
providing 0.002% error-rate line
regulation and 0.5% load regulation.
Protection includes programmable
soft-start, thermal shutdown and
under/overvoltage latch-off. Input
needed is 5.5-30V and switching rate
is 200kHz or, optionally, 400kHz,
synchronised to an external source.
National Instruments UK. Tel., 01635
572400; fax, 01635 524395.
europe.support@nsc.com
Enq no528

Wlltltwo

In monostable or

wllll one or two coils,
PZboalO-mounted
with coils

H4V de and gold-plated
palladum contacts rated at

:tAor nov de; power rating 60W.
The relay stands 9.9mm above

1tle board, Is 14.6m m long and

7.2mm wide and 1s fully sealed to
withstand board cleaning.
Easby Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01748
850555; fax, 01748 850556; web,
saJesOeasby.co.uk.
Enq no526

Small, 30W swilchers.Traco's new
TPM series of universal ac-input
switched-mode power supplies are
quite a bit smaller than the average,
yet put out up to 30W. The units are
CE-marked and come in boardmounted or chassis types; they are
potted and further encased in nonconductive material. There are four
ranges, from SW to 30W, each with
single, dual and triple output at
voltages of 5-24V de in various
arrangements. Short-circuit and
ove~oad protection is present and
rfi/emi characteristics are to EN55011
level B.
XP pie. Tel., 0118 9845515; fax, 0118
9843423. £-mail, sales@xpplc.co.uk;
web, www.xpplc.co.uk
Enq no 529

trending and histogram presentation
and a colour display. Several serial
and parallel interfaces, with software,
are provided for data transfer to a pc.
Gould Instrument Systems Ltd. Tel.,
01815001000; fax, 0181 501 0116;
web, www.gould.co.uk.
Enq no 530
Logic analyser with analogue
display. TTi's LA4BOO 48-channel,
100MHz logic analyser has been
enhanced by the addition of an
analogue display to allow the output
from 8-bit data converters to be
viewed while the state listing is also
displayed. Multi-level triggering
provides event counting, branching or
restart on each level and up to four
sequencer words may be used, each
term being the logical combination of
any number of words, including Nots.
Any word or block may be located in
any memory and the acquisition may
be stopped on an equality or
inequality. Optional disassembler
pods support a range of 8-bit and
16-bit microprocessors, each pod
containing its own software .
Thurlby Thandar Instruments Ltd. Tel.,
01480 412451; fax, 01480 450409.
Enq no 531
Calibrator. For calibration and
maintenance in process p lant and
production, Yokogawa's CA100
calibrator, which is paperback-sized,
supplies direct voltage and current at
1µV-10V and 1µA-22mA, sinusoidal
and pulse frequency to SOkHz and
resistance (10mQ-55kQ) calibration
standards. It simulates a range of
thermocouple and resistive
temperature sensors and it also
measures direct current and voltage.
There is a 24V de power supply
available for transmitters and
transducers. Overall accuracy is
within 0.02%. The liquid-crystal
display simultaneously shows output
from the calibrator and the measured
input. An RS-232 interface is included.
Martron Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01494
459200; fax, 01494 535002. £ -mail
info@martron.co.uk; web
www.martron.co.uk
Enqno532
Four-channel waveform recorder.
Latest in the Hioki 8830 series of

waveform recorders is the 8835
Memory Hicorder, which possesses a
6.4in colour le display, a Type Ill card
slot and floppy disk drive. The card
slot enables the use of up to 32Mbyte
of sram, hard-disk cards and flash ata
cards of up to 500Mbyte capacity,
together with i/o cards for GPIB or
RS-232 interfaces. Four analogue
waveforms and 16 logic waveforms
may be monitored and recorded at
1 Msample/s and 12-bit a-to-d
• resolution.The whole thing occupies
the area of a copy of Electronics
World.
Telonic Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01734
786911; fax, 01734 792338.
Enq no 533
Surface resistance measurement.
Auro-Sirby Concoat Ltd measures the
real surface insulation resistance of a
board or assembly to predict
reliability, rather than simply
determining which contaminants, such
as the residue of no-clean flux , solder
masks and the like, are present.
Normally, a special board with a comb
pattern of copper is used, but it is also
possible to conduct the measurement
on a real board, although at
somewhat lower accuracy. Voltage
applied is SOV and the result is
presented in ohms per square. Auto-

H8S evaluation board. An
evaluation board by Hitachi, the
EVB2655 for the company's H8S
16-bit microcontrollers, has an
H8S/2655 microcontroller running
at 20MHz, fully configured and
having all the features of the rest
of the H8S family, so that the
board may be used to develop
applications for the other devices
in the series. The board has
256Kbyte of expandable sram, an
RS-232 link to a pc, a reset mode,
nml control and user and power
leds. All i/o is available to the user.
Included are documentation, and
a tutorial cd-rom, software
including an IAR C compiler, HDI
Windows C debugger and GNU C
compiler and C debugger.
Hitachi Europe Ltd. Tel., 01628
585163; fax, 01628 585160.
Enq no 538

Test and measurement
Recording oscilloscope. In addition
to providing the functions of a
200MHz digital storage oscilloscope,
the Gould OataSYS 7200fast
recording oscilloscope is also able to
capture signals such as 1Ons glitches,
recording direct to disk; and to record
to disk in a 12-bit mode or output to
paper by means of an integral plotter.
The instrument can search for timing
errors in logic circuitry, measure
power dissipation and performance of
high-voltage switching devices and
record If effects such as strain and
temperature. Other features include
input scaling, fast Fourier analysis,
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Sir has been selected by the Design
Council for display in the Millenium
Dome. Concoat Ltd. Tel., 01276
691100; fax, 01276 691227. E-mail,
graham.naisbitt@Concoat.co.uk
Enq no 534

COMPUTER AND
DATA HANDLING
Computer board-level
products
Pentium U main board. Soyo's
SY-6KM mother board uses a

-

l!Wlafer

16 a multi•
Its 11st of
real-time

otlaek8.
91d an Inleractive

fflllk• new components
8ldl1lng One!!. Any board

can be used and

dunng lhe design
components from the
ll&oo-alr(l(l!I library may be
IOl&led Of placed on the other
elde of the board a nd placed
using absolute or relative
ooorttmates: users may also
make thelr own components.
High completion Is claimed for
the a utorouter, which uses "via
reduction· to reduce the number
of through holes and "force
vectors" to find the best
component positions for
minimum trace lengths and
board sizes.
Adept Scientific Micro Systems
Ltd. Tel., 01462 480055; fax,
01462 480213; e-mail,
fnfo@adeptsc1ence.co uk; web,
www.adeptscience.co.uk.
Enq no 541

l'lroGess

233-333MHz Pentium II processor,
the high-speed AGP graphics
interface and three 168-pin dimm
sockets, which support up to
384Mbyte of sdram or 768Mbyte of
EDO dram. It is made in the
MicroATX form intended for compact
or entry-level systems. Two 32-bit PCI
bus mastering slots and two standard
ISDA slots, with two USB ports
provide system expansion, two serial
and one parallel port and a PS/2
mouse connector are provided, as are
disk drive ports and an infrared port.
Soyo UK Ltd. 0181 481 9720; fax,
0181 481 9725.
Enq no 535

Data acquisition
Thermocouple and voltage Inputs.
Keithley's DAS-TC/8 plug-in board for
a pc accepts both voltage and
thermocouple input, to any mixture of
16 differential inputs, without external
conditioning and at up to
100sample/s. For temperature, there
are 16 differential inputs and a coldjunction channel, supporting J, K, T ,
E, R, S and B thermocouples,
providing accuracy to within ±0.5°C.
An on-board v-to-f converter provides
stable readings in the presence of
noise, signal conditioning including
calibration, gain setting, linearisation
and conversion to degrees or volts is
provided.The 16 differenlial inputs
give four voltage ranges covering
measurements of-6.25mV to 10V.
Software support includes 16-bit and
32-bit W indows 95 dll drivers for
programming in VBasic, C and C++
and Turbo Pascal.
Keithley Instruments Ltd. Tel., 0118
575666; fax, 0118 596469.
Enq no 536

Development and
evaluation
Am186CC development. Beacon
Development Tools has complete
Windows 95 development support for
AMD's 50MHz, 3.3V, Am186CC
embedded processor. BeaconSuite
186 supports full CIC++ development
with Microsoft v.1.52 and Borland v .5
compilers, while the VisualProbe

debugger has three operating modes:
simulation, remote and in-circuit, with
the dame graphic interface for all. The
QED emulator works with all key
features of the 186 such as direct
support for the internal dram controller
and execution from 4-50MHz clocks
at 3.3V, tracking execution memory
from chip-select defined space to
dram to allow breakpoint and
execution tracing. Trace memory is
64K bus instruction cycles deep.
Beacon Development Tools Ltd. Tel.,
0117 987 0444; fax, 0117 986 0401;
e-mail, sales@gwg.co.uk; web,
www.beacontools.com
Enq no 537

Programmers
Field programmer. For operation
either alone in the field or with a pc,
the Stag P301 hand-held programmer
supports a range of devices from the
major makers. Running from mains or
battery, the P301 has 1Mbyte of ram
as standard with the option of
expansion to 8Mbyte. Eproms,
eeproms, flash, cmos proms and
serial eeproms in 8, 16 and 32-bit
form are all supported in 8, 24, 28,
and 32-pin dips on 0.3in or 0.6in pitch,
adaptors taking plcc, soic and tsop
packs. Windows or dos software is
available to enable the programmer to
be used remotely from a pc. Farnell
Components Ltd. Tel., 0113 263
6311; fax, 0113 263 3411, web,
www.farnell.com.
Enq no 539
Gang programmer. Hilo Systems
UK's new GANG-OB universal
programmer has eight sockets to take
up to eight p lug-in heads, allowing the
programming of devices in dip, sdip,
plcc, soic, ssop, tsop and qfp
packages and various pin counts.
Support for new devices, needing
both standard and low-voltage
supplies, expands continuously.
There is a fast cpu and an
expandable 1Mb memory, a serial
port connecting to a pc running
Windows 95 or 3. 1.
Smart Communications. Tel., 0181
953 9292; fax, 01819539299. E -mail,
Sales@Smartcom.co.uk. Web,
www.Smartc om.co.uk
Enq no 540

Software
Pcb development. INCASES
Engineering has THEDA v. 5.2, which
is for the design of printed circuit
boards, multi-chip modules and
hybrids from schematic entry, through
interactive and automatic placement
and routeing and emc analysis, to
manufacturing. CE-Router
performance, memory use and
routeing a lgorithms, used for both
interactive and automatic routeing,
have been improved, automatic
routeing times being reduced by
approximately 65%, while completion
rates and routeing topologies have
also been improved; routeing
operations take approximately 50% of
the time previously taken.The
introduction of new 'escape'
a lgorithms within a 'fan-out' pass of
the CE-Router enables THEDA to

perform high-class routeing of
complex and tight arrays of pins as
found on ball-grid arrays, flip-chips
and some complex connectors.
lncases Engineering GmbH. Tel.,
01473 273300 Fax, 01473 274333
E-mail:
100736. 1475@compuserve.com
Enq no 542

PUBLICATIONS

Hood, the ver y best audiophile components, and our own
engineeri ng expertise, to give you unbeatable performance
and unbellevable value for money.
we have always led the field for easy home construction to
profesalonal standards, even in the sixties we were using
easily assembled printed circ uits when Heathkit ln America
were still using tagboardsl. Many years of experience and
innovation, going back to the early Olnsdale and Balley
classlcs gives us Incomparabl e des i gn backgr ound In the
need s of the home constructor. This simply means that
bulldlng e Hart kit Is a real pleasure, resulting in a piece of
equipment that not o nly saves you money b ut you WIii b e

Communications lcs. In over 650
pages, TDK's free data book of
communications devices, also
available on cd-rom, gives full
information on a range of embedded
modems, microcontrollers, Ethernet
and Fast Ethernet, atm/wan
transceivers, analogue tone
signalling and set-top boxes of
various types.TDK UK Ltd. Tel., 0181
443 7061; fax, 0181 443 7022; email, europe.sales@tsc.tdk.com;
web, www.tsc.tdk.com
Enq no 544
Filtered connectors. FCI has a
brochure on a range of circular
Cristal Clear planar filter connectors,
which consist of a planar, metallised
ceramic capacitor and ferrites, the
assembly attenuating by 55dB at
1 GHz. FCI UK Ltd. Tel., 01582
814800.
Enq no 545
Battery protection devices. Circuit
Protection for Batteries Applications
Databook from Raychem provides
assistance on the selection and use
of PolySwitch overtemperature and
overcurrent protection devices for
batteries and packs.
Raychem Ltd. Tel., 0800 968626
(free); fax, 0800 968627; web,
www.Raychem.com.
Enq no 546
Murata from Anglia. Anglia has
recently taken on the range of
components made by Murata and
now has a short catalogue, in which
are described capacitors, inductors,
resonators, sensors, sounders and
suppressors. It contains all electrical
and mechanical details and, if all
else fails, there is a team of people
ready and willing to leap to your
assistance.
Anglia. Tel., 01945 474747; fax,
01945 474849. E-mail, angliac.co.uk.
Enq no 547

•

HART TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF
Try us for.- Bigger Range of Books, Bene, Prices,
NO "28 Day Wair

e;~;dn~~ i:·the reprints and construction manual for the kit
you are Interested In to see how easy It Is to build your own
equipment t he HART w ay. The FULL cost can be credited
against your gubsequent kit purchase.

Catalogues
Flexible heaters. Elmwood Sensors
makes flexible (as in bendy, not
versatile) heaters and has a 6-page
brochure, with a sample heater, to
describe them and to describe
selection. Options available are wirewound, printed etched foil and !TO
resistive coated types, all on
materials including Kapton silicone,
polyester and glass fibre. Heaters
with thermostatic control can be
arranged.
Radiatron Components Ltd. Tel.,
01784 439393; fax, 01784 477333.
Enq no 543

11 you want the very best sound out of vinyl discs then you ~eed our
high quality preamplifier with Shunt Feedback equaflsatIon. The
kl450 also has an advanced front end, specially optimised for low

'AUDIO DESIGN' 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.
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This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the Uagsh!~
ol our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate h1lI
system. This kit is your way to get £K performance at ba(galn
basemenl prices. Unique design leatures sl:'ch as fully FET
stabilised power supplies give this ampllfter World Cl8:ss
pertormance with startJing clarity and transparency of sound, ~llled
to the famous HART quality components and ease of constru~1on.
Standard model comes with a versatne passive lront-end giving 3
switched inputs, w ith ALPS precision wa1ue Velver low•noise
volume and balance controls, no need for an exlern~I p reamp!.
ConstructtOn Is very simple and enjoyable with all the difftCU!t work
done lor you, even the wiring is pre-terminated, ready tor instant
use!. All versions are avail~ble ~ith Standard components or
specialty selected Super Audiophile components and Gold Plated
speaker terminals aod all are also available factory assembled.
K1100 Complete STANDARD Stereo Amplifier Kit, .. - . - . £415.21
K1100S Complete SLAVE Amplffier Klt, ... . , . . - • . .. , , . £353.62
K1100M Complete MONOBLOC Amplifier Kll, ......... , £271.20
RLH11 Reprints ol latest Amplifier anicles . • . .. . . .
. . £1.80
K1100CM Construction Manual w'rth lull pans hsts •.. .. - . - £5.50

impedance moving coif cartridges as well as moving magnet types.
Selected discrete compohents are used_throughout for. ultlm~te
sound quality. The combination of John Linsley Hood design, h,gh
quality components and an advanced dou~e sided printed clrcun
board layout make this a product at the leading edge of lechnology
tha;t you will be proud to ?wn. A rece~t r~vlew in •Gramophone"
magazine endorsing thiS View. Bought m kit form our step by step
instructions a is very easy and satisfying to assemble, or you can
buy a factory assembled version II you wish.
Thls magnificent kit, comes complete with all parts ready to
assem~e inside the tulty finished 228 x 134 x 63mm case. Comes
with full, easy to follow, inst.ructions as well as the ~art Guld~ lo
PCB C6nstn,ction, we even throw In enough Hart AudK19rade Silver
Solder 10 construct your kill
K1450 Complete Kll . . . . . . . .
. , , , , . . £116.58
K1450SA Audiophile Ktt .. . . .... , . .. . • . ..
. . .. , , £138.94
, . , . , , £188.94
A1450SA Factory assembled Audiophile unit
"CHIARA" HEAOPHQNE AMPLIFIER.

ALPS "Blue Velvet" PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS.

Now you can throw out those noisy Ill-matched carbon pots and
replace with lhe famous Hart exclusive ALPS 'Blue yeIver range
components only used selectively in the very top flight of W~rld
class amplifiers. The improvement In track accuracy and matching
really is incredible giving better tonal balance between channelsand rock solid image slabillty. Motorised versions have Sv DC
motor.
MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS
... £15.67
2-Gang 1OOK Un. . ... . . .... .... , , · .. , · ,
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log ... , . , , , ... , , , , . , , , · , · · £16.40
2-Gang tOK Special Balance. zero crosstalk and zero centre
loss.
.. ... . . .... . .... . . . .. . ... - - .... . . ..... . £17.48
MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS
2-0ang 20K Log Volume Control .. . . . .. .. .......... , , £26.20
2-0ang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and toss than 10%
loss In centre position . •..• . .. . . ... . .. , . . . . . . • - . • • • t26.98
TOROIDAL MAINS & O UTPUT TRANSFORMERS
for EL34, 32W VALVE AMPLIFIER
Special set of toroidal transformers, 2 output_& 1 ~a1ns lor the "'Hot
Audio Power" valve amplifier design dtiscobed m the Oct. 1995
Issue ol 'Wireless World". Total Wt 4.8Kg. Special price for the set.
0
t~;~ples of the Ar1lcle by Jett Macaulay. £2

~~ f

PRECISION Triple Porpose TEST CASSETTE TC1 D.
Are you sure your tape recorder is set up lo give its ~st? Our latest
triple purpos.4 test cassette checks the three most •m~rt~nt tape
parameters without test equipment Ideal when fItlmg new
he~
dlgltally mastered test tape at

~/o~;e~~~;~~uallty,

sl Cassette TC1 D Our pnce only

a

• .

... - - .. £9.99

Sud for Your nEE copy
of our LISTS

Highest Quality, purpose designed , 'single ended' c lass 'A'
headphone ampllfler lor ·stand alone' use or to supPlem~.nt those
many power amplifiers that do not have a headphone fa~1lity. Easy
installation with special signal link-through feature, the unit uses our
'Andante' Ultra High Quality power supply. _
.
_
Housed in the neat, black finished, Hart mlnIbox 1t features the wide
freQuency response, low-dlstortion and 'musicality' lhal one
associates with deslgris from the renowned John llnsley Hood.
Volume and balance controls ate Alps ..Blue Velvet" compooents.
Very easy to build, or available fa':10,y assem~led, the kit has very
detailed instructions, and comes w,th Hart aud1ograde sliver solder.
A valuable personal listening option and an attractive a nd
harmonious addihon to any hrfi system.
1(2100 Complete Standard Kit .... . . . . .. . . ..... ..,. - . £112.50
K2100SA 'Series Audiophile' Ktt with selected audiophile
components . . ... ... .. ... . . . .. - . .•• . .• . . . . ... .. . £115.46
A21 OOSA 'Serles Audiophile', Factory Assembled .
£115.46
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . - . . . • £2.50
CM21 oo Cons~uctiOn Manual .
..Anda.nte" Llnear Technology
AUDIOPHILE POWER SUPPLIES
The HART '"Andante" series power supplies are specially designed
for exacting audio use reQuiring absolute minimum noise, low hum
field and total freedom trom mechanical noise.
Utilising linear lechnology throughout for smoothness a~d
musicality makes i1 the per1eet partner for the above umts, or any
equipment reQulrlng fully stabilised :2: 15v supplies.
.
There are two verSlons, K3550 has 2 ::t 1Sv supp4Ies and a smgle
15v for relays etc. K3565 is identical In appearance and has oo_e
:t:15v. Both are in cases to match our 'Chiara' Headphone Amp![her
and our K1450 "Shunt Feedback" Pickup preamp.
K3550 Full Supply with all outputs . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . £94.75
K3565 Power Supply for K1450 or K2100 . . . . ... . . . ... , £34.42
A3550 Factory Assembled Full Supply.
. .... . • £147.25
SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE.
VtSATON "Speaker P(O s~ ls a com~lete speaker design P,rogram
for use oo IBM machines. Covers cab1ne1and crossover destgn and
contains a full expandable database al drive units. ~ar,ning a •most
,eocommeodable" accolade it tests this program 1s ideal ror the
professional speaker builder or serious audiophile.
0303 Speaker Pro 6. 3.S"Oisk .. . . . . . . ... . .... . - . - .. , £45.51
SPEAKER CAMPING MATERIALS
Polyester Wool and Pure Lambs Wool both have optimal damping
properties and are pleasant to handle. Standard 125g bag ts
sufficient for 20 litres enclosure volume.
5070 Polyester Wool. 1259 . . . . . . .
, . £3.20
5069 Pure Lambs Wool. 1259 . . . • .
. . . • • • • • .. . , . £6.73

WILMSLOW AUDIO Tel. 01495 288803
Fax. 01455 288805
CIRCLE NO. 13-' ON REPLY CARD
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SPECIAL OFFER!. SOLENOID CONTROLLED
FRONT LOAO CASSETTE DECK SFL800
High quality (0.08%W&F) cassette mechanism wrth capability of
using standard or downstr eam monitor RI P head. Otters all
standard facilltles under remote, logic or software control. The
control reQuirements are so simple that for many applications not
needing a ll functions m anual switches w ill suffice. Power
reQuirements are also simple with 12v solenoids and 12v speed
controlled Motor, total power req~irement bein~ under 300mA.
Logic control and wiring circuits are included free with each deck.
SFL800 Oeck with Standard siereo head . . ...•..... .. . £29.50
SFL8000 Fitted with High Quality Downsueam monitor head. £44.90
(The H ead alone is normally over £601)

SHUNT FEEDBACK PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER

Hart Audio Kits and factory assembl ed units use the unique
c ombination of circuit designs by the renowned John Linsley

~:wB~~~tNER' S GUIDE TO TUBE AUDIO DESIGN" Bruce
Rozenblit A practical book that does exactly what its title says and
takes a modem look at valve ampllfier construction. 132pp. ISBN 188280-13·3 , .• . . . . . . , .. . . . . , . , , , . , , £18.20
" HIGH PERFORMANCE LOUDSPEAKERS" Edn.5. Martin
Colloms. Latest edition, just out. A realty in-depth oover ~ of the
whole World of speakers and high quality sound reproduction, bul
entirely readable in style. J ust reviewed in •Hifi Wortd"'. 478pp.
ISBN 0-4719-7089-1 . .• , . . . .. .. , . . . . , , . £24.95"
. .... £19.95"
" AUDIO ELECTRONICS" John Linsley Hood .
"THE ART OF LINEAR ELECTRONICS"
John Llnstey Hood. 1994 . . . .. .. ... .. . . . .... . . . . .. £19.95"
" THE ART OF ELECTRONICS" Horowitz & Hill . . . .. .. . £35.00"
"DIGITAL AUDIO ANO COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY"
3rd Edn. 0-240 51397 5 .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . .... . . .. . . . £19.95"
"IITTROOUCING DIGITAL AUDIO CO, OAT ANO SAMPLING"
· · .. , £7,95
ISBN 1870775 22 8 . . . . .• , .. .. . . . . .. "ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK" Don Lancaster .. . .. . . £19.95
"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 0-85935-324-3. 0 . • . . . - . - . .£3.95
"TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR"
0-572-01062·1 . . . . . . • . • . . .
. . . .. . . . • • .. . .. £19.95"
"AUDIO" F.A.Wllson. BP111 . . . . .. . .... . . ... , .. , .. . , .£3.95
" HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENr'
A.A.Penfold. BP267 . . .. , , .. . . . . .. .. .. . - . - .. - , . , , •. , £3.50
" THE HART PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTION
GUICE."
.
, £2.50
" A SIMPLE CLASS A AMPLIFIER"
.
.
£2.75
J.L.llnsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1969. RLH12
" CLASS-A POWER" Single Ended 15W Amp.
J .L.Linsley Hood M.1.E.E. 1996, RLH13 . . , , , , , , , , , ... . £2.50
LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD
REPRODUCTION. G.Brlggs. 1949........ . .. .. . £8.95
" THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
Vance Dickason. (5th Edn.) . . .. .. . . .... . .... . ... . . . £23.95'
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN ANO
CONSTRUCTION Ronald Wagner BKT6 , ... . . ..... .. , £15.95
"THE ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK"
Roger P.Sanders. 1995 . . .. .. .. . . . . ..
. - .. £24.95
" BULLOCK ON BOXES" Bullock & White ... . • ., , £10.95
" AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS & ENCLOSURE
DESIGN" V . Capel. BP256 .. . . . ... . . ..... . .. . , . . . - . - £3.95
"LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS" BP297 , , , , , , , . . , £3.95
"THEORY & DESIGN OF LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES"
J E Bensor, ..... . .. . . . .... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . ... .... . £21.95
"QUICK & EASY TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKER DESIGN"
Larry D.Sharp .. . . ... . .. . . . ..... . . ... - . - - - · · · .. , , · £8.95
"THE COUPLED CAVITY HAN BOOK" David Punon . - , . , , £4.90
"VISATON. HOME HI Fl CATALOGUE." Full Specifications and
Thiele Small Data on all Drive Units . .. . ... .. .. . . . . . . . .. £4.50
"VISATON. CAR HI A CATALOGUE." In car guide , , ., . . - £3.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book t. In GERMAN £6.50
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 2. tn GERMAN £6.50
"SPEAKER PRO 6." VISATON Cabinet Design Software .. £45.51
"SPEAKER PRO 6.'1 Demo Versioo with drive unit database £9.28
"VALVE AMPLIFIERS" Morgan Jones. 199516 , . , . .. . , · £24.50
THE VTL BOOK David Manley 1994. BKVT1 . , . . . . . . . - £17.95
MULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS BKAA27
. .•.. . , . .. . .. . .. . . .
. . .......... , . . . . ... £11.95
"THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER." 0-9624-1918-4 . . . ... , £6.95
AN APPROACH TO AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER DESIGN.
GEC 1957 , . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . - - .. £17.9;5
AUDIO ANTHOLOGIES, articles from Audio Engineering. s,x
volumes covering the days when audio was young and valves were
king!. BKAA3/1 to 6. . .... . .. . . . . ... . .. .. .. . All £12.95 each
"THE RADIOTRON DESIGNERS HANDBOOK" (CO) . , , • £49.00
"PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES" H.D.Reich PH.0. £25.95
"POWER AMP PROJECTS" Anthology. 1970-1989. ... . . £15.50
"WORLD TUBE DIRECTORY" 1996-7 Sourcebook of valve
related products .. . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . .... . • . . • • , •: • £S.95
Fulter descriptions of the contents of alt our boOks Is given in our full
catalogue, price .. .. . .. .. . .. . • . .. . . . . ... . .... . . . . . £4.50
Postage on a ll books, unless sta~red, Is only £2 per book,
maximum £4.50 for any number, any s1ze!. Starred Items are he~vy
books cosling £3.50 to send.
.
Don't forget No waiting at HARTL AU listed books are n~rma\ly
fn s tock!. Just ring wi1h your Credit Card Number for mstanl
despatch!.

AU Prices Include
UK/ EC VAT.
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son balanced

Antennas
from co-ax

Fig. 3. This short balun
is obtained by
connecting A and B of
Fig. 2. There is no
difference in
implementing the long
or the short balun. It is
just a matter of
practical convenience
with respect to the
frequency of operation
and grounding
requirements.

.

.

Antennas built from coa~ial ca,b le are easy to implementi. can be
matched using the same ~oaxial cable wired as baluns and give a
good compromise between gain and size. Dominic DiMario explains.

It is worth mentioning that points A and B are at the same
potential so they can be connected together thus getting a
more compact balun, Fig. 3. Eventually the complete antenna was wired as in Fig. 4.
It can be placed horizontally or vertically. The standingwave ratio is 1:1 at the band centre. Bandwidth depends on
the length of the antenna in use: the longer the antenna the
wider the bandwidth. With a 1.1 m cb car antenna, the standing-wave ratio was 1:1.8 at ±200kHz with respect to the centre frequency of27.18SMHz.

Car Antenna

Working at other frequencies

T

he .type and number of designs concerning antennas
and related components is bewildering. Yet I get the
.
impression that there is still a lot to discover, experiment and field test - especially now that computers provide
a means of optimising complex antenna designs.
Using coaxial cable as part of the radiating element of an

t2 = {tJ4)x0.96
500

h= (tJ4)xP

son

500 balanced

I
son

r

Shorted end
Fig. 1. In this coaxial cable antenna, the matching
stub is actually half the radiating dipole. Physical
length of the coaxial portion depends on the
propagation speed and the frequency of operation.
Unbalanced feed and the impedance mismatch limit
the performance of this antenna. P is 0.665 for a solid
dielectric cable.
Fig. 2. When fed with a son coaxial cable, this
transmission line transformer will have a 1:1 ratio,
from son unbalanced to son balanced. Point A and B
could be connected together. l ength [ is always
(1/4)xP. This {ype of balun is effective only for
limited band around the calculated frequency. If
broadband baluns are required it is better to resort to
toroidal transformers.

a
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500 unbalanced

antenna goes back many decades and several designs have
been proposed. 1 Toe approach used here is to devise a dipole
where the matching stub, instead of being hidden somewhere,
becomes an integral part of the radiating element.
I chose citizens'-band (cb) equipment to experiment with
because it can be easily found and it is relatively cheap. Also,
the mechanical construction of the relevant antenna is not
critical, although the size can be a problem on occasions.
Figure 1 shoes the basic approach. The stub is a short-circuited length l 1=(tJ4)xP of 50.Q coaxial cable, shorted at one
end. The propagation speed factor of the cable is represented
by P. This factor is 0.665 for standard solid dielectric
(polyethylene) and 0.82 for the foamy type dielectric (usually
polyethylene/air).
The non-coaxial part of the antenna is made with a 2mm
solid copper electric cable cut to a length '2=(tJ4)x0.96 to
compensate for the proximity effect.
Although I found this· antenna satisfactory when used for
receiving, it had a relatively high standing-wave ratio when
used in transmit mode. There are two evident drawbacks:
first there is a mismatch between the son impedance of the
cable and the 73Q of the antenna. Secondly, the feed line is
unbalanced while the antenna requires a balanced feed.

Solving the mis-match
One quick way to solve the mismatch problem is to connect
a standard son car antenna intended for cb use in place of
the non-coaxial portion of the antenna.
Under normal circumstances a ground plane is required,
and the car body does just that. But with the coaxial solution
it is possible to install a car antenna in an apartment or under
the roof without the need of a ground plane. Eventually it
worked very well, although the actual length had to be slightly shortened.
The second problem is solved by adding a balun which,
believe it or not, uses coaxial cable only. This balun's design,
Fig. 2, is often found in literature2 and it is always shown as
a 4:1 or 1:4 transmission line transformer.
But if the coaxial cables involved have all the same
impedance, son in our case, there is no impedance transformation. Only an easy to make I: 1 balun is needed with
practically no losses and perfect matching.
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This set up should work fine also at other frequencies as the
design can be scaled up to the low uhf range. Operation at a
higher frequency could be critical due to mechanical tolerance. I made no attempt was made to apply this design at
uhf.
An alternative solution to the car antenna is to u se straight
2mm electric wire slightly longer than tJ4, l2=2.97m for the
cb frequency of27.18SMHz, Fig. 5. At this length the resistive part of the antenna is son but there is also an inductive
part matched by shortening the coaxial portion, now reduced
to 1.32m. This gives an overall length of 4.29m.
Although it is not clear at this point if this antenna is to be
considered as a matched tJ4 or an off-centre fed dipole,3 it
works quite well in practice. It has a much wider bandwidth
than the car antenna mentioned earlier. It is also Jess critical
when it comes to make the final length adjustment which is
influenced by the surroundings and distance from the ground.
The suggestion here is to substitute the end of the wire with
a telescopic antenna and adjust its length until the lowest
standing-wave ratio is attained. It should be J. Next solder an
equal length of 2mm wire in place of the telescopic antenna
and the construction is over.
Admittedly, the size of this antenna, at least for cb frequencies, does not make it very bandy. Its best location could
be horizontally under a roof, on a balcony or between trees,
national regulations permitting.

Radio and television reception
This design is scalable to higher frequency ranges. I tested it
at vhf receiving fin broadcast radio and also tried receiving a
television channel transmitting at 220MHz in a fringe area.
Receiving the television channel, the result was compara-

Table 1. Segment length of Fig. 5 in millimetres. The vhf television
channel is located at 220MHz. The cb antenna is made with son
coaxial cable with solid dielectric while the television and fm radio
antennas - including baluns - are made with standard 750. tv coaxial
cable cable with foam type dielectric.
Balun length r
f2 dia.
r,
r2
1830
CB
1320
2970 (2)
2
630
FM
630
730 (2)
2
280
VHF tv
280
320 (1)
110
UHFtv
90
150 (1)
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50Q unbalanced

Fig. 4. CB car antenna can be part
of a dipole b y m eans of a radiating
stub. Distance d should be kept as
short as possible as any additional
length has to be removed from the
total length of the antenna that
wilf be unavoidably shortened.
Perfect tuning is critical and any
trimming should be accomplished
with the antenna already in its
final place.

500
d

ti= (tJ4)xP

l

Fig. 5; An antenna
longer than 1/4 could
be used instead of the
t2= 7'.x0.24 (750 line)
car antenna in order
to match the son feed
fine. This solution has
given the best
performance, although
its overall length of
4.29m in the Citizen
Band may pose some
problems regarding its
physical installation.
t1 = (tJ4)xPx0.72 (50n line) This is a scalable
solution right up to
t1 = (A14)xP (75n line)
uhf and has given
good results also as a
receiving tv antenna
over a limited
frequency range.

t2= 7'.x0.27 {500 line)
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RF DESIGN

Power amplifier
circuit boards
ble to a four-element Yagi antenna. This is not surprising
when you consider that a television Yagi is designed to cover
a wide frequency range while this coaxial antenna is
designed for a specific frequency only.
This solution is best suited where space is limited, as in the
case of portable television sets. It will give an improved performance with respect to the existing vhf antenna. Of course,
the length of each section must be adjusted for the frequency in use if it is different from 220MHz.

Fig. 6. A shorter antenna is feasible
if a coif is added near the dipole
feed point. 17 turns of insulated
2mm wire are closely wound on a
17mm form. The total length is now
only 3.19m at f=27.185MHz.

Useful for television?
I attempted to design a coaxial antenna for receiving uhf television channels: due to the large bandwidth required, the segments were cut according to different frequencies and the
deliberate mismatch helP.s to cover a wider band.
In the uhf and vhf range, the line between the antenna and
the receiver is a standard 750 coaxial cable. This means that
the mismatch with the antenna is minimal. It does not require
any additional adjustment but the length of the segments is
again different with respect to the design intended for cb use,
Table 1 .
If the antenna of Fig. 5 is found to be a little too long for
the specific frequency in, use, it is always possible to shorten
it by installing a coil at the feed point of the antenna, Fig. 6.
This solution is j ust as good as the one without coil although
a narrowing of the bandwidth has been observed. Also, of
course, you have a more complicated construction due to the
presence of the coil. Efficiency will be lower because of the
additional losses in the coil.

A question of balance
The suggested designs'require a balanced feed. But how balanced?
· · ·
The devised balun gives a perfect balance but I suspected
that if a balun with a variable balancing could be connected
in the circuit it would be possible to- compensate for any
antenna residual unbalance and improve performance.
The good news is that a balun of this type could be easily
devised Fig. 7. But. the bad news is that the improvements
are only marginal, if any, and did not warrant the extra complication of a variable capacitor.
If you can measure the required capacitance, it is always
possible to connect a fixed capacitor, 120pF for
.f=27.185MHz, instead of a variable capacitor. It could have
a small trimmer in parallel.
This balun cou'ld be useful where you have to tune to more
than one frequency.and still keep a perfect balance. It could
also be useful where you need a splitter to feed two signals,
phased 180°, to two unbalanced antenna systems.
What has been said so far does not say anything about
efficiency and radiation pattern. No tests were earned out in
this regard but a test on the gain gave an average of 6dB for
a cb antenna wired as in Fig. 5. The test was done by com.
parison with a known 3dB gain antenna: about half the
power was required from a coaxial antenna to get the same
signal reading.
•

son balanced

Fig. 7 . Variable·balancing
unit. The capacitor is part of
a tuned circuit-where a
length of the coaxial cable,
typically around 1/20
corresponding to a length of
0.55m in the citizens' band,
represents the inductance.
There is little improvement
with respect to a standard
balun and its best use could
be as a variable splitter. The
capacitance, measured at
120pF, could be substituted
by a silvered mica capacitor
once its exact value is
known.

"'120pF

or £2S each

Professionally designed and manufactured printed circuit
boards for Giovanni Stochino's no compromise 1 00W power amp are
available to buy.
These high-quality fibre-glass reinforced circuit boards are
designed for Giovanni Stochino's fast, low-distortion 100W
power amplifier described in the August 1998 issue. Layout
of the double-sided, silk screened and solder masked
boards has been verified and approved by Giovanni.
This offer is for the pcbs only. The layout does not
accommodate the power amplifier
scheme shown in the article.
Note that a copy of the
article and a few
designers' notes
are included
with each
purchase, but
you will need
some
knowledge of
electronics and thermal
management in order to
successfully implement this design.
Please send me_ pcbs @ £25 each or £42 a pair.
I enclose my cheque for £ _ _
Please debit my credit card for £__
Card type MasterCard/Visa.
Card number
Expiry date

__

__;

t

Signature

"''A/20

£42 per pair
fully inclusive

Giovanni's high-performance power
amplifier mounted on its heat sink.
Specifications
Power into Bn load
Small-signal bandwidth before the output filter

100W
20Hz(-0.l dB),
1.3MHz (-3d8)
Unify gain frequency before lhe oulput filter
22MHz
Output noise (8W=80kHz, input terminated with50Q 42pV rms
+32mV
Measured oulpul offsel voltage

Distortion performance
I kHz
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Vout, pk·pk
5
10
20
40
80

0.0030%
0.0028%
0.0023%
0.0028%
0.0026%

Slew rote
Positive slew-role +320V/ps
Negative slew-role -300V/ps

20kHz
0.0043%
0.0047%
0.0061%
0.0110%
0.0170%

Networks and
Telecommunications
Design and Operation
Second Edition

I

•

...

Introduction to
Digital Mobile
Communication
Yoshihiko Akaiwa
A comprehensive treatment of
the digital technologies that
make personal mobile
communication a real ity
Although today's mobile
communication engineers and
designers can build upon the
advances in digital
telecommunications, specific
technical requirements robustness against fast fading,

•. t I

Telecommunications
Design and Operation
Second Edition
Martin P. Clark,
Telecommunications
Consultant, Frankfurt,
Germany
Telecommunications network
design and operation is now
widely regarded as an issue of
business management as well
as electrical engineering. In
this updated edition, Martin
Clark, a pioneer of this
perspective, applies it to the
increasing complex and
diverse realm of voice, and
data and multimedia
networks.
W ritten in an accessible style
and clearly illustrated
throughout, this is a basic,
practical and intuitive insight
into modern network
engineering and sections
including:
• Technical accounts of
modern voice, data and
multimedia networks
• Coverage of ATM, B-ISDN,
SDH, mobile radio and
satellite networks, Internet
and TCP/IP
• Practical aspects of running
and setting-up networks
• Running a business based
on telecommunications
A text specifically for readers
new to the whole subject of
telecommunications, and
professional
telecommunications managers
who need an introduction and
reference work on all aspects
of technology, operational
techniques and regulation.
ISBN O 471 973 46 7
Europe £86

ROW £1OS

mathematical treatments
and mathematical models
• Presents the latest research
results with detailed
references
This valuable resource
provides a solid introduction
to mobile radio
communication for the
students or professional in
related fields. Most important,
for design engineers and
equipment manufacturers, its
up-to-date findings will
stimulate new research and
creative design and system
development efforts.
Yoshihiko Akaiwa is a
leading researcher in the
digital mobile communication
field. Currently a professor at
Kyushu University, he worked
as a researcher for over twenty
years at the NEC Corporation
ISBN O 471 17545 5
UK £57.50 Europe £60.50 ROW £73

• Describes equipment and
circuit implementation
methods and their
performance characteristics
• Discusses elements of and
methods for digital
modulation and
demodulation schemes
• Provides practical designs
and c ircuits for spectrumefficient modulations
• Covers mobile radio
channels and digital mobile
radio systems
• Includes extensive

·For the practising cellular
communications engineer this
is a systematic set of solutions
for improving traffic flow in
cellular networks. It also
includes complete theoretical
and case material ideal for
post-graduate network
engineering researchers.
ISBN O 471 95641 4
UK £37.SO Europe £39.95 ROW£46.95

Cellular Mobile
Radio Systems

Network-Based
Images

Designing Systems for
Capacity Optimization

A Practical Guide to
Acquisition, Storage,
Conversion, Compression and
Transmission
Gilbert Held, 4-Degree
Consulting, Macon, Georgia,
USA

Husni Hammuda, Ericsson
(UK) Ltd
spectrum and power
efficiency, and the demand for
low-priced equipment- post
new technological challenges
that demand creative
solutions.
Introduction to Digital
Mobile Communications is a
comprehensive treatment of
the digital technologies that
are rapidly spawning new
advances and applications.
Written by a pioneer in the
field, this book covers all the
important concepts, from the
fundamentals of signal
analyses and d igital
communication to
descriptions of the latest
transmission systems. Rich in
detail and broad in its
coverage, this remarkable
book:

the evaluation of
combinations of modulation
and multiple access
techniques
• Includes primary
performance data as well as
predictive models
• Theoretical material is
explained using examples
from first and second
generation transmission
systems
• Covers recent innovations
in personal communications

Rapidly increasing demand for
mobile radio freq uency
subscription is already
pushing cellular networks to
the point of overload. Of the
various methods which are
being explored to tackle this
problem one of the most
notable is the integration of
advance modulation and
multiple access techniques. In
this book, Husni Hammuda, a
pioneer of this hybrid, shows
how it can be applied in
practice to optimise the
efficiency of mobile radio
cells.
• Provides detailed criteria for

Network-Based Images offers
a fresh approach to the
acquisition and manipulation
of visual imag'es on computer
by focusing on the network
application side.
This practical Guide
explains the methods used to
store images electronically
and discusses the popu lar
image-based applications,
such as storage, conversion
and compression. Gilbert
Held reviews the procedures
used to minimize the effects of
other image-based
applications to increase
efficiency.
This network oriented book
provides detailed information
on the transmission of images
to other systems and includes
an overview of the associated
problems.
Features include:
• Use of images on LANs
includes LAN-based World
Wide Web Servers
• Use of HTML image related
statements
• Techniques to avoid costly
network upgrades
• How to segment LANs
• Network modifications to

counter the bandwidth
effect of images upon LAN
transmission
Essential reading for network
managers and administrators
as well as Web server
administrators and personal
computer users. This book
will provide unique coverage
of images oriented to efficient
use on networks: storage,
acquisition, and use in
applications
ISBN O 471 97357 2
UK £37.SO Europe £39.95 ROW £46.95

Stereophonic Sound
Recording
Theory and Practice
Christian Hugonnet and Pierre
Walder
Recent advances in d igital
audio have heralded
substantial innovations in
sound recording techniques
and increased the importance
of applying the latest
microphone techniques. The
authors of this book focus on
these innovations, giving
numerous examples of their
use within the framework of
an analysis-based recording

provide an authoritative
analysis of the subject that
offers valuable, practical
guidance that will aid the
development of new
recording methods. Their
inside knowledge of the
requirements of the
phonographic, broadcasting,
film and other media
industries ensures expert
coverage of new products and
approaches including:
• recording techniques for all
types o microphones
• in-depth analysis of the
princ iples and use of
stereophonics
• influence and role of the
venue acoustics on the
sound recording
• guidelines for mastering and
mixing different levels of
sound from different sources
For professional audio
engineers, this manual
provides systematic advice for
getting opt imal performance
from studio equipment. For
students of audio engineering
it will form a comprehensive
introduction to the area of
stereophonic recording,
backed up by real-world case
studies and a wealth of
practical experience.
ISBN O 471 97487 0
UK £32.4S Europe £34.95 ROW £41.95

Protect Your Privacy
on the Internet
Privacy defense tools and
techniques you can use right
now
Bryan Pfaffenberger

engineering theory.
The book provides a
complete overview of wel lknown sound recording
procedures practised worldwide, whilst also presenting a
methodology that will provide
the reader with an efficient
approach to sound recording
of classical music, rock and
pop music, drama and
speech. The widely illustrated
theoretical knowledge is
presented in clear and simple
language.
Building on their
considerable experience of
creating innovative recording
techniques, the authors

CD-ROM includes a complete
collection of Windows
privacy software.
Is your complete Iife story
available to anyone with
Internet access? It's really not
all that hard to snoop in

All prices are fully inclusive
of packaging and delivery
Return to Jackie Lowe, Room L333, Quadrant
House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 SAS

Please supply the following titles:
Qty Titleor ISBN

Price

Total·- - -- - Name_ ____________
Address,_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

Postcode·- -- - -- - Telephone,_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Method of payment (please circle)

Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO
Cheques should be made payable to
Reed Business Information

Continued over page

Credit card no_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Protect Your Privaq
on the

Internet

Card expirey
Signed

1-,,,.ivllty dtftnse 100/s
11r,d tetlmiq1111,011 um

,u1'1!J'1t now

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

COMMUNICATIONS
cyberspace. As more and
more business is conducted
over the Internet, it has
become increasingly difficult
for both businesses and
individual users to protect
private information. Your
reputation, Your finances, and
your basic right to privacy are
on the line every day. What
can you do about it?
You can fight back. Protect
Your Privacy on the Internet
tells you everything you need
to know to ensure your
privacy and use the same
technology that's being used
against you to protect
yourself. You'll get industrialstrength encryption tools to
keep your affairs secret, the
way they ought to be.
Bryan Pfaffenberger arms
you w ith privacy defense
strategies such as:
• Creating a bullet-proof
password
• Getting your name out of
the databases
• Cleaning up your browser's
trails
Protect Your Privacy on the
Internet gives you proven
privacy defense strategies and
techniques· to help you make
the Net a safer place to work
and play. You'll get the
names of Internet privacy
organizations that are
working to protect your
privacy rights and find out
what you can do to help.
On the accompanying CDROM you'll find a collection
of Windows Privacy freeware
and shareware, including:
Pronto% - an e-mail program
that works in conjunction
with em;:ryption software to
protect your e-mail
Mutilate - software that
thoroughly erases files
beyond recovery, ~ven by
expert snoopers
Win-Secure-It® - a utility
preventing unauthorised
access to files on your
computer
AMSD Ariadna™ - a fullfeatu red browser that reads
tables and Java but ignores
"cookies", text files that
transparently save where
you've been
Random Password Generator
- a program enabl ing you to
generate up to 1,000,000
passwords to protect you
against unauthorized access
to your Internet account
Cyber Patrol™ - parental

control software that
prevents kids from
uploading personal and
demographic information to
commercial sites
ISBN O 471 18143 9
UK£27.45 Europe £29.95 ROW £36.95

Internet Audio
Sourcebook

JavaScript code, and VBScript
code into your HTML
documents.
Finally, the authors show you
how to get the most out of new
audio technologies, including
streaming audio, MIDI
applications, voice synthesis
and recognition, and Internet
telephony, as well as covering
hot new products like the
Headspace Beatnik audio
engine and Liquid Audio.

The CD-ROM

INTERNET
AUDIO
,,..,~.....;,::-........

----

.__,._..HTMl,.Jp."°_.~..........

.....--..,.,...~....,...,...,_
The complete guide to Internet
audio techniques and tools
Lee Purcell and Jordan
Hemphill

"The World Wide Web has
spouted vocal cords, gained a
voice, and begun to sing." Lee Purcell and Jordan
Hemphill
Internet Audio Sourcebook
offers you a quick, easy way to
acquire the knowledge, skills,
and some of the tools you
need to build cutting-edge
audio capabilities into your
Web pages, including:
• Music, narration, and sound
effects
• Streaming audio for realtime broadcasts
• Automated, spoken-voice
instruction
• Audio conferencing and
Internet telephony
• MIDI techniques for musical
training and analysis
Taking a step-by-step
approach, the authors get you
up to speed on the latest audio
tools and techniques. First they
school you in the basics of
creating, processing, and
storing audio data.
You learn the various
methods of working with
digital sound and how to use
available tools to shape audio
content for the Internet. Then
they show you how to deliver
your digital sound over the
Web. They explain the HTML
coding used to access audio
files and teach you techniques
for integrating Java applets,

You get fully functional demos
of top-of-the-line sound
processing applications,
including Sonic Foundry's
Sound Forge and Hohner
Midia's Samplitude Studio.
Authoring tools such as
Symantec's Visual Cafe,
Aimtech's Jamba, and Acadia
Software's Infuse JavaScript
editor are also included.
ISBN O 47119150 7
UK £28.45 Europe £31.95 ROW £39.95

Web Security
Sourcebook

I

A Complete Guide to Web
Security Threats and Solutions
Avie! D. Rubin, Daniel Geer,
and Marcus J. Ranum
The front door is unlocked and
wide open. The alarm's not
working and no one's home.
All of your valuable, money,
and intimate details of your life
are just sitting inside, waiting
to be taken. No, it's not your
house, it's your computer.
The Web now penetrates
every aspect of our lives, from
the home PC to the Business
office. But with each advance
in convenience comes a
geometric increase in
vulnerability to the integrity of
data and software as well as to
the confidentiality of
information. Although the
flaws inherent in the Web are
real, solutions are available.
Let Aviel Rubin, Daniel Geer,
and Marcus Ranum give you
the answers.
Here's a book that's valuable
today and indispensable for the
future. It includes basic and
advanced techniques for
client-side and server-side
security, browser security,
writing secure CGI scripts,
firewalls, and secure ecommerce. There's a special
appendix that demystifies the
complex world of
cryptography. And the book
comes with access to a
dedicated Web site containing

up-to-the minute information
on the latest security threats
and solutions.
So whether you're a
Webmaster trying to close the
door on sites and applications,
or an everyday user hoping to
keep your desktop safe, this is
your essential source of:
• Protecting and securing Web
pages, search engines,
servers, and browsers
• Writing impregnable applets
and scripts, and avoiding th.e
dangers inherent in every
language
• Using (and abusing) firewal ls
and cryptographic controls
• Securing commerce and
payment transactions
ISBN 0 471 18148 X
UK £27.45 Europe £29.95 ROW £36.9S

Encyclopaedia of
Acoustics
Edited by Dr Malcolm J
Crocker, Auburn University
Sound Information in 167
detai led Chapters. Now
there's a new four-volume
reference that covers every
imaginable area of acoustics,
sound and vibration - from
the design of a concert hall to
the intricacies of the human
ear. It's the Encyclopaedia of
Acoustics.
In this on-of-a-kind set,
edited by well-known
acoustical expert Dr Malcolm
J. Crocker, you'll get:

Hands-on

Internet
~yril Bateman has been delving deeper into the Y2000 problem an~ has
some specific advice for spreadsheet users~ He's also found a site covering
ho~ to implement dielectric ·resonators.

H

aving started looking into the year 2000
· implications for my·applications software, I now
realise why most year 2000 advice, information
and software targets the bios and real time clock issues.
Some vendors explain thi·s bios focus on the grounds of
the high cost of replacement hardware, quite simply it is
the easiest and quickest aspect of all to examine.
The quarterly report into -Y2K progress of mission
critical systems in the US government's 24 largest
departments' shows a slowdown. It fell from. its previous
9.4% rate by February to 7.9% for May. Should this rate
continue, many departments will not be ready-in time.
A report by US News & World on the Y2k News2
magazine site, which ·is hosted by Ed Y ardeni of Deutche
Morgan Grenfell, claims that 44% of US companies have
already experienced a year 2000 failure. 3 It debunks five
popular myths, believed to promote complacency and thus
slow progress to Y2K conformity, Fig. 1 ,
If you need and rely on your computer and have not yet
taken any Y2K actions, I suggest you read both reports.

~
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( Y2K tle\•JS Mag,m np - The Wo,ld,. I eading tie\.)\ Mdqd/UU
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• Extensive cross-referencing
and indexing
• 2000- plus pages of insights
from more than 200
international expert
contributors
• An exhaustive examination
of the fundamentals of
acoustics and vibration in
the first two volumes
• A revealfng exploration of
acoustic applications in
Volumes Three and Four
• General Introductions at the
start of every section
This up-to-date work is the
definitive acoustics resource
for students, engineers,
scientists, and researchers in
the field.
Casebound © 1997, fourvolume set
approx. 2,000pp.
(7 50ppsJvolume)
ISBN 0471 80465 7

A good starting place is the Year 2000 and Spreadsheets.4
This four-page FAQ should answer many questions for all
versions of Excel and 123.
While all spreadsheets can handle any date in the new
millennium, the safest course is to always enter dates
using four digit years. If you use only two digit years, it is
important you know how to do this correctly, taking
account of any 'pivot' year assumptions in your
spreadsheet software and any linking applications.

Using a spreadsheet?

·

Fig. 1. Subscribe to
the magazine or visit
this site regularly for
Y2K updates.

LOC6110n ~pJiw..w.,21<.-, co.-1

The World's Leading Bi-Weekly
Printe.d News Magazine
and Information Source for the Year
2000
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DateSpy·· 1
DateSpy Professional"
DateSpy Pro Enterprise''

Year 2000 and application software
As a user of an operating system you can perform some
limited tests. Ultimately though you have to rely
principally on statements of compatibility by the operating
system vendor. ,
When upgradeo with the appropriate fix packs; theoperating system is·claimed to be compliant. Invariably
this claim is qualified as ' compliant but with.minor ·
issues' . The full implications of these 'minor issues' will
only become apparent with testing and as time progresses.
Much application software provides alternative ways to
include dates. These alternatives cover not only the
difference between the US and UK traditional date
formats, but also·year values entered using two or four
digits by the user.
The first application software which sold computers was
the spreadsheet. It has long been favoured for business
results and forecasts, but it is also used to simplify
repetitive design .calculations and data inputs. Since I use
both Excel and 123, I decided to look into these
applications.

-

!IMS gptlons Qile<lory ~ -

Fig. 2. Whether or
not you have a
potential spreadsheet
date problem,
DateSpy should
quickly highlight
problem areas.

\ lAR.2000 ASSESSMENTTOOL ~OR
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YH r 2000 • Excel 'Support

RtportJng

·

Eqtivalent ciail
-j50
Side vtew and equlvalent circuit of a coaxlalreso- chart Is shown on the ~ght up to 3 GHz, The
nator.The measured parameter Sl 1 In the Smith resonant frequency ls approximately 2A GHz.

Fig. 3. Sectional view and equivalent circuit for a ceramic coaxial resonator. The
Smith chart clearly shows this particular device's 2.4GHz self-resonant frequency.
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Progra ming silicon floppies

COMMUNICATIONS

27Ohms
100pF
+3V
18 kOhms

Fig. 4. Usable at
frequencies to
12GHz, this
Siemens
laboratory
prototype was
built on 0.38mm
thick PTFE board.

28.3mm
Daoloctr. rosonak)r
8&9500-A9107

SIEMENS
Rea. fl~ency: 9.1 GHz
Tomp. eootf.: o.o ppmit<
Qual. facto,: 4400
Oietecti. constant 38.0

BFP405
Q62702-F1592

tests. These can be downloaded as TDATE.ZIP, which
you might like to replicate.7 In summary, Cinderella found
that most spreadsheets will operate into the next century
but converting between different spreadsheets is a
minefield oftraps for the unwary.
If you have many Excel spreadsheets, DateSpy should
help. 8 It will find all Excel spreadsheets on your drive,
then search for date values in cells, date formats, date
formula, dates in macros and Visual Basic for
applications. Fig. 2.

List 1. This Turbo Pascal routing allows you to select which Centronics port you want to
address.
Procedure Input_printer_address;
(Universal auco detection of printer base address)
( $000 , $0408 holds the printer base address for LPTl
$000 : $040A holds the printer base address for LPT2
$000: S040C holds the printer base address for LPT3
$000 : $040e holds the printer base address for LPT4
$000 : $0411 number of paral l el interfaces i n b i nary format}

var
lpt : a rray [ 1 . . 4 ) of integer;
number_of_lpt, LPT_nurnber, code: integer;
kbchar : char ;
begin
clrscr;
LPT_nwrtber:•l; {defaut printer}
number_of_ lpc:::me.m [ $0000 : $04 11 ]; {read number of parallel r;>0rts }
number_of_lpt : . (number_of_lpt and (128+64}) shr 6;
lpt(ll , • memw{ $0000 , $0408];
(Memory read procedure)
lpt(2) , •memw[$0000 , $040A ] ;
lpt [3 I , • memw{ $0000 , $040Cl;
lpt [ 4 I , • memw I $0000 , $040EJ;
textbackground (blue); clrsc~;
textcolor (yellow) ; textbackground (red) ; window (10, 22, 70, 24); cl rscr;
writeln(' Number of LPT installed
' ,number_of_ lpt:2};
writeln( 'Addresses for LPTl to LPT 4,
•, lpt ( l) ,3,'
• , lptl21 ,3 , '
lpt [41 , 3);
write( ' Select LPT to be used 11 , 2,3 . ~l
' I;
delay(lOOOI ;

Applications

SIEMENS

As circuit operating frequencies increase, ensuring
maximum frequency stability and minimum phase noise
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l pt{31 ,J , •

if number_of_lpt>l then begin
( select LPTl through LPT4 if more than 1 LPT
installed)
repeat
kbchar , , readkey;
{read input key)
val (kbchar, L,PT_number, code);
{change charact er co value}
until {LPT_ number>.. l} and (LPT_ number<, 4) and (lpt(LPT_nurnberJ<>O);
end,
clrscr;
P_a ddress , ~lpt {LPT_number);
writeln( 'Your selected printer interfa ce; LPT' ,LPT_number:l ) ;
write ( 'LPT Address
' , P_ a ddress: 3 ) :
delay{lOOO);
cex tbackground(black) ; window(l, 1 , 80,25); clrscr;
end;

List 2. t/0 procedures for the SmartMedia programmer.

hese software listings are
examples of how to drive
my SmartMedia silicon
floppy disk programmer
described in last month's article.
The driver listed demonstrates
how SmartMedia disks can be
block erased, page programmed,
read, etc. It is written in Turbo
Pascal 6 for Dos.
The complete program is too
long to list here, but is available
from the author. In this article,
source codes for the most
importance procedures and
functions are listed.
List 1 checks the number of
Centronics ports installed on
your pc and allows you to select
the port that the programmer is
connected to.
List 2 contains three

T
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Procedure data_ bus(data : byte) ;
{load a data on the data bus and enable the data bus }
begin
port(P_address] =•data;
(output a byte to the data port)
timedclay;
port(P_address• 2J : •0-t-OtO-tB;
!data bus l oad = 1, output enable)
timedelay;
port[P_ address+2) : • 0•2+0+8;
(data bus load • 0, output enable)
timedelay ;
end ;
Procedure data_float;
(float the data bus)
begin
port ( P_address+2 l : :s0+2•0+0
1-0E•l l
end ,
Procedure control_bus (data, data_bus_enabl ed;byte) ;
{load a data on t he control bus . control always enabled)
{data_bus_ enabledi:::O : data bus not enabl e d
data_bus_enabl@d:: l: data bus enabled}
begin
port(P_a ddress) , ,data ;
(o utput a byte to the data port)
time delay;
port[P_a ddress+2) : •0+2+4+8*data._bus_enabled; ( control bus load ,.. 1 , output enable }
{timedela y ;
)
port{P_address+2J : • 0+2+0+8*data_bus_ enabled; {con t rol bus load • 0 , output enable }
{ timedelay ; )
end;
Function inpucdata : byte:
{read data into PC from the dai:.a bus, during- reading-. data bus is not enabled}
var
bytel, byte2 , byte;
begin

da t a_float ; { float the output from the data buffer )
port(P_address+21 :=1+2+0-.0:
(OSL•O , data load•O, control l oad- 0, -oE~l)
bytel ,=port{P_add ress+l] ;
{DSL•l. read the high 4 bits)
p ort{P_ addres s+2) ,.0,2,0.0; {DSL-1)
byte2 : ..port(P_address•lJ ;
(read the 4 low bits}
(binary format of bytel and byte2
by tel , ... hhhhO ( high 4 bi cs l
byte2, ... 11110 (low 4 bits)
note : . • do not care, h, l2data}
bytel, • bytel and 120 ;
{00011110 and . . . hhhhO = OOOhhhhO )
bytel ,-byte! shl l ;
{shift l bit left,
bytel = OOOOhhhh)
byte2 ,-byte2 and 120;
(00011110 and • . . 11110 = 00011110 )
byte2 , • byte2 shr 3;
{shift 3 bits right. byte2 = 11110000 )
inputdata: c:bytel or byte2; lbytel or byte2 = 11110000 or OOOOhhhh = llllhhhh )
end;
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procedures and one function.
Procedure data_bus(data) loads
data into the data bus.
Procedure data_float makes
the data bus to float. This
procedure is used when the
memory disk outputs data.
Procedure control_bus(data) is
used to load a data into the
control bus.
The function inputdata reads
data from the disk into the pc.
You can see from this program
list that before reading data
form the Centronics port, the
data bus is made float first to
ensure that the data output
from the memory can be read
correctly.
List 3 contains a number of
procedures for controlling the
operations of the memory disk.
Procedure RD(A0_7, A9_16,
A17_21:byte) reads data from
a page specified by addresses
A9_ 16 and Al7_21. The tenn
A0_7 specifies the starting
address in that page. It is set to
zero in the procedure. The
procedure will read 528 (or
512) bytes in one go.
Procedure WR(A0_7,
A9_ 16, Al7_21:byte) writes
528 (or 512) data into a
memory page specified by
A9_ 16 and Al7_21. A0_7 is
the starting address in that
page and is set to zero.
The procedure Read_lD
reads the identification
numbers of the memory device
while erase(A9_ 16,
Al7_21:byte) erases a memory
block specified by A9_16 and
Al7_21. Noted that only Al3
to Al6 are used here. A9 to
A12 are ignored.
Finally, the procedure reset
•
resets the memory device.

Table 1. Breakdown of current SmartMedia ssfdc products. Note that the programmer described
here cover only the 5832DC.

Product

Memory
density
(Mbyte)

TC5816BDC
TC5832DC
TC58V16BDC
TC58V32DC
TC58V64DC

2
4

Voltage Program
time
(V)
(µs/byte)
5.0
1.2

2

5.0
3.3

4
8

3.3
3.3

0.6
1.2
0.6
0.4

Erase Access Write/erase
time time
cycles
(ms) (ns)

6
6
6
6
6

80
50
80
50
50

250000
1000000
250000
1000000
1000000

end;

control_busl0+2+4+8+0+0+64•128,l}; {-RE= l, -WR•l , CLE::l, ALE• O, - CSla0, -CS2, 3al}
data.....,bus(ltl-16•0) ;
{load command i nto data bus}
control_bus (0+2+0+8•0•0+64+128,ll; {-RE=l, - WR• O, CLE=l, ALE• O, -CSl • O, -CS2 , 3al)
control_bus (0+2+4+8 .. 0+0+64•128,0l; {-RE=l. -WR• l , CLE=O, ALE • O, - CSl • l, -CS2 , 3 •1 )
repeat until ((port[P_address•l J and 12 8)::0 ) or keypressed;
control_bus(0+2•4+8+0+0+64 .. 128, ll; {-RE:l , -WR • l, CLE=l, ALE • O, - CSlaO , -CS2 , 3al }
data_bus (7 11- 16) ;
{load command i nto data bus}
control_bus(0+2+0+8+0+0+64•128,1); { -RE:l , - WR• O, CLE~l, ALE• O, -CSl • O, -CS2,3 al)
control_bus (0,-2+4+8+0 .. 0+64+128, 1); { -RE::l, -WR•l , CL.E-=0, ALE• O, -CSl • l, - CS2,3 • 1)
control_bus ( 0+2+4+0+0+0+64+128, 1) ; {-RE::l , -WR.,,l , CLE• l, ALE=O, -csi.o, -CS2, 3-1)
control_bus co .. 0+4+0+0+0+64+128, ll; {-RE=l , -WR:0 , CLE• l , ALE:0, -CSl,0, - CS2, 3•1)
status : • inputdata;
writeln( ' Write status
Pass(Ol : ' , status and ll;
control_bus(0+2+4+0+0+0+64+l28,1); { -RE::l, -WR:1 , CLE• 0 , ALE::0, -CSlzl, - CS2, 3 ... t}
control_bus(0+2+4+0+0+32+64+128,0); {-REcl, -WR.:l, CLE• O, ALE=O, -CSl:l, -CS2,3::1}
control_bus(0+2+4•0+0+32+64+128 , 1); {-RE• l , -WR:l, CLE• 0, ALE=O, -CSl=l. - CS2,3:1}

Table 2. Summary of commands.
Command
Hex value Definition
Serial data input

80

Read mode 1
Read mode 2
Read mode 3
Reset
Auto page program
Auto block erase
Suspend erasing
Resume
Status read

00
01
50
10
60+00
BO
DO
70

ID read

90

FF

Write 528 (or 512) data bytes to data buffer registers. 'OP'
pin determines whether 528 bytes (OP=GND)
or 512 bytes (OP=VCC) is written
Read bytes from page starting from Oto 255 addresses
Read bytes from page starting from 255 to 511 addresses
Read bytes from page starting from 512 to 527 addresses
Stop all operations and set the device in wait state
Data in buffer registers is programmed into memory
Erase a block. Verification is performed
Suspend erasing
Resume erasing
Read verification status of programming and erasing
Operation pass: 1/01=0; operation fail: 1/01=1
Write protected: 1/08=0; not write protected: 1/08=1
Read ID from device. Values 98 and 8B16 should be read

List 3. Operations of the memory disk.
Procedure RDIA0_7 , A9_ 16, Al 7_21 ,byte) ; {read data from memory into pc
memory loca tion specified by A0_7, A9_16 and Al7_ 21
corrmand•OOh for sequential reading)
var
i: integer ;
begin
A0_7 , - 0;
{starting memory address in a page is zero)
control_bus (0+2+4+0•0+32+64 +128, O} ; {initial control bus c ondition
-RE• l, -WR•l , CLE• O, ALE• O, -CSl -3-1)
{load conwnand (OOhl into memory)
control_bus(0+2+4+8+0+0+64+128,0) ; (-RE• l , -WR• l, CLE• l, ALE,0 , -CSl•O , -CS2 ,3 • 1 )
data_bus(O) ;
{ load command into data bus}
con.trol.....bus (0+2•0+ 8+0•0+64+128, 1) ; (-REal, -WR- 0 , CLE• l, ALE,0 , - cs1.o . - CS2,3 • 1)
control_ bus (0+2 +4+0 +0+0+64•128, 0) ; (-RE- 1, -WR- 1, CLEa O, ALE,0, - CSl-1 , -CS2,3a l)
{load address A0_ 7 into memory}
data__bus (AO_ 7) ;
control_bus ( 0+2 • 0+0+16+0+64 +128, 1) i
control_bus (0-+2+4+0+16+0• 64 • 128, 1) ;
{load address A9_ 16 into memory}
dataJ,us(A9_1 6);
controlJms ( 0+2+0+0+16+0+64+128, l) ;
control_bus ( 0+2+4+0+16+0+64+128, 1) i
{load address A17_21 into memory)
data_bus (Al 7 _ 21);
control_bus (0+2+0+0+16+0+64+ 128, 1} ;
control_bus {0+2+4 +0+16+0+64 +128 , 0) ;
{float the data bus, memory outputin9 data}
data_ float;
control _bus (0+2+4+0+0+0+64+128, 0) ; { -RE•l , - WR• l , CLE • O, ALE• O, -CSl•O, -CS2-3isl)
for i: .. o to page_number do
begin
control..))us I 0+0+4+0+0+0+64+128, 0 I ; {-RE•O , -WRol , CLE • O, ALE • O, -cs1-o, - cs2 -3-1)
data [i ) :::inputdata ;
control_bus ( 0+2+4+0+0+0+64 .. 128 , 0) ; { -RE• l, -WR• l, CLE • O, ALE • O, -CSl=O, -cs2 -3•1}
end;
end;
Procedure WR(A0_7, A9_ 16, Al7_2l:byte) ;
{write data co memory}
{command::80h, sequential reading}

var
i , status : integer ;
begin
A0_7, -0 ;
control_bus (0+2+4 +0+0+32+64 +128, 01 ;

{starting memory address in a page is zero}
{initial control bus
-REal, - WR • l, CLE • O, ALE-0, -CSl•l, -cs2.1, -CS3·1}

{load command (80hl into memory)
control_bus {0+2 +4 +8+0•0+64+128 , 1} ; {-REal, -WR • l, CLE-1 , ALE,0, -CSl•O, - CS2,3•1)
data..))us (8 • 16);
{load command i nto data bus}
control_bus (0+2+0.8+0+0+64+128, 1); {-RE• l , -WR • O, CLE•l, ALE,0, - CSl•O, -CS2 ,3•1 )
control_bus (0+2 +4 .. o.. 0+0+64+128, 1); {-RE•l , -WR•l, CLE.O, ALE,O, -CSl•l , - CS2, 3 • 1}
data..))us(A0_7 1;
control_bus (0+2 +O+ 0+16+0• 64 +128, 1);
control_bus (0+2+4 t-0+16+0+64 +128 1 1) ;
data _ bus(A9_16);
control_bus (0+2+0+0+ 16+0+64+128, l);
controlJ>us(0+2+4+0+16+0+64+128, l) ;
d a t a ..))us(Al7_ 21);
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control_bus ( 0+2+0+0+16+0+64 +128, 1) ;
contr-ol_bus (0 .. 2•4 +0+16+0+64 .. 128, l } ;
control_bus (0+2+4 +O+O+ 0 .. 64 +128, l) ;
for i: •O t o pageJ1umber do
begin
data..))us (data_ in Ii J l ;
{ load command into data bus}
control_bus ( 0+2+0+0+0+0 ... 64+ 128, 1) ; (-RE•l , - WR,O, CLE• l , ALEaO, -CSlaO , -CS2,3al)
control_bus ( 0•2 .~.0+0+0+64•t l28, 1} ; (-RE• l , -WR,1 , CLE•O, ALE• O, -CSl•l, -CS2,3 • l)
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end ;

Procedure Read__IO;
{read maker code and device code of the memory card}
begin
control_bus (0+2+4+0+0+-32+64+128, 0); {initial control bus
-RE, 1, · WR•l. CLE,O, ALE•O, -CSl•l. -CS2•1 , -CS3•1 )
{load command i nto memory . command • 90H}
control_busl0+2+4+8+0+0+64+128,1); {-RE•l, -WR•l, CLE,l, ALE•O , -CSl•O, -CS2 ,3 • 1)
data_bus(9 .. 16-+0);
{load command into data bus}
control_bus(0+2+0+8+0+0+64+128,1 ) ; {-RE,1 , -WR•O , CLE, 1, ALE•O , -CSl•O, - CS2,3 •1)
control..))us(0+2+4+8+0+32+64+128,l);{-RE• l , -WRal , CLE, O, ALE•O, -CSl•l, -CS2,3=1)
{load address , address • O}
data.J>us 101 ;
{load co)Mland into data bus}
control..))us I 0+2+0• 0+16+0+ 64+128 , 1) ; (-RE• !, -WR• O, CLE, O, ALE•l, -CSl•O, - CS2 , 3 a l}
control.J>us(0+2+4+0<16+0+64+128,l);{-RE, l, -WRal , CLE, O, ALE=l, -CSl•O, - CS2 ,3al)
control_bus(0+2+4+0+0 .. 0+64•128,l) ; {-RE=l . -WR • l, CLE=0, ALE=O, -CSl;,,Q, -CS2,3 • 1}
( read maker number}
control_bus(0+0+4+0•0+0+64+128,0); {-REsl , -WR • l, CLE:0, AL£,i;:,Q, -CSl • O, -CS2 ,3 • 1}
maker : • inputdata;
control..))us(0,2+4 ••0+0•0+64+128,01 ; {- RE• l, -WR• l, CLE•O, ALE•O , - CSlaO, - CS2,3•1)
{read device number}
contro1Jms(0+0+4 +0+0+0+64+128,0); (-RE• l, -wR...1 , CLE::1:0, ALE• O, -CSl • O, -cs2 ,J ,..1 }
device : • inputdata ;
control_bus(0+2+4+0+0+0+64+128,0) ; {-RE• l , -WR• l, CLE=O , ALE• 0, -CSl • O, -CS2 , 3 - 1 }
control_bus ( 0+2+4 +0+0+32+64+128, 0); {-RE• l , -WR.,_1 , CLE::0, ALE•0, -CSl • O, - CS2, 3 .. 1)
write('Maker number: ',maker,'
Device code : •,device,•
Press RETURN' } ;
end;
Procedure erase(A9_161 Al7_ 21 :byte);
(earse the memor y block specified by A9_16 lhigh 4 bits of A9_161 and A17_21)

var
i , status : integer;
begin
control_bus ( 0+2+4 +O+ o.. 32+ 64 .. 128 . O); { initial control bus
- RE•l, -WR•l. CLEaO, ALE-0, -CSl•l , - CS2al , -CS3•l)
( load COIM'land into memory , command • OOh )
control_bus ( 0+2+4+8+0•0+64+128, 0) ; { - RE•l . -WR•l, CLE•l, ALE, O, -CSl-0, -CS2, 3 • 1)
d a ta_bus ( 6• 16);
{load command into data bus}
control_bus ( 0+2+0•8+0+0+64 +128, l); ( - RE•l , - WR•O, CLE• l, ALE,O , -CSlaO, -CS2,3•ll
c ontrol.J>us(0+2+4+0•0+0+64+128, l) ; {-RE•l , - WR• l. CLE• O, ALE•O, ·CSla l, -CS2,3-1 )
data_bus (A9_16) ;
control_bus (0+2+0+0+16+0+64+128, 1) ;
controlJms ( 0+2+4+0+16+0+64+128 , 1);
data..))us IA17 _21) ;
controlJms (0+2+0+0+16+0+64+128, 1 ) ;
contro lJ>us (0+2 +4+0+16+0+64+128 . 1);
control_bus(0,2+4+8+0+0+64+128,1 ) ; ( - RE•l , - WR=l, CLE•! , ALE•O, -CSl • O, -CS2,3•1 )
data_bus ( 13•16);
( load command into data bus )
control ..))us(0+2+0+8+0+0+64+128.l } ; ( - RE•l , -WR•O . CLE•l , ALE=O, -CSl-0, - CS2,3•1}
control_bus(0+2+4+8+0+0+64 +128, 01 ; (-RE•l , - WR• l, CLE• O, ALE•O , -CShl , - CS2 , 3·1)
repeat until ((port [P_ address+l] and 128)•0 1 or keypressed;
control .J>us(0+2 +4+8+0+0+64•128,0 I ; {-RE• l , -WR•l, CLE•l . ALE• O, -csi.o. -CS2,3 ·1)
data.J>us(7•161;
(load command into data bus)
control_bus( 0+:2+0+8+0+0•64,.128,l ) ; {-RE:cl, -WR:r0, CLE• l, ALE,..Q, - CSl=O, -CS2, 3•1 }
control _bus ( 0+2+4 •8•0+0+64 •128, 1) ; { - REa::l , -WRz l, CLE• 0 , ALE:--0, -csi.1, -CS2, 3 • 1 }
control_bus ( 0+2+4+0+0+0+64+128, 1) ; { -R.E:cl , - WR,::l, CLE• l , ALE=O, -CSl-0, -CS2, 3• 1 }
control_ bus ( 0•0+4+0+0+0+64+128, 1) ; {-RE•l , - WRa0, CLE•l , /\LE•O, - csi.o, -CS2, 3 a l)
status : zinputdata ;
write ( 'E:rase status
Pass (0) : ' , status and 1) ;
control...bus (0+2+4+0+0+0•64+128, 1 l ; { -RE•l. - WR• l. CLE-0, ALE•O, -CSl-1, -CS2, 3.1)
control_bus(0+2+4+0+0+32+64+128,0J; (-RE•L -WR•l , CLE=O, ALEaO, - CSl-1. -CS2,3 • 1)
end;
Procedure reset;
{reset the memory card, address registers•O , data registers:aol, wait stage}
begin
controlJ>us ( 0 +2 .. 4+0+0+32• 64+128, 1) ; {initial control bus
-RE• l, -WR•l, CLEaO, ALE•O, -CSl•l. -CS2al, -CS3-1)
{load command into memory, command • OOh>
contr ol..))us ( 0+2+4 +8+0+0+64 +128, 1) ; ( -RE•l , -WR,1 , CLE• l, ALE•O, -CSl•O, -CS2, 3 • 1)
data__bus (15* 16+15);
{load command into data bus)
control..))us(0+2+0+8+0+0•64+128 , ll; {-RE l , -WR•O, CLE• l, ALE=O, -CSla0 , -CS2,3:l)
control.J>us(0+2+4+0,0+0+64+128,ll; ( - Rl':,1, -WR•l, CLE•O , /\LE•O, -CSl • l , - CS2,3,1}
end;

Technical support
Kits including all
necessary components
(including the disk
socket) to construct a
complete programmer
and the T P6 source
codes are available from
the authors. Please make
your enquiry to Dr Pe i
An at 1 1 Sandpiper
Drive, Stockport,
Manchester SK3 8UL,
U .K.
Tel/Fax/Answer:+44(0)161 -477-9583. Pei's
e-mail address is
PAN@FSl .ENG.MAN .AC
. UK.
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Principal RF Engineer

South East
RF, Mobile Radio
A large, successful telecommunications
company is currently searching for a
Principal RF' Engineertream Leader. You
should be experienced in surface mount
techniques and design for high volume low
cost manufacture and the design of low
power receivers and transmitters up to
2GHz. Previous supervisory and team
leadership skills would be advantageous as
would a background from a mobile radio or
cellular subscriber equipment environment.
Call with the reference for more details.
Ref: 59981

Software Engineer
South
C, Real Time Embedded
My client is seeking a Software Engineer in
mobile communications. You must have at
least 2 years C design and programming in a
real time embedded environment and be
able to offer some of the following skills:
TCP/IP, PPP and modem network protocols,
call processing, windows application
development, Visual C++, Win95. Test
harness design on various platforms,
portable MMI design/specification and serial
communications protocols. Call for more
information quoling reference.
Ref: 59980

ASIC/Hardware Engineers
South
ASICs, GSM
My client is searching for ASIC/Hardware
engineers with 5-10 years design experience
for digital communications systems. Your
role will be to evaluate new technologies and
devices, the development of new baseband
AS!Cs and the study and simulation of new
communication systems. You will need to
have excellent communications skills as you
will be interfacing with outside parties and
internal development teams. Experience in
CSM, CDMA is essential. Call in with
reference for extra details.
Ref: 59988

DSP Engineers
Hampshire
DSP, Communication Systems
This role for a telecommunications company
will involve you to have a good working
knowledge of CSM, CDMA design for high
volume manufactu r e of digital
communication systems. You will be
involved in the development of new DSP
algorithms and the evaluation of new
technologies and devices. You will need to be
degree qualified and an excellent
communicator. For more details of this
opportunity call in with reference.
Ref: 59989

Senior PSU Engineer
South East
PSU (DC-DC)
My client is currently looking to employ a
Senior PSU Engineer for the specification of
"Power Management Systems" for mobile
phones and similar products. You will have
at least 2 years design and development of
PSUs preferably with EMC knowledge. You
will design and develop PSU solutions (DCDC converters and of-line), design prove
PSUs, write reports and meet suppliers.
Please quote reference when calling for
more details.
Ref: 59992
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Communications Consultants
11 Harley Street
London WlN 2EQ
Telephone: 0171-636 7584
Fax:0171-580 3734
Comms 2000 is a division of
The 2000 Group Plc
e-mail: ctt@2000group.win-uk.net

Hardware/Firmware
Development
Hampshire
C, Assembler, Telecoms
One of the world's leading manufacturers of
professional voice and data acquisition
recorders is looking for a hardware/firmware
developer. Your role will include developing
hardware and software in C and Assembler
for custom designed telephone line interface
modul es to decode the common
telecommunication protocols including
analogue, ISDN El/Tl and proprietary
digital signals. You will be degree qualified
with at least 2-3 years experience in a similar
role. For more details, call with reference.
Ref: 60003

DSP Development
South
DSP, C
You will need to have at least 3 years
previous experience in a developmenl role
for this vacancy. My client, manufacturers of
voice and data acquisition recorders are
seeking an individual to develop
mathematical algorithms in C and
Assembler for speech processing,
compression, decompression and in band
signalling extraction for custom designed
DSP modules. lf you would like more details
of this vacancy, please call in with the
reference number.
Ref: 60004

Snr ILS/Reliability Engineer
Middlesex
Reliability, Maintainability and
Testability
My client, a large communications
organisation are currently looking for an
individual with at least 5 years experience of
working in a military electronics !LS/ARM
environment. You will perform various ILS
and ARM tasks including logistics, reliability,
maintainability and testability analysis,
support ongoing contracts as well as
supporting future bids and you must have
hands on experience with appropriate CAE
too ls. You will also be HND/Graduate
(minimum 2:2). Call in with reference for
R ef: 60118
more details.

Analogue Electronics
Design Engineer
South
Analogue, Digital,
Communications
My client requires a versatile analogue
design engineer for the design, development
and production of microprocessor controlled
transmitters and receivers. You will have a
strong understanding of communications

and good degree in electronics. Your duties
will include analogue and digital circuit
design and prototyping, PCB design for
manufacture,
test
and
cost
and
microprocessor software development and
testing. You will also support existing
designs and current production. Please
quote reference when calling for more
information.
Ref: 60119

DSP Engineer
South East
Analogue, Digital,
Communications
My client, a large MoD organisation requires
an experienced individual with a strong
theoretical background in a digital signal
processing and an interest in working from
the mathematical formulation through to
software coding and test. The successful
candidate will have a strong understanding
of DSP with a mathematical and technical
background. Some of your duties will be to
develop algorithms and software for future
processors and assist in developing the
processing laboratory. Please call in for more
Ref: 60120
details quoting the reference.

Electronics Engineer
South
Communications, PCM, ISDN
This large MoD organisation is searching for
an individual with knowledge of principles of
mixed environment electronics design,
communications protocols and board level
design principles. You will be required to
work on state of the art communications
products integrating voice, data and video
multimedia services. The work will involve
elements of development and board design
of analogue and digital interfaces between
application modules, processors and a fibre
optic network. Call now quoting the
reference number for more details.
Ref: 60148

SNR Electronics Engineer
Bedfordshire
FPGA, VHDL
You will have a minimum of 5 years design
experience in data communications
protocols and standards with extensive
knowledge of large and complex designs
using FPCA and AHDL (using MaxPlus II
tools). You will be working on state of the art
communications products with a team of
digital design, embedded and appl ications
engineers. It is essential that you have VHDL
experience and a good track record in the
successful implementation of designs in
production ASlCS. If you require more
information regarding this vacancy, please
Ref: 60150
call in with reference.

Development Engineer
Berkshire
Embedded micro-controllers
My client is currently looking to employ a
development engineer who is a graduate
with several years experience in developing
systems using embedded micro-controllers.
It is essential that the successful candidate
will be able to demonstrate expertise in
programming in C and Assembly language
and design of embedded systems. Expertise
in PC Architecture, use of emulators, PCB
design/layout and PIC micro-controllers
would be advantageous. Please call in with
reference for more information. Ref: 60153
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Applications Engineer

Surrey
FPGA, UNIX, CAE
We are looking for an individual with 1-5 years'
Digital Design experience with FPGAs. CAE
experience (Mentor Graphics, Synopsys etc) is
essential, as is experience in UNIX, DOS and
Windows based platforms. VHDL experience would
be advantageous. You will provide technical
support and training for customers and some of
your functions will be customer design analysis
and conversion, solutions testing and new product
specification. Call now with reference for more
information.
Ref: 59930

ARM Engineer
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Communications Consultants
11 Harley Street
London WIN 2EQ
Telephone: 0171-636 7584

Fax: 0171-580 3734
Comms 2000 is a division of
The 2000 Group Pie
e-mail: ctt@2000group.win-uk.net

Mechanical Engineer

Home Counties
ARM, ILS, LSA
My client is currently searching for an ARM
engineer to provide expertise on AR&M to projects
and bids in accordance with operating standards.
You will be required to keep up-to-date on ARM,
ILS, LSA and CALS techniques, methods, tools and
developments. You will also assist in the coordination of ARM Group tasking and resourcing
and provide estimates for ARM tasks as requested.
You will have a minimum of 4 years' experience in
a related role and be educated to a minimum of
HND level. Call quoting reference.
Ref: 59892

South East
CAD, 3D Solid Modelling
Ideally, you should have 5 years' experience in
electronic packaging in a defence or commercial
environment. You will be providing technical
su pport to the Mechanical Design Croup,
generating designs on CAD systems and providing
prototype manufacturing information. 3D
Modelling and Stress Analysis experience would be
an advantage as would a Mechanical Engineering
qualification. Call quoting reference for more
information.
Ref: 59891

Quality Assurance Engineer

Electronics Engineer

Home Counties
MoD, Electronics

South East
Spare Processors, UNIX
This vacancy entails you to be involved in the
upgrade of an existing System Design to
incorporate the latest SPARC/Solaris technology.
You will need to have experience with Design
Proving and Customer acceptance and an
understanding of UNIX, Spare Processors, Graphics
Interfaces, LAN, VME and Multibus Systems. Call
now with reference.
Ref: 59893

Hardware Engineer
South
Em.bedded Microprocessor,
Digital/Analogue
Alarge communications company are looking for a
hardware engineer. Essential skills are embedded
8-bit/16-bit microprocessor equipment, digital and
analogue design techniques. Aworking knowledge
of C/Assembler is also required. Surface Mount
Technology and Programmable Logic would be
advantageous. Call now with reference for more
details.
Ref: 59962

Hardware Engineer

You will need to be familiar with ISO and Quality
Management Standards and it is essential that you
have knowledge of QA techniques and principles.
Some of your duties will be to prepare quality
procedural documents, interpret customer quality
contract requirements placed on projects and
ensure that quality plans are produced to reflect
contract requirements. For details call io quoting
reference
Ref: 59898

RF, ASIC Designer
Bristol
2GHz, BiCMOS
This dynamic communications organisation
requires an RP, ASIC engineer with at least 5 years'
design experience. You will have a good
understanding of RF design techniques of up to
2GHz and extensive knowledge of BiCMOS. Call in
for more details or send in your CV quoting
reference.
Ref: 59947

RF Designer
South
RF, PMR

South East
Embedded Processors/DSP
Adesign engineer is needed by my client to develop
advanced Airborne Systems. lt is essential that you
have a good working knowledge in some of the
following areas: Embedded Processors/DSP,
Memory, VHDL, Switch Mode Power Supplies,
EMC, RI' Design, PCM/CEPT Routing,
Analogue/Audio Circuits and CAE Tools. For more
information on this vacancy call now quoting
reference.
Ref: 59843

Installation Engineer
Home Counties
Installation, Commissioning
Your role is to work on customer sites installing
and commissioning systems provided by the
company's Airport Information Systems dept. It is
essential that you have Networking.experience and
exposure to installation. Airline Industry or Radio
Data Network experience would be advantageous.
You will be required to manage sub-contractors,
provide reports and assist in the maintenance of
installed systems. Call in quoting reference.
Ref: 59889

We are on the lookout for experienced RF
Designers. You will have a minimum of 2 years'
experience in receivers, transmitters and mobile
radios. You will be part of a multi-disciplined
design team and will be competent at every level of
design. This is a great opportunity to join a highly
successful communications company. Call now
with reference for more details.
Ref: 59934

Semicustom Design
Engineer
South
ASICs, VHDL, Design Tools
This is a great opportunity not to be missed!
Experience with design tools inc Synopsys Design
Comp1l~rNSSffest Compiler, Verilog, Leapfrog,
Primet1me, Motive, PDP Floorplanner or
CELL3/Silicon Ens_emble would be advantageous.
We are seeking a highly motivated individual with
excellent telecommunications skills for a customer
driven role with extensive travel to Europe
supporting t~e. design an~ development of high
comple,uty d1g1tal and mixed signal ASJCs. Call
now quoting reference.
Ref: 59724

Senior Electronics
Technician
South
Surface-Mount Assembly
We are currently seeking a Snr Electronics
Engineer with experience in surface-mount
assembly (by hand). You will also have experience
in the supervision and time management in a
production environment. Provide on-the-job skill
training to junior team members and supervise
technician staff, sub-contract resources and
inspection of work. Please call in quoting
reference.
Ref: 59950

Senior RF Engineer
Cambridge
RF, ASIC
We are currently seeking an Rf engineer with 3+
years' experience in a product development
environment. You will be degree quali(ied with
excellent working skills in Analogue hardware
design, RF circuit design, ASIC and system level
radio design. You will be a good communicator and
team player but will also be able to operate alone
where required. Please call now quoting reference
for extra detail.
Ref: 59949

Software Engineer
South
C, ADA, MASCOT
Have you got experience in Embedded Real-time
applications development? If so, then call now
quoting reference. It is essential that you have a
good working knowledge of C, ADA and/or
PASCAL. Experience of MASCOT and Structured
Analysis Design is also desirable. You will be
working in a disciplined Avionics environment
where certification considerations and a quality
engineering approach are a major concern.
Ref: 59844

Technical Author
Surrey
Graphics Hardware/Software
We are seeking a Technical Author to produce
hardware and software data books/manuals for a
highly successful developer of graphic chips. You
will also be involved in the production of product
overview documentation and the consistent quality
and style for all manuals. You will be experienced
in detailed technical writing with a strong
engineering background. To find out more details,
call now quoting reference.
Ref: 59744

CONTRACT VACANCIES
APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
Analogue, Modems.
Suffolk Ref: 59726
ASIC DESIGN
Verilog, Synopsys.
Essex
Ref: 19599
ASIC DESIGN
VHDL, F'PGA.
Beds
Ref: 24662
CONTROLS ENGINEER
PLC, Year 2000.
Germany Ref: 59756
DATAFII, ENGINEER
Switching/PMR/SDH. Hants
Ref: 5970~
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT
GSM/PMR.
UK Wide Ref: 59754
RADIO NETWORK PLANNERS
CSM/PMR/CDMA.
Europe Ref: 59692
RF DESIGN ENGINEER
0.8-l.2CHz Power Amp. Bristol Ref: 59943
RF DESIGN ENGINEER
1.9GHz, Transmitter.
Beds
Ref: 59926
RF DESIGN ENGINEER
CSM/CDMA, Prod Des. Hants
Ref: 48404
SOFrWARE ENGINEER
C, RTE, MPEG
Yorks
Ref: 59951
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SENIOR ASIC DESIGNER
& ASIC DESIGNER
LONDON AREA

HARDWARE/ SOFTWARE
BERKSHIRE
£25K-£40K

This client is involved in some of the most advanced AS/Cs around.
• Hons Degree in Electronic Engineering with 4+ years exp.
• Complete ASIC design process from spec, des, coding, synthesis
to layout & sample testing.
• Skilled in des/dev of large (>100k gates), complex, high (>40MHz)
speed ASICs.
• VHDL & top-down design methods & logic synthesis tools (pref.
Synopsys).
• Digital Signal Processing.
• VHDL for synthesis, Testbench Design, Top Down ASIC design,
Mentor and/or Synopsys design tools. (JT10432)

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
SUSSEX

We have some ex cell en t
opportunities for ,systems
professionals at all levels
war king in the fields of:

GSM
Fixed Access Radio
Military CIS

PMR DECT TETRA
Satellite Communications
x25 x400 Internet

£22K-£38K

The Company designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of
electronfc warfare, radar, and command information systems.
• Development background and between 3-5 years experience in
systems engineering, in s/w intensive programmes.
• bid development, requirements capture, requirements analysis, systems test, verification, validation, modelling, simulation, customer
interaction, algorithm design, DSP, architectural design, and systems partitioning.
• Background in defence industry will be useful.
• W ill also consider S/W Engineers/S/W Quality Engineers wishing
to change career direction. (JS14767)

ENGINEERING MANAGER SOFTWARE
SOUTH COAST

£35K-£40K

The Company is a leader in the desigrr and manufacture of instrumentation for monitoring environmental pollution, specifica1/y radiation monitoring, and air and water pollution monitoring.
• Degree or equivalent background in an engineering discipline.
• Broad based engineering experience with an appreciation- of software engineering but not necessarily an in-depth knowledge of the
subject..
• Proven experience of project planning and control and well developed skills in the management and motivation of an eAgineering
team. Self-motivated, resourceful and a good communicator.
(AF14760)

TEST DEVELOPMENT
HEATS

£14K-£30K

The company is a commercial organisation involved in the approval
of products from the IT, Te/ecomms, Industrial and Domestic business sectors. The job involves developing new test methods and
equip ment to keep pace with changing international test standards.
• Knowledge of hardware (analogue/digital techniques) and s/w skills
(C++, Visual Basic).
• HND or Degree in Physics or Electronics related discipline.
• Successful candidates must above all be willing and enthusiastic
to learn. (JT14758)

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
HAMPSHIRE

We would be glad to focus our
efforts on securing your next move.
Please call Gareth Shaw, (ref. 1968H).
Tel: 01727 841101 Fax: 01727 838272
Email: gareth@jprecruit.com
JPR, The Courtyard, Alban Park, Hatfield Rd, St Albans, Herts AL4 OLA.

•
•
•
•

£19K-£24K

3-5 years experience, hands on senior position.
Qualified to degree standard.
Embedded software in C (8 bit to 62 bit).
Understanding
of analogue and d igital
advantage.(AO14754)

£NEG

Interesting medium sized client.
• Graduate Engineer with several years in developing systems using embedded micro-controllers.
• Demonstrate expertise in some or all of the following areas:
• Programming in C and assembly language.
• Design of embedded systems, 8051 family and/or PIC micro-controllers, PC architecture; use of emulators.
• PCB design/layout. (AF14745)

SENIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
HANTS

£22K-£30K

Innovative high technology client based near Andover
• Analogue design, i.e. linear power supplies
• Mathematical background
• Data acquisition techniques
• Field work involved. (AO14723)

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
HANTS

£18K-£40K

Small but rapidly growing consultancy & research organisation who
are leaders in EW applications. Major new contracts requires more
people.
• Good degree/MSc/PhD.
• ECM, ESM, ELINT, GPS, ANTENNA.
• EM Modelling, Signal Processing, Electro-optics.
• EW or RADAR experience. (JS10612)

RF DESIGN ENGINEERS
£££ DEPENDANT

ESSEX

Well respected supplier of communications industry, currently undergoing massive period of growth.
• Design of amplifiers (low noise & high power), ferrite isolators/circulators & filters for cellular & other radio systems. (JTB781)

TEST ENGINEER (X5)
HEATS .

£14K-£19K

Vacancies with Safety, EMC & Telecommunications Approvals departments in a leading edge company.
• Entails using appropriate hardware & knowledge to test a wide
variety of products against written standards.
• Liaise with clients to take remedial action, ensuring products meet
European & International standards. (JTC4299)

SENIOR DESIGN ENGINEER
CAMBRIDGESHIRE

TO £35K

Our client, currently at the forefront of digital colour scanning technology, requires an experienced hardware engineer to play a hands
on role within the R & D Dept.
• Min 3 years exp within a R&D department.
• Design in programmable logic for FPGAs using VHDL.
• Exp with 2 or more of the following: Microcontrollers, DSPs, FPGAs,
VHDL, high spe8'd logic; analogue circuits & PC based development tools.
• Knowledge of colour theory is desirable. (WW5596)

hardware

STS Recruitment

Ref:WW/9852

II

For a list of other vacancies, visit:
http://www.stsrecruit.com

Radley House
8 St Cross Road
Winchester
Hampshire
SO23 9HX

Telephone: 01962 869478

Precisely the right people

Fax: 01962 841982
Email: sts@tcp.co.uk
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Senior Hardware Engineer
Hants £22k to £28k
This well known company is looking to recruit a Hardware
Engineer who can offer at least 2 years design experience
within the electronics arena. Ideally you will have experience of
low power, cost sensitive consumer products. The position
involves the design and development of GSM dual mode
mobile phones and hands free units, therefore you will need
good digital design (80386 and HS processors) and low level
software design experience. Basic analogue knowledge will
also be useful. TIME108

Graduate Hardware Engineer
Hants £20k to £25k
An opportunity for a Graduate level hardware engineer
currently exists with this company who design and develop
inspection equipment for the food and drugs related industr ies.
Ideally you will be a recent graduate with some R&D
experience. You should have an understanding of Digital
Design, microprocessor design and high level software
experience. Technology areas are varied and include analogue
RF, digital and 32 bit embedded processors. TIME109

RF/Microwave Design Engineers
Kent to £35k
One of the world's leading companies involved in t he design
and development of vehicle antenna systems is currently
looking to expand its team to keep it at the forefront of
communications and intelligent transport systems technologies.
You will need to be well qualified with solid experience of RF
and Microwave design, LNAs, filters, d iversity systems and
measurement techniques. Any experience of antenna design
would be very beneficial. TIMEl 10

Hardware Design Engineer
Herts £18k to £25k
Good quality position, with a small but very successful company
is currently available for an experienced hardware engineer
who can offer at least 1 year's proven experience in hardware
design for broad level products. A minimum HND is required
along with experience of PLDs, FPGAs, TTUCMOS logic design,
analogue and digital interfacing and software design
experience in C and Assembler. Any experience . of Intel
processors would be beneficial. This is an excellent second
career move prospect. TIMEl 11

Hardware Design Engineers
Lanes £neg
This progressive company require hardware engineers to join
th.e ir R&D department involved in the design and development
of electronic fire protection systems. You wil l pqssess proven
skills in hardware and software design. Degree qualified with
at least 2 years experience you will have hardware skills in
microprocessor and m icrocontroller design and software skills
in embedded C and Asssembler. "T:hese are good opportunities
with a very stable company. TIME204

Software Engineers
- Digital Broadcast
Bucks to £40k
World leader in the electronics field is curre.n tly looking to
recru it Software Engineers Vl(ho have at least 5 years experience
in software design, with a solid background in real-time
embedded software in C. You will have solid experience of
working with custom hardware and have excellent experience
in at least one of the following areas: DVB, MPEG, GSM.
TIME205

contact: Steve Riley

01B44

202675

Project Leader
- Digital Broadcasting
M40 (outside M25 belt) £neg
Superb company involved in the development of digital
broadcasting products are cur rently looking for a Project
Leader who can offer at least 5 years experience of
designing d igital and software systems. You will be
responsible for developing LSI and PCB based systems for
digital audio and video broadcasting. As a project leader you
will have strong team leadership skills as well as excellent
man-management skills. As a senior level engineer you will
need to be able to demonstrat e a proven track record in
hardware and software design. TIME206

Digital ASIC Design Engineers
Surrey & Hants £25k to £38k
This company releas.es on average 10 new technically
advanced pr.oducts for the te lecommunications industry each
year. To maintair-1 this level of commitment they are looking
to recruit top level design engineers who are able to design
and develop products for the commercial market. P.osit ions
exist for graduate level engineers, through to senior/team
leaders who have at least 2 years experience of ASIC design.
You should have solid VHDL (or similar) tools experience.
TIME100

Senior ASIC Designers
Cambs £24k to £35k
A rare opportunity to be invo lved in the design and
development of some of the best f ut ure products is currently
available with one of the UK's most respected design houses.
You will be involved in the design of the latest ASIC
techno logy for im'plementation into new Multimedia and
Communications products. You will need a good degree (1st
or 2:•1) with an excellent track record in com mercial product
design. High gate level design experience is requ ired
coupled with excellent VHDL/Synopsys (synthesi s and
simulation). TIME101

Hardware Design Engineers
Surrey, Hants & Berks £20k to ~38k
There is a superb array of positions available for hardwate
engineers who are looking for a fresh challenge. Positions
currently exist in the Telecomms, TV and Video and
Networking -industries. You will need to be a graduate
engineer, with 2 years+ experience of digita l and analogue
design with experience gained in FPGAs, PLDs and processor
design as well as having good experience of software design
for embedded applications (C, C++ and Assembler). Any
experience of the ·~ ollowing would be highly beneficial: DSP,
Audio, RF. T,IME102

Learn RF/IC Design
(superb offered prospect)
North London £20k to £36k
This wel l known company is involved in telecommunications
and datacommunications, and has several dedicated design
sites throughout 'the UK, Europe and the US. They are
currently looking to recruit several bright engineers who are
interested in the prospect of being t rained as RF/IC Design
Engineers. To qualify for these excellent opportunities you
will need to be degree qualified and have at least 1 year's
industrial experience in one of t he fol lowi ng:
ASICs Optoelectronics Analogue ICs RF Design
You will need to be very bright and be capab le of learning
ve~y complex design methods used in RF/IC designs. As part
of you r tra ining, you w ill be required to spend several weeks
abroad. TIME105

Crendon House Drake's Drive
Long Crendon Aylesbury Bucks HP18 988
Fax: 01844 202676
Email: Steve_time@msn.com
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Time
resourcing

Tel:0181

652 3620

hardware software
manufacture
test

Software Design
M3/M4 £20k to f40k
We are currently looking for up to 6 (six) software engineers (6
in each application area) to work on t he design and
development of new and existing products within the ATM
telecomms (GSM) and Multimedia markets. You should hav~
good experience in a real-time embedded environment using c
C++ u.n.der UNIX. Any experience of the following would b~
~enef1c1al: DSP, SDH, 00 systems design and analysis for realtime embedded systems, VxWorks, GUI design using Visual C++
Graphics, Network Management. TIME106
'

DSP Design
Surrey, Hants & Cambs f25k to f45k
With good coverage across the country DSP Engineers have got
it sorted_. There i.s an impressive mixture of both large and small
companies l?ok1~g for_ DSP Engineers to work on some very
complex proiects including algorithm development/analysis and
signal fundamentals for areas such as Telecommunications
Musical Instruments, Broadcast and Multimedia. You will need
at least 2 years experience of DSP software development using
C, C++ and Assembler and be very technically minded. TIME107

RF Design Engineers
M3/M4, Cambs £20k to £45k+
The market .f or RF De.sign Engirie·ers increases ra.pidly due to the
continuous intro?u~1on of neyv innovative products mainly for
the telecommun1cat1ons market. This demand for RF Engineers
has .opened the door of over twenty companies who are
looking for designers who have experience of Receiver
Transmitter, Synthesiser, LNA and filter design in the RF range~
1.8 to 2GHz. Typical technologies include GSM, wireless CDMA
and UNITS for mobile and fixed communications products.
Naturally you w ill have good HP EEsof, Touchstone and/or
PSPICE experience. TIME103

RF Design Engineers
Wiltshire £24k to £45k
Having already placed several RF Engineers w ith this company,
we now have a requirement to further expand this successful
team. For over two years this company has been designing and
developing t he next generation of basestation products and
systems for the telecomms market and is now poised to
continue its already enviable reputation for designing some of
the best products around. The RF team is looking for engineers
who have 1 year's+ experience of RF Desig n gained within a
very strong technically advanced company. You w ill work as
part .of a team of engineers designing Rx, Tx, LNAs, Filters.
Massive resources of technical ta lent and financial security
make t his company one of the best to work for. TIME104

Principal Digital Design Engineer
Surrey £neg
Superb company. in~olved in the design and development of
complex electronics instrumentation equipment are looking to
recruit an exper.ienced digital design eng ineer who has at least
3 years experience of PLDs, FPGAs ADC, DAC and HS
microwntroller design and .programming. You should also have
rea l-time embedded software design experience with hands-on
C. Any experience of DSP and VHDL will be of interest. JUNIOR
POSITION ALSO AVAILABLE. TIME112

H~rdware and Software Engineers
Cambridge £20k to £35k
Young and dynamic company based in Cambridge who are
involve~ in th.e design of exciting broadcast and postproduction equipment are looking to expand their team of
soft"."'are and hardw~re design engineers and are currently
looking f'?r the follow1~g engineering professionals.
DSP Enginee_rs: Algorit hm development for digital video
pr?cess1ng using DSP, RISC and microprog rammable hardware.
Minimum 3 years DSP and C cod ing experience is required.

Software Engineers: 3 years experience of C w ithin an
embedded environment. Development of algorithm and
a~p.lication_software for video ~nd audio processing systems.
D1g1tal Designer: Hands-on design for next generation Video
and Aud io processing equipment. Digital design, 64 and 128
bit RICS technology. Experience of high speed digital design,
FPGAs, Power PC, SPARC, DSP, PCI, VME, digital video/audio.

Senior ASIC Designers
Cambridge £24k to £3Sk
A rare opportunity to be involved in the design and
development of some of the best future products is availab le
w it h one of the UK's most respected design houses. You wi ll
be involved i_n the design of t he latest ASIC technology for
1mplementat1on into new Multimedia and Communications
products. You will need a good degree (2: 1 o r 1st) w ith an
excellent track :ecord in commercial product design. High
gate level design experience is required coupled with
excellent VHDUSynopsys. TIME101

Move into Digital ASIC Design
Herts to £35k
Se~eral positions currently exist for design engineers with
this very successful young company who are involved in the
design and development of very complex ASICs. for markets
such. as datacom, t elecomms and w ireless. The position
requ1~es a goo~ degree w ith at least 2 years digital design
experience. It 1s not essential that you have ASICNHDL
experience as a good FPGA/PLD background will be
appropriate. TIME200

RISC Design Engineer
Berkshire to £45k
You will be involved in t he development of sub-micron
impl~mentation and mo delling of advanced RISC
arc~1~ect~res using design tools and methodo logies. The
pos1~1on involv~s the physical rea lisation of RISC processor
~rch1tectures'. 1nvolv,n~ RTL coding in VHDL or Verilog,
implementa.t1on of designs. You will need to be experienced
in the design of A SICs wit h VHDL and/or Verilog and
embedded microprocessor design. You should also be able
to perform gate level simulation and verif ication. TIME201.

RF Design Engineers
M3/M4, Cambridge £20k to £45k+
RF Design Engineers are sought by companies both -large
and small, to be involved in the design and development of
new innovative products. This demand for RF Design
Engineers has paved the way for some very exciting career
opportunities. Positions exist from Graduate level th rough to
Team .Leaders w ith experience levels ranging from 1 y~ar's+
experience for RF Engineers already established in the
market. You will have gained experience in the design and
development of Receivers, Transmitters LNAs Filters and
Synthesisers from 1.8 to 2GHz. Techn~logy a'reas include
GSM, UMTS, W ireless CDM A for mobile and f ixed
communications systems. TIME202

DSP Design Engineer
Cambridge, Surrey, Bristol
£25k to £40k
The~e is an impressive mixture of companies looking for DSP
Engineers to work on some excellent projects involving the
Engineers from initial concepts through to finished product.
"'.ou will be involved in algorith m development/analysis and
signal f undamenta ls for areas such as Telecommunications
Musical Instruments, Broadcast and Multimedia. You w ili
need to have a good degree with a good understanding of
DSP hardware
{TMS320/DSP56000) a nd soft ware
development using C, C++ and Assembler. Any
understanding of MPEG and MPEG audio compr essi on
algorithms. TIME203
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SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS

-

CLASSIFIED
ARTICLES FOR SALE
RF DESIGN
SERVICES
All aspects of RF
hardware development
considered from
concept to production.

IWATERBEACH ELECTRONICS I
TEL: 01223 862550
FAX: 01223 440853
ELECTRONIC DESIGN - ANALOGUE AND
DIGITAL. P & P ELECTRONICS. TEL: 01924
402931.

CONTACT

Cooke International
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham,
Bognar Regis, West Sussex, PO22 0HD, U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
Web: http://www.cooke-int.com
E-mail: info@cooke-int.com
CIRCLE ,'\0. 111, O,'\ Rfl'L \ CARD

.

LEADER LDM 171 DISTORTION ANALYSER
£350 ONO. ADVANCE 13 VERY LOW DIS•
TORTION SINE/SQ SIGGEN £175 ONO. TEL:
MATTHEW 01923 236968 EVES.

. ..· CONTACT

Cooke International
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham,
Bognar Regis, West Sussex, PO22 0HD, U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457
Web: http://www.cooke-int.com
E-mail: info@cooke-int.com
CIR( LC

, o. 117 O'I: RfPL\ (

DVMs 3 x Dauon Autoc.ll 1065 £190. Solartton
7075 7~dig,t £180. HP3490 £ISO. S7065 £ISO.
S70S5 £120. Good cal. Tel 01883 717484.
Surrey.
MARCONI 2955 radio comms test set. cxc,lknt
condition. Complete with opcra1ing service and

GPIB manuals. £1,595. Call 01814216606.
NEWNES "RADIO AND TELEVISION SER·
VICING" 1945•1969 (I MISSING). OFFERS.
TEL: 01865 251041 (STEVE).

Rack Enclosures

CMS .........................................................754

PICO ........................................................743

CONFORD ELECTRONICS .................... 661

PS CONSULTANTS ............................... OBC

CROWNHILL ........................................... 758

QUICKROUTE ......... ................................726

cvc .........................................................754

RADIO TECH ..........................................754

DATAMAN ................................................ IFC

SEETRAX ................................................773

DISPLAY ELECTRONICS ....................... 774

STEWART OF READING ........................ 756

EQUINOX TECHNOLOGY ...................... IBC

SURREY ELECTRONICS ....................... 756

JOHNS RADIO ........................................ 782

SYSONIC ....................................... ......... 758

JPG ELECTRONICS ............................... 779

TELFORD ELECTRONICS ..................... 766

LABCENTER ELECTRONICS ................ 714

TELNET ................................................... 719

M & B RADIO .......................................... 730

TEMW ELL ............................................... 779

MILFORD INSTRUMENTS ...................... 756

TIE PIE .................................................... 733

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS ...................... 730

WILMSLOW AUDIO ................................ 787

VALVES etc WANTED
Most types considered but especially KT88, PX4/PX25, KT66, KTT7, EL34,
EL37, ECC83. Valves must be UK manufacture to achieve top prices. £220
paid for working quad stereo system (II+ II+ 221.

M&B Radio
86 Bishopsgate Street Leeds LS1 488

COURTEOUS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Ask for a free copy of our wanted List.

Tel. 0113 2702114 Fax. 0113 2426881
80 COPIFS WW prior to Dec 1985. FOC to
caller 01622 2039S I.

APPOINTMENTS
RADIO ENGINEER
J:- succ~ssful growing company
1s lookmg for an engineer to
work on broadcast radio
systems. You need to be
intelligent, organised and
trustworthy. We offer a good
experience related salary,
training if required, and a
variety of work in a pleasant
environment (near Burgess
Hill). Call Martin Spencer at:
Radica Broadcast Systems
01444 258 285.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE NOTE
FOR ALL YOUR FUTURE
ENQUIRIES ON
ADVERTISING RATES
PLEASE CONTACT
JOANNAHCOX
ON
TEL: 01816523620
FAX: 0181 652 8938

OLSON ELECTRONICS ......................... 727
ELECTRONICS WORLD September 1998

ARTICLES WANTED

New and Used most sizes
16U to SOU side and rear panels
mains distribution 19• Panel mounts
optima eurocraft. Prices from £45 +vat

,\RI>

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

806

Fax 01816528938

Tel: 0181 652 3620

September 1998 ELECTRONICS WORLD

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ
Tel: 01403 784961 Fax: 01403 783519
Email: billingtonexportltd@btinternet.com
VISITORS PLEASE PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

TOP PRICES PAID

**WANTED**

For all your valves,
tubes, semi conductors
and IC's.

Test equipment,
Electronic Scrap, Valves,
Transmitters/Receivers,
Factory and Warehouse
Clearance.
Confidentiality Assured.

Langrex
Supplies
Limited
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CAO 2QP
TEL: 0181 6841166
FAX: 0181 684 3056

TELFORD
ELECTRONICS
Phone: 01952 605451
Fax: 01952 677978

APPOINTMENTS
Video Display Design
Engineers
Home Counties
A leading manufacturer in the field of
large video screens seeks the services of
design engineers with experience in
LED video display technology.
Experience in analogue and digital
video techniques, microcontrollers,
F~GA's and.PLD's is required, along
with enthusiasm and a practical
approach.
c.£2Sk. plus company car.
Please reply in confidence to Box No. 99
c/o Electronics World
Room L329
Quadrant House
The Quadrant
Sutton, Surrey SM2 SAS
807

ELECTRONICUPDATE

Contact Joannah Cox on

0181 652 3620

CABLING SOLUTIONS
FROM THE LCD EXPERTS

••••

Trident Microsystems' new LVDS
system, provides the cabling
solution to overcome all the
problems associated with driving
Digital TFT over long distances.
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Trident's new LVDS system now
allows for digital drive of up to 20
metres in length.
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For further details call
Trident today
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LCR&
IMPEDANCE
METERS
The 3522 LCR HiTESTER and 3531Z HiTESTER
together provide a wide range of test frequencies.
The 3522 offers DC and a range from lmHz to
IOOkHi and the 3531 covers the range from 42Hi
to 5MHz.Test conditions can now come closer to a
component's operating conditions. The high basic
accuracy of ±0.08%. cembined with ease of use
and low price give these impedance meters

9 1AR

charac1eristics.

~ TE~::•:,:::::::~NTS LTD

Tel: 01737 780790

. · .,,-;

A regular advertising feature
enabling readers to obtain more
information o n companies'
products or services.

MICROCONTROLLERS

Atmel 89C.89S, 90S(AVR),
Generic 87C, Dallas 87(520
FLASH MEMORY
Atmel 29C, 49F

SYSTEMS

Fax: 0118 9792338

Fax: 01737 771908

Supports:

SERIAL/PARALLEL EEl>ROM

IAR Microcontroller Development Tools
CIRCLE NO. I 39 ON REPl Y CARD

CIRt lE N0.1311 ON Rf Pt Y CARD

( -Compilers, Assemblers. Simulators

INDUSTRIAL
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS

VME BROCHURE
The VME Solutions brochure from
National Instruments is a free 6-page,
full colour brochure describing the
company's new range of Pentium
MMX-based, 6U, embedded VME PC
controllers. The VME pc•600 Series
feature leading edge PC computer
technology and Intel Pentium MMX
microprocessors packaged in a rugged
two-slot unit ideal for process control
and monitoring applications. Both
combine the latest computer technology
and our high-performance MITE and
MANTIS chip sets for superior VME
and PC performance.

Not all device; may be supported within each family

PROFESSIONAL AYR™ MICROCONTROLLER STARTER SYSTEM
System Contents

Further details from:
W9rdsworth
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WRITE IN BASIC RUN IN A FLASH

•
••

1

Order Code: AVR2-ST

Only ..

•fQif•

FLASH 8051 Professional
Starter System

CIRCLE NO. 141 ON REPl Y CARD

CIRCLE NO. 140 ON RfPl Y CARD

System Contents

The essential source for business information
57,000 companies on a single CD -l 1,000 products and services
18 search criteria
Indispensible fcJI':
cost-effectiw purchasing generating new business
market research financial, credit and sales planning

·:
.
0
,

.., ,,, ... ,,,

• Compiled BASIC generates
tight AVR™ machine code
• Not a Run·Time Interpreter;
NO code overhead!
• Target speeds comparable
with assembler
• Breaks the cost barrier for
small projects
• Ideal for educational, hobbyist
and professional use

~KEIL
~

SOFTWARE

i... , .. , ...

1

Pl= send me , FR££ 111:tl COP) of Koinpa.i CD-Plw XOII.

I

I

Sumune:
Joh Tttle:

I
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Company

Address·

N,rurt of Bt111J1es,
T
_e_lN_'o_ ________ _____F_a.,_N_o_ _ _ _ _ __

ff

To try out this CD FREE simply fill in the
coupon and post it back today to:
Reed Business Information
Wind,or Coun. hr (.;rimtt\ld Hou,L·.
[N Gnmcead.WN SuN·x RH i<I IXD.
En~bnd.

or fax it on: 01342-335998

•
•
•
•

Order Codes:
AVR-BAS-LITE
AVR-8AS-8K

Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
Evaluation module for 20 & 40-pin OILdevices
In-System Programming (ISP) Cable
Keil PK51·2K Integrated Windows™ Development
Environment (2K code limit). Includes ( •Compiler,
Macro Assembler. Linker, Hex Creator, Editor & Simulator
• Mains Power Supply Adaptor
• PC Serial Cable
• Atmel CO-ROM Datbook
• One AT89S82S2 40-pin OILMicrocontroller
System layour shown in Fig 1 above O I

Order Code: EQ-805 HT!

dScope
Software Simulator &
Target Debugger

n

Y--••Jfllf)

U~Tl""ATE 8051 TOOL SET
i,,Vision
Integrated Development
Environment for Windows"'

NEW for 1998! All of the UK's top 5,000 companies
- - ----- --- ---- -- -------- -

Micro-1$.f?
7

• Combined Serial & Parallel Device Programmer
• Evaluation module for 8. 20 & 40·pin OIL devices
• ln•System Programming (ISP) Cable
• Integrated Windows™ Development Environment
• AVR™ Basic LITE (1 k bytes code) Compiler
• AVR"• Assembler
• Mains Power Supply Adaptor
• PC Serial Cable (Connects to PC COM Port)
• Atmel CD-ROM Oatbook
• One AT90S1200 OIL Microcontroller

a

Tel: 01732 861000

CONFIGURAT-ORS

Atmel 17C. Xilinx XC 17

8051, Atmel AVR, Hitachi HS

The latest ICP catalogue
featuring comprehensive
range of CPU boards and
enclosures, complete with
price list, is now available
from Wordsworth.

For your FREE brochure call National Instruments on 01635 523545

Atmel 24C, 25C, 59C, 93C. 28C

• Optimising Ansi-C
Compiler
• Macro Assembler
• Linker
• Software Simulator
• Integrated Editor
• Hex Creator
Starter Systems supplied with 2K
Toolset & Development Systems
supplied with SK Toolset are
ava ilable for Atmel. Dallas.
Siemens. Temic 8051
microcont roller derivatives

Serial Programming
Systemfor the
Atmel AVR™ &
89S microcontroller
families

~~

1~ I

'

~

~
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Typical In-System Programming (ISP)
Scenario shown below:

Supports: Atmel 89S, 89LS, 90S(AVR)
PC

10.-Way IDC Cable

Target Power LED
ISP 10-Way Head e r

Order Code:
UISP-SJ-SYS

Only.

•fP&t•

CE
TECHNOLOGIES
EQUINOX TECH.,'OLOGIES UK UM!U.O

3 Atlas House St Georges Square Bolton BL1 2HB England

For sales tel: +44 (0) 1204 529000, fax: +44 (0) 1204 535555, e-mail: sales@equinox,tech.com, Web Site: www.equinox-tech.com
EQUINOX DISTRIBUTORS: AUSTRALIA Farnell •61196':S 8888 AUSTRIA Farnell +43 C66067 75 BELGIUM Alcorn Electron<s t-/,1\a +323117 3647 Far,ell +JI OJ 227 36<7 BRAZIL Has:ec •55 11 122 1799 Anaccm +55 1I 45l 5S88 DENMARK Farrell ,45 44 53
66 4-< EIRE Farne I +lSJ 1 8309277 FINLAND Farne I +358 9 34S5 4;)t) FRANCEFarn,11 +ll 474 65 94 66 Ne.lie< +33 I 4687 1200 GERMANY Elektronikladen t49 52 ]2 81 71 Farneo +49 69 61 39 39 39 lnel<ek GmbH >49 7321 93850, MSC Ve1!ebs GrnbH +49 08
9945532 12 GREECH t·cro'ec t)0 1 5395042 4 HONG KONG Farne 800 968 260 (HKDirect T~. Free) ITALY Farnell +44 113131 1311 G1<lo Ila.an 1echrology,J9 SI 8910 51, ~e-.lle< lta"a +39 2 33 10 SJ 08 MALAYSIA Farnell +60 J 713 8000 NETHERLANDS Alcorn
Electron1Cs 8V +3110 4519533 Anua:ek tll 10 4504949 Fa•nell +31 302411323 NEW ZEALAND Farn,11 +649 357 0646 NORWAY ACTE~C +47 63898900 J•kob Hauetand Eectron< Al ,47 53763000 PORTUGAL Anatrom, +35119 371834 F,rne!I t44 1IJ2890040
SINGAPOREfarr,11 +65 7880100 SPAIN AnatrOII{ SA +34 I 366 01 S9 fa•,.,.i t44113131 0447 SWEDEN ACTE NC >46 6 44518 70 Farnell >46673010 00 SWITZERLAND Anatec ~ >41 41 )d8 J2 41 Faine'I t41 I 204 64 64 UNITED KINGDOM A\)a(.)5 Po!,r
t44 1925 626626. Farnet >44 113 263 6311 Rapid E\ea•on1Cs •44 1106 7S1166Quarndon Ele<1ron,cs •44 1331332651 USA H11ootsrnc , 1408298 9017 Newark Electron,Cl +I 800 718 1997. Peachtree -echnol"l'I ,1170 888 400rncneer S!andard +' 886 832 3976

Equinox reserves the right to change prices &specifications of any of the above products without prior notice. £&OE. All prices are exclusive of VAT &carriage. AVR'" is a trademark of the Atmel Corporation
CIRCLE NO. 14 2 ON REPl Y CARD
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WiNRADiO now brings you a complete choice in
computer controlled radio scanning and reception.
With either the internal or external versions, you can
couple all the power of the latest Windows PCs (not just
the fraction that you can squeeze down an RS232
connection) to the latest synthesised receiver design
techniques, and you'll get the ultimate in wide range, all
mode programmable radio reception.
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If you still want the ultimate receiver-in-a-PC with full
DSP, then you need the WR3000-DSP with its hardware
for
real-time
recording, signal
conditioning and
decoding applications. (This is
available as an
ISA card only).
VisiTune TM spectrum tuning display

New external WiNRADiO™ (WR1000e and WR1500e)
provide complete comms systems connecting either via
the basic RS232 - or with an optional PCMCIA adapter,
for high speed control. Power from existing 12v supplies,
or our optional NiMH rechargeable 12v battery pack.
Use WiNRADiO scanning PC comms receiver systems for...
Broadcast · Media monitoring · Professional & amateur radio
communications · Scanning · Spot frequency & whole spectrum
monitoring · Instrumentation Surveillance (and recording)

WR-1000

Model No

Your choice of virtual front panel

WR-1500

WR-1000i/WR-1500i - Internal full length ISA cards
Construction
WR-1000e/WR-1500e - external RS232/PCMCIA (optional)
0.5-1300 MHz
0.15-1500 MHz
Frequency range
AM,SSB/CW,FM-N,FM-W
AM,LSB,USB,CW,FM-N,FM-W
Modes
The DSP applet provided with the
100
Hz
(5
Hz
BFO)
100 Hz (10 Hz for SSB and CW)
Tuning step size
WR3000 spectrum monitor /SA card
6 kHz (AM/SSB),
2.5 kHz(SSB/CW), 9 kHz (AM)
(£995+VAT) allows continuous
IF bandwidths
control of. audio bandwidth and
17 kHz (FM-N)
17 kHz (FM-N)
other signal. conditioning functions
270 kHz (FM-W)
270 kHz (FM-W)
PLL-based triple-conv. superhet
Receiver type
Digital Suite Software
10 ch/sec (AM), 50 ch/sec (FM)
Scanning speed
200mW
200mW
Audio output on card
1. WEFAX / HF Fax
8 cards
8 cards
Max on one motherboard
2. Packet Radio for HF and VHF
85 dB
65 dB
Dynamic range
3. Aircraft Addressing and Reporting System
±2 kHz
no
IF shift (passband tuning)
(ACARS)
yes
DSP in hardware
no
4. Audio Oscilloscope, real time Spectrum
yes
no
IRQ required
Analyzer with calibration cursors
yes
yes
Spectrum Scope
5. Squelch-controlled AF Recorder and
yes
yes
Visitune
Playback
yes
yes
Published software API
6. DTMF, CTSS decode and analyse
£399 inc vat
£299 inc vat
Internal ISA cards
(requires SoundBlaster 16 compatible sound card)
External units
£389 inc vat
£449 inc vat
PCMCIA adapter (external)
£30 with 'e' series unit, otherwise: £69 inc.
PPS NiMH 12v battery pack & charger: £79 with 'e' series unit, otherwise: £139

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For your free info pack and software emulation demo disk contact Broadercasting Communication Systems
http://www.broadercasting.com
email: info@broadercasting.co.uk

FREEPHONE: 0800 0746 263
Fax: 01245 287057

Widford Old Rectory, London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 STE
".>= W !'!PAO L and V
CIRCLE NO. 1113 ON REPLY CARD
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